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ANNOTATION 

The book Is  the  first work in which with the 
using of contemporary mathematical methods there 
is  systematically expounded the theory of Jamming 
and electronic  reconnaissance.     In a  considerable 
part it  is based on the original investigations 
of the authors. 

Information,  power and operational-tactical 
criteria of the  effectiveness of means and methods 
of the creation of interference are  examined. 
Methods of the estimate of information loss, 
applied by means  of active Jamming to radar stations 
operating in scanning conditions, are described. 

Different  forms  of active Jamming on the 
channel of angular tracking of radar   (monopulse 
and with conical  scanning)  are investigated. 
Peculiarities of functioning radar systems of auto- 
matic tracking in the direction with  the action of 
special Interference signals  are examined. 

Methods of the creation of active*Jamming to 
systems  of automatic  range and speed  tracking  are 
discussed.    An estimate of different   forms of 
Interference signals  to radio links  of communica- 
tion and command  control is given. 

Calculation relationships are derived which 
allow estimating the necessary quantity of dipole 
reflectors  for the suppression of radar of 
different assignment,  including and pulse-coherent 
radar.    Principles of the application of radar 
traps in different  links of control  system by means 
of antiaircraft defense are discussed.    Methods of 
increasing the effectiveness of the  area of 
scattering and also methods of Jamming founded on 
the change in electrical properties  of the medium 
and radar observation of targets are  shown. 
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The problem of electronic  Intelligence Is 
discussed  on the basis   of the qu^uelng  theory. 
There are given different circuits  of devices of 
the determination and memorization of frequency 
and also the determination of the bearing and 
position of the  electronic equipment. 

The book is  intended for a wide range  of 
specialists engaged in problems of the  development, 
exploitation and application of electronic  equip- 
ment.    It will be useful to teachers and students 
of electronic higher educational institutions and 
departments.     The book has  223  figures  and  112 names 
in tne bibliography. 

/ 
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PREFACE 

Individual problems in Jamming [RPD] and electronic reconnaissance 

[RTH] were examined earlier only in Journal articles and also in a 

number of pamphlets. 

The attempt to give a systematic account or the basic scientific 

and technical problems of this important field of applied electronics 

is  natural. 

The development of contemporary methods of investigation,  such 

as  the theory  of decisions,  the  theory of games and queueing theory 
and development of the  theory  of radar and radio control permitted 

the authors  to systematize works published up to the present time 
and examine  as   far as  possible well-known methods  of RPD and RTR 

from single positions. 

In considerable part the book  contains  data of original investi- 

gations  of authors and also theoretical generalizations  of published 

materials. 

In the beginning of the book information and operational-tactical 

criteria of RPD effectiveness   are  discussed.     In subsequent  chapters 
possible methods of RPD to different  forms  of electronic means  are 

examined.     The main attention is given to interferences  to radar 
operating both  in conditions   of  scanning and in conditions  of 

automatic  tracking. 
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The last chapter is devoted to electronic reconnaissance.  As a 

theoretical basis for RTR the qaeueing theory is used. 

The book is intended on readers having a mathematical preparation 

from:a higher technical educational institution.  Used in a number of 

cases are new mathematical methods (games theory, queueing theory, 

theory of decisions and some divisions of the Information theory) are 

additionally explained. 

Chapters 1, 2, and 3 (with the exception of 1.9, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 

3.1, 3.2, and 3-6), and also 4.5, 4.6, 5.4, 7.3, 7.7, 9.2, and 10.2 

were written by S. A. Vakln, Chapter 4 (with the exception of 4.1, 

4.5, and 4.6) and also 3-2, 3.6, 6.3, and 6.4 were written by Jh.  N. 

Shustov. The remaining sections were written by the authors jointly. 

The authors express their deep gratitude to M. P. Bobnev, B. D. 

Serglyevskiy, V. T. Borovik, V. P. Malaychuk, S. S. Romanov, and 

B. V. Abramom for their critical remarks and councils promoting the 

improvement of the book. 

The necessity to consider the wide range of questions, naturally, 

could not fall to lead to an irregularity In the depth of the study 

of the separate divisions. The authors will gratefully accept 

critical remarks on the substance of the work. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At present electronic means  [RES]  comprises  the basis  of systems 

of control of troops  and weapons in all  forms  of armed forces of 

contemporary states.     In the most characteristic  form this position 
appears  in antiaircraft   [PVO]  and antimissile  defense  [PRO]. 

The  developmenti of electronics made possible the entering into 

armament   of PVO of controlled weapons of destruction - aircraft  and 

antiaircraft  controlled rocket weaponry   ([AURO]  and  [ZURO])  which  to 
a great  degree increased the probability of the defeating the enemy 

aircraft  by  one rocket. 

If in the Second World War to destroy one  aircraft it was  required 

to use on the average of up  to 500-600 shells  of barrel antiaircraft 

artillery   [ZA],  then at present  for aircraft destruction 1-2 anti- 

aircraft   guided missiles   [ZUR]  are  sufficient. 

At   the same  time  the electronic  facilities   are one of the most 

vulnerable sections  of the PVO system since they are detected by the 

radiation  and their operation  can be Jammed,   i.e..  Jamming by  elec- 

tronic  methods. 

The  dialectics  of  combating measures and countermeasures, 

naturally,   led to the appearance and development  of methods  of 
surmounting by the aviation  of the  PVO of the  enemy  founded on the 

application of Jamming the  operation of electronic means  of the 

system  of  the  PVO.. 
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At present Jamming Is one of the important forms of the  security 

of combat actions  of aviation in the surmounting of PVO. 

Jamming is widely  applied in other branches of the military. 

However,  the purposes,  methods,  and means  of RPD in different  forms 

of armed forces  and branches of service  can be different. 

Thus,   for example,  the purpose of RPD,  carried out  In the inter- 

ests of the  cover of objects In the system of PVO and PRO can be the 

suppression of radar bombslghts, means  of radio navigation,  means of 

control of alr-to-surface and surface-to-surface rockets,  and the 

realization of radar Jamming camouflage  of covered objects. 

In land forces  RPD can include the  suppression of means  of 

communication of the enemy in tactical and operational links,  its 

electronic reconnaissance stations, means  of control of surface-to- 
surface and air-to-surface rockets  and antlradar camouflage  of objects 

and others. 

Electronic  reconnaissance as  a method of obtaining Information 

on radar means  of the enemy is  the most  Important component  part of 

RPD.    Without electronic reconnaissance  it is impossible to  organize 

effective Jamming. 

Furthermore,  electronic reconnaissance has an Independent 

importance in being a component part  of air or combined arms 

reconnaissance.     In the book the main attention is given to methods 

and means of Jamming and electronic reconnaissance Intended  for the 

application by  their aviation for the surmounting of PVO of the enemy. 

Problems of RPD,  realizable in the interests of PVO are partially 

examined. 
The first  information on the deliberate creation of radio 

interference pertains  to the Russian-Japanese War.     The commander of 

the Russian cruiser "Ural" proposed to the commanding squadron 

Vice Admiral Z.   P.   Rozhestvenskiy to suppress by radiation of the 
onboard radio station the radio link of the Japanese reconnaissance 

cruisers which  followed at a short distance  from the Russian squadron 

and transmitted information about  its movement.    However Z.   P. 

FTD-MT-2i4-115-69 xll 



Rozhestvenskly did not  resolve this  and thereby permitted scouts of 

the enemy to transmit  freely to the highest  command of the Japanese 

fleet Information about  the combat  formation and coordinates  of ships 
of his squadron. 

In the course of the Tsushima Battle  forward commanders  of 

individual ships by  their own Initiative applied Interference of 

radio communications.     Thus,  for example,   Interference was  created by 

the  cruiser "Izumrud"  and torpedo boat  "Gromkly." 

During the period of the First World War radio reconnaissance 

and the monitoring of conversations by radio  found widespread use. 

However,  the wide development of special equipment of radio Inter- 

ference and radio reconnaissance started to  come about only during 

the Second World War.     In this period there was already being  carried 

out  a systematic  and mass  application by the English and Americans  of 

radio Interference for the purpose of the suppression of radar of the 

PVO of fascist Germany.     In 19^3 the English used passive interference 
(metallized strips)   against German gun-laying radars.     In the  same 

year on the aircraft  of Great Britain there was Installed a noise 
Jammer to gun-laying radar [SON]  "Würzburg."      The creation of 

interferences was  facilitated by the standardization of the German 

radar, which amounted by  then to about  5000. 

The majority of radio engineers  of Germany during 19^-1945 were 
engaged in the development of attachments  to  radar of the gun-laying 

"Würzburg" for combating passive Interferences created by means  of 

ejection from aircraft of metallized paper strips.    There was  developed 

an attachment  of alternating compensation.     However,  this  attachment 

did not provide protection with great density  of Interferences. 

Radio misinformation  (the transmission of false instructions  in 

the guidance system of destroyers) was widely applied. 

In contemporary  conditions of high  saturation of PVO and PRO by 

electronic means  and the  Immeasurably Increasing strike shock  force 
of rockets and aircraft,   the role and importance of RPD are especially 
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great.     Already  at present without  the application of Jamming,  the 
probability  of surmounting the PVO of the enemy by a single aircraft 
is  very  low. 

Potential possibilities  of electronic means  are  such that in 
principle  it  is possible to expect  the mass  Introduction of systems 
providing Just  as successful Interception and intercontinental 
ballistic missiles.    Thus,  there  Is basis to recognize as real the 
creation, with  the help of electronic means  and controlled weapons  of 
destruction,   of a reliable  "dynamic shield"  covering  the territory 
of the country  or its  important objects  from strikes   of aircraft and 
rockets.     The  surmounting of this   shield by means  of application of 
only weapons  of destruction for destroying its electronic links  in 
principle  is  not a radical method  of solving the problem,  inasmuch as 
each such weapon of destruction can be revealed and destroyed as 
any  other means  of air attack.     The basic method of surmounting the 
"dynamic shield"  is to disrupt  the  control system by means of changing 
the quantity  of information circulating both in its  different links 
and in the  entire  control system as  a whole.     This  can be achieved, 
mainly, with  the help of Jamming and also a maneuver  combined with 
RPD. 

In virtue  of the  logic of armed combat development  of the means 
and methods  of Jamming produced by  counterjamming.  Into the problem 
of which enters  the development of methods and lowering the effec- 
tiveness  of RPD, which provides  the possibility of obtaining infor- 
mation with  the help of electronic means  under conditions of RPD and 
the organization and application of means  of RPD hampering the enemy. 

The  combating of methods  of Jamming and counterjamming comprises 
two  sides  of a  conflicting situation, which  is  sometimes  called 
radio war.     A  characteristic peculiarity of radio war is  its high 
dynamicism which is caused by a strong dependence of methods of 
Jamming and  counterjamming on  countermeasures  of the  enemy.    Success 
in radio war is achieved by superiority over the enemy  in the quantity 
and quality  of radio electronic technology and skill  of its combat 
application. 
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Thus, in the contemporary stage of development of methods of 

armed combat, electronic means have become weapons in the literal 
meaning of the word - weapon of radio war. 

The determining character of the  Influence of Jamming on the 
effectiveness  of combat actions  of aviation requires  in the examining 
of concrete methods  and means  of RPD an appraisal of the  change in 
combat effectiveness generated by  them.     At the same  time,  a correct 
solution to operational and tactical problems  in contemporary 

conditions  can be given only by  taking into account both Jamming and 
counterJamming. 
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prm - RPD 
OBO - PVO 
P3C - RES 
MA  - IA 
TEA - TO 
KPy - KRU 
syp - ZUR 
cpn - SRP 

rn   - GP 

All - ATs 
ACH - ASN 
en    - SP 

CÄ     - SD 
cr    - SG 
anp   - ESA 

Designations for Chapter 1 

- Jamming 

- antiaircraft defense 

- electronic systems 

- fighter aircraft 

- theater of operations 

- command radio control link 

- antiaircraft guided missiles 

- computer 

- gyrostablllzed platform 

- target 

- automatic direction tracking 

- actuator 

- data removal device 

- rate gyroscope 

- effective scattering area 
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Designations for Chapter 2 

PJIC — rada 

nc - PS 

nn - PP 

pn — RP 

CSV - SZCh 

Bnn — BPP 

oy — OU 

C3 — SZ 

Mm - ISh 

y-o - U-0 

ny - PU 

cmvi _ SPMI 

(when appearing as a subscript) 

- covered aircraft 
- Jammer 

- reconnaissance receiver 
frequency normalization circuit 

- Jamming transmitter 
- final amplifier 
- delay circuit 
- thyratron,  noise diode 
- broad-band amplifier-llmlter 
- threshold device 
- modulating pulses 
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Designation for Chapter 3 

Oy   - OU - final amplifier 

FTD-MT-2^-115-69 xvlll 
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Designation for Chapter H 

PCH - RSN - equisignal direction 
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Designation for Chapter 5 

BP    - VR - time discriminator 

C3"   - SZ - delay  circuit 
TCH - GSN - atrobe pulse generator 

CS1! - SZCh - frequency memorization circuit 

Oq    _ OU - final amplifier 

Ilpw - Prm - receiver 
JI3    - LZ - delay line 

yy    - UU - control unit 

Pew - Gem - oscillator 

CM    - SM - mixer 

Vm - UPCh - 1-f amplifier 
QPH - FDCh - doppler  filter 

y^   - UF - narrow-band filter 

PJI    — RL - reactance  tube 

Hü,   - ChD - discriminator 

JIBB - LBV - tw tube 
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pn^ - RPD - 

syp - ZUR - 

TCH - GSN - 

Kpy - KRU - 

cpn - SRP - 

npfl - Prd - 

ripM - Prm - 

^m - DSh - 

m - IK - 

m\[ - KhIP - 

csq - SZCh - 

yy - UU - 

oy _ OU — 

Designations for Chapter 6 

Jamming 

guided antiaircraft missiles 

homing device 

command radio control link 

computer 

transmitter 

receiver 

decoder 

actuating code 

random pulse interference 

frequency memorization circuit 

control unit 

final amplifier 
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Designations for Chapter 7 

1111 -   PP 

nc^ 
- psl 

AR -     AP 

nr -    KG 

wr -    MG 

iipw -    Prm 

V1K0 -    IKO 

JI3 -    LZ 

Interference producer 

covered aircraft 

duplexer 

coherent oscillator 

local oscillator 

receiving device 

plan position Indicator 

delay line 
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Designations for Chapter 8 

ny -  PU - preamplifier 

Oy _ ou - 'final amplifier 

FTD-MT-2^-115-69 xxlli 
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Deslfünatlons  for Chapter 9 

No explanation needed. 
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Designations for Chapter 10 

nPM - PRM - 

AH - AN - 

yso - UZO - 

Ty - TU - 

BU - VTs - 

ysq - UVCh - 

CM - SM - 

vm - UPCh - 

By - VU - 

qp - ChR - 

vm - UNCh - 

Apy - ARU - 

my - ShU - 

m - PD - 

^ - ChD - 

PJI - RL - 

rn - GP - 

3r - ZG - 

MC3 - ISZ - 

receivers 
analyzer 
unit  for storage and processing Information 
telemetrlc device 
Input  circuit 
high frequency amplifier 
mixer 
Intermediate frequency amplifier 

video amplifier 

frequency scanning 

low frequency amplifiers 

automatic gain control 

wideband amplifier 

phase detector 

frequency discriminator 

reactance tube 

Jamming generator 

master oscillator 

artificial earth satellites 
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CHAPTER       1 

CRITERIA OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MEANS AND METHODS OP JAMMING 

1.1.  General Characteristic of the Criteria 

In general Jamming [RPD] by electronic means of antiaircraft 

defense [PVO] can be attained by the following ways: 

- creation of radio Interference (active and passive Jamming 

false targets); 

- change in electrical properties of the medium (ionization of 

space, the creation of absorbing and dispersing media); 

- change in dispersing properties of the object (decrease in 

effective area of scattering, Jamming camouflage). 

Active Jamming is created with the help of transmitters tuned to 

frequencies of suppressed electronic means, which are specially 

modulated in reference to specific objects of suppression.  Inter- 

ference signals can provide camouflage of the desired signal or its 

imitation. Accordingly camouflaging and simulating interferences are 

distinguished.  Active interferences can also lead to a change in 

converting properties of appropriate electronic links. 

Passive Jamming is created at present by ejecting a large 

quantity of dipoles, effectively dispersing electromagnetic waves. 

The power of the signal reflected from the cloud of dipoles can 

considerably exceed the power of the signal from the aircraft. 

FTD-MT-24-115-69 1 
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False targets - radar traps - are aircraft (rockets) launched 

from aircraft or the ground having quite high effective areas of 

scattering. The latter Is attained by application of special 

reemltters (passive or active). 

The deliberate change in electrical properties of the medium can 

be achieved both by creating of artificially ionized regions and by 

inserting into the medium different absorbing and dispersing impuritie: 

(for example, smoke). The anomalies created cause in regions of 

their appearance disturbance of the usual conditions of the propaga- 

tion of radio waves. 

A change in dispersing properties of the object is attained by 

the application of various kinds of radar Jamming coverages and 

reemltters of electromagnetic energy, as a result of which the 

detection of targets either becomes impossible or is hampered. 

The means of Jamming (radio interference, change In properties 

of the medium, decrease in radar contrast), as a result of their 

application, do not lead to material destructions and can only change 

the quantity of information circulating in the object of action. A 

change In the quantity of Information passing through the electronic 

links leads to a change in the quantity of information in the whole 

control system, which in the end lowers the combat effectiveness of 

means of destruction of PVO serviced by the system.  This essentially 

reflects the basic principle of RPD - a decrease by electronic methods 

of the combat effectiveness of means of destruction of the enemy by 

changing the quantity of Information in his control system. 

Consequently, to understand the general principles of RPD and 

determine the criteria of an estimate of their effectiveness, it is 

necessary to determine the depend .ice between parameters of RPD 

means and the degree of their influence on combat effectiveness of 

suppressed electronic systems [RES] of the enemy. 

Two groups of criteria were determined - information and 

operational-tactical. 

FTD-MT-2^-115-69 
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Information criteria permit estimating the quality of concrete 

Interference signals and the quality of measures undertaken for 

applying information damage to the enemy. 

Operational-tactical criteria are initial in the development of 

principles of armament by means of Jamming. They permit estimating 

the quality of measures undertaken for the organization of Jamming 

in combat and operation. 

1.2.  Information Criteria 

Depending upon the form of Interference signal and class of 

suppressed electronic means, different Information criteria can take 

place. 

It is convenient to estimate quality of masking Interferences 

to radars operating in conditions of scanning with the help of the 

entropy of the interference signal. The expediency of such a 

criterion of the quality of the given form of interference signal can 

be shown In the following way. 

Masking Interference signals should exclude the possibility of 

detection of the desired signal with a probability exceeding the 

rated value under certain limiting conditions. An indispensable 

condition of the correct functioning of systems of information 

security known to the present time is the a priori knowledge of the 

desired signal.  The degree of this knowledge can be diverse, but 

nonetheless certain a priori Information on useful signals, and about 

laws of the distribution of particular forms of signals belonging to 

the given class should be always known. Otherwise, it is impossible 

to ensure the efficiency of the information system. 

Ideal masking interference signals should create such conditions 

at which a posteriori after reception of the useful signal, the a 

priori uncertainty in the system of information security was preserved. 

The indicated property of masking interferences should take place 

over a prolonged time for different electronic means of a given class. 

FTD-MT-24-115-69 
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The   given circumstances   exclude  the possibility  of the application 
for  these  purposes  of determined  signals,   Inasmuch as  they will  be 
easily  identified by  the  enemy and therefore  cannot increase the 
indeterminancles  in the  system.     Moreover,  by  comparatively simple 
technical procedures  the determined interference signals  can be 
eliminated,   I.e.,   they  possess   low potential  possibilities  of 
camouflage  (with the exception, perhaps,  of such cases when their 
power is  extraordinarily  great).     In other words, masking interference 
signals  should contain an element of uncertainty.    The greater the 
uncertainty of the  Interference signal at  the assigned limitations, 
the   less   the potential  possibilities   for the  enemy  to eliminate   it 
and with greater uncertainty  the enemy must make a decision. 

As  is known  [1,   2],   the measure of uncertainty of a random 
variable  or random process  is  entropy. 

In the case of the  discrete distribution of random the variable, 
described by  the   full   finite  probability  scheme   [2]: 

n /n,...n:...n.Y 

where FI. - value of the random variable; P. - probability of the 

fact that value 11. will take place; 

Imt 

entropy HCIl) random variable R is determined by formula 

Other things being equal, among the camouflaging interference signals 

the best is. that one whose entropy is greater. 

If the random variable X is described by the continuous law of 

distribution with density p(x), then its entropy 
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^W=-Jp(x)lojp(x)rfjr. d.2) 

Accordingly,   for the random variable characterized by multidimensional 
density of distribution p(x,,   ...,   x  ): 

•      «o 
/f(X)»— J...  J p(Xu :; Xn)UXp{xttr., Xn)äxt,„dx9, (1.3) 

-•     —• 

The introduction of entropy as a characteristic of the quality 

of masking interference signals permits estimating potential possi- 

bilities of interferences regardless of the concrete methods of their 

treatment in suppressed devices.  A direct characteristic of quality 

of the use of available power for the creation of masking interferences 

(creation of uncertainty) Is the entropy power of the interference 

signal. This idea is discussed in detail in the second chapter. 

Let us note that the appllcacion of entropy of interference signnls 

permits estimating to a certain degree their potential Interference 

possibilities. 

The quality of the simulating interferences and false targets 

can be estimated in the following way. The true target is charac- 

terized by a certain large number of independent parameters. These 

parameters can be accepted as coordinates of the multidimensional 

space.  The signal of a corresponding target can be represented in 

the form of a vector in this space. Thus the true target can be 

brought to conformity as the vector of criteria LUo-,, ..., a ), 

where a1 , . .. , o.    —  independent parameters quantitatively character- 

izing the indicated criteria. 

If a,, ..., a would be completely determined values, the problem 

of the creation of false marks would lead to a corresponding repro- 

duction with the help of the Interference device of components of 

the vector of criteria. 

For real targets each of criteria a. can constitute either a 

random variable, distributed over great number of true targets, or 
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a random time  function  for each given target. 

In other words,  on a certain part  or on all  independent  para- 
meters   (components  of the  vector of criteria)   there  is  assigned the 
probability   distribution 

-iti} 
/«I 

Here P. - probability of the k-th criterion takes the value ct^. 

The indicated circumstance makes necessary the introduction of 

uncertainty into the vector of criteria describing the false mark 

(target). 

In other words, it is necessary to assign, in the appropriate 

way, the probability distribution to corresponding components of the 

vector of criteria of the false target. 

Let us assume that great numbers of true targets l\M  of the 

given class and false targets of the same class U/JI each contain m 

elements (Ui/H, .... Um/H), (Ui/Jl, .... Um/JI) , and let us assume that 

there is known a priori the probability distribution on great numbers 

of ll/Vi  and U/JI, which form the full probabilistic scheme assigned on 

the assumption that the target is represented by the k-th criterion: 

U/H==SWH...IWH    \ 
\/»a(^/H)..^-.(^/H);, 

Iml 

An analogous probabilistic scheme can be recorded for a great 

number of false targets.  Each of the indicated probabilistic schemes 

brings into conformity the entropy determined under the condition 

that botn the true and false targets are represented by k-th criteria, 

i.e., that for both true and .false targets the full probabilistic 
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scheme a^. The quality of reproduction KLL/JI) of the true target 

with the help of the false target, represented by the k-th criterion, 

can be estimated by the difference in conditional entropies - 

conditional entropy of the false target H(LL/JI), represented by the 

k-th criterion, and the conditional entropy of the true target, also 

represented by the k-th criterion: 

/(Ufc/Jl)=r/f(Ufc/^)-/f(Hk/H). (1#i|) 

Here 

H (Ufc/Jl) = - £ P, («fc/JD V Pa (ii4/JD log Pa W*); (i. 5) 

^(Ufc/H)—^^(«„/«)£ ^(U^logPjiWH); (i.6) 

P.(a,/JI)  — conditional probability to the k-th criterion of the J^k 
J false target takes the  value ajuj  ■  1,  2,   . ..,  N;  k ■ 1,  2,   ,.., m) j 

P.(a,/M)  — conditional probability  of the k-th criterion of the true 
target takes  the value aj^;  P.-CIj./JI)  - conditional probability of the 
presence of the i-th false target with the corresponding criterion 
taking the  value aP/JI;  P..(L|./vJ  - conditional probability of the 

presence of the  1th true target with the given criterion taking the 
value otjl/I/I. 

Frequently  it is  convenient to present the quality of reproduction 
with the help of the difference  in conditional entropies  obtained by 
averaging not with respect to the probability distribution into 
regions  of the  determination of one  the criteria,  but by averaging 
over P great number of targets     .     Then in virtue of the symmetry, 
we will obtain 

/ (LU/JI) = H (Jl/LU);- H (H/IU (17) 

where 

H (^/Ufc)=- £ Pt WJl) V Pa wn) log Pit to/Jl); a. 8) 

—  
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H (H/UO = -f.Pi (difW) £ Pa («»/I I) log Pa (aÄ/H). {lt9) 

The  equality  of conditional  entropies 

//(Jl/Ufc) = //(H/lU) 

Is a necessary and sufficient condition so that the false target would 

completely present the true one by the k-th criterion [3, 4]. 

A convenient characteristic of the dlscernibillty of two 

hypotheses and also of the quality of imitation of the true target 

with the help of a false one is the so-called divergence of Kul'bak 

[Translator's note:  Western spelling could be Koolback] [3, 5]. 

It permits qualitatively estimating the quality of description 

of the true target represented by the vector of criteria Unfa', ... «*) 

and full probabilistic scheme for discrete values of each of the n 

criteria 

\Pt (•* /H)... /> (•{ /H)... /> («J /H)/* 

ith the help of the vector of criteria of the false target U^(ft., ..., 
IM 

«;,), the components of which are described by the corresponding full 

probabilistic schemes 

w 

A' 

*   \pcim...p{*'k/j\)..,pc*/ji))' 

In accordance with the  accepted designations the Kul'bak diver- 
gence   (distance between hypotheses)   is  recorded  in the   following way 

Div 
IT 

•» = S Pi (../H) -/>, K Wog gii^. (1.10) 



For Indiscerlble targets  or Identical descriptions, when 
'>i(8»i/H) = Pj(«*/Jl), the Kul'bak divergence turns Into zero. 

The  Kul'bak divergence will be compared favorably with the 
entropy measure by the  fact  that it permits  obtaining simpler calcu- 
lation  formulas in the  case  of normal  laws  of distribution.     The 
Kul'bak  divergence  is  completely determined by  a^posteEJorl distri- 
butions . 

The  aforementioned  formula for the Kul'bak  divergence   (1.10)  can 
be-obtained by the  following reasonings.     Let  us  assume that there  Is 
assigned  the a priori  probability distribution of discrete  values  of 
one of the components  of the  vector of criteria PCoO  of the true 
target,  and let us  assume that the a posteriori  probability distri- 
bution of discrete  values  of this criterion  for the following two 
alternative hypotheses  is also known:     the criterion corresponds to 
the  true  target P(a,/1/I),  and  the criterion corresponds to the  false 
target   (mark)  Fioi./Jl). 

Then the quality  of information I(a, ,  av/I/I)   contained in value 
11 K    K 

a,/M on value a, will be defined as the logarithm of the ratio of 

the a posteriori probability to the a priori probability. The base 

of the logarithm is selected different, depending upon what units of 

measurement of information are preferred to be used [6]: 

,K;^)-te|
pJg>. (iai) 

There will similarly be determined the quantity of information In the 

random variable ot./JI, which refers to the false target, on the random 
i 

variable a. : 

'<'i"i/*)-"*7$p (1.12) 

The difference of (1.11) and (1.12) will determine the measure of 

conformity of the false target by the ture, if they are both repre- 

sented by the random valuft ,of ^on^ of the components^of the vejjf or 

of criteria: 

9 
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/(.i:.i7M)-/(.i;.iM) = ^4^ (1.13) 

More accurately  this  difference determines  the quantity of information 
included in the  random variable  u, ,   in   favor of the hypothesis  about 
the   fact  that   the  given target   is  the   true  one as   compared  to  the 
alternative hypothesis   (false target).     If we average the  obtained 
value of difference   (1.13)  over al]  possible values oT.   separately for 
the probabilistic  scheme of the k-th  criterion of the true  target and 
the  same  criterion  of the  false  target,   then accordingly we will 
obtain the  average  quantity  of information  in favor of the hypothesis 
about  the  fact  that  the  given  criterion  represents  the  true  target. 
Therefore, 

is the average quantity of information included in the random variable 
aj"  in  favor of the   fact  that  the  identified 1 
when this  corresponds  to reality.     Similarly 
a,   in  favor of the   fact  that  the  identified target  is  true  at  the time 

vr'M%$i 
is  the average quantity of information,  included in the random vari- 
able   a^   in favor of the fact  t: 
whereas  in reality  it  is  false. 
able   aj~   in favor of the fact  that  the  identified target  is  true, 

The difference between (1.1^)   and  (l.l^a)  is  equal to Div a, 
[see  (1.10)].     It  determines the value  of divergence between alterna- 
tive hypotheses  relative to the situation described by  the  k-th 
component  of the  vector of criteria. 

In virtue  of the independence  of a priori probability  distri- 
butions,  the divergence of alternative hypotheses  is a very  convenient 
criterion of quality  not only of simulating but also masking inter- 
ferences.     In order to apply  this  criterion of quality  for masking 

10 



interferences,  It  is  necessary to know the  conditional a posteriori 
probability distribution for the realization representing only  the 
interference signal p(x, ,   ..., x /R)  and realization containing a 
mixture of interference  and desired signals  pCx,,   ...,  x /C).     If 
multidimensional densities of distribution are differentlable  and are 
determined on the whole real axis,  then 

Divn/c= j... jip^, xniq- 

The convenience  of the aforementioned information criteria of 
the quality of interference signals  consists,  first of all,  In the 
fact  that  for the developer of interference means in practice  there 
is always the necessary  information for carrying out concrete  calcu- 
lations according to  these criteria. 

A special advantage of the examined information criteria,   as was 
already noted earlier,   consists  in the  fact  that they permit estimating 
the quality of interference signals without  a tying to the concrete 
suppressed devices  and principles  of the acceptance of the solution 
by  the enemy under conditions of interferences.    In order to apply 
these criteria to estimating the quality  of simulating interference 
signals and false targets,  it is  necessary  to know the a posteriori 
estimators of the  latter. 

1.3.     Power Characteristics of Interference Signals 

An important power characteristic of interference signals  is  the 
coefficient of suppression.    Sometimes  the  coefficient of suppression 
is  called the power criterion of the quality of interference signals. 
It  is,  however,  expedient to examine  the  coefficient  of suppression 
not  as an Independent  criterion but as  a power characteristic  of the 
assigned Interference  signal and suppressed means. 

By the coefficient of suppression is  understood the minimum 
necessary ratio of energy of the given Interference signal to  the 
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energy  of the  useful signal at  the  input of the receiving device of 
the  suppresses   RE;;  in the passband  of Its  linear part  at which the 
assigned information loss  takes place1. 

The  information loss  generated by the action of interferences 
appears  in  the  camouflage,  simulation and formation of errors  and 
breaks  in the  entering of information and others.     The  character of 
the  information  loss  depends   on  the   form of tho  interference signal 
and suppressed means. 

The  assigned  (acceptable  in a  certain meaning)  information loss 
is determined preliminarily with  the help of operational-tactical 
criteria. 

In many   cases the useful  signals  can be examined as  pulses of 
rectangular  form  (especially  in radar).    In these conditions it is 
convenient  to  express the  coefficient of suppression in terms of the 
ratio of powers  of the interference  and useful signals  at  the input 
of the  receiving device: 

,= (*r)„. (1.16) 
M 

Here Pn - power of the Interference signal; P - pulse power of the 

useful signal. 

For example, for white Gaussian noise, Pn is equal to the 

product of its spectral density G on the passband of the linear part 

of the receiver Afnp, i.e., 

PB=CA/1IP. 

In the  case of pulse Interferences Pn Is the power of the inter- 
ference pulse  if it has rectangular  form. 

lThe  therm "coefficient  of suppression" was proposed by 
B.  D.   Sergiyevskiy. 
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If the  useful signal Is  a continuous oscillation  of constant 
amplitude,  which  takes place,   for example, with frequency  or phase 
modulation,  then by P    instantaneous  power of the signal  is understood. 

Subsequently we will use determination  (1.16).    The concept of 
the coefficient  of suppression in the  form of the minimum necessary 
ratio of powers  of Interference  and  useful signals  can be  used for 
signals of arbitrary form if by Pn  and Pc the mean values of powers 
during the  time equal to the  average  duration of the signals are 
understood.     Numerical values  of the  coefficient of suppression can 
be found only   for the assigned Interference signal and  assigned 
suppressed  device. 

Thus,   the  power criterion in  contrast  to the  information criterion 
requires  knowledge  of concrete  characteristics  of the  suppressed 
systems. 

If the system is well-known,   it  can be suppressed with  lower 
power consumptions  by applying appropriate Interference  signals,  not 
certainly optimum in the information  criterion. 

When probabilistic characteristics of interference and useful 
signals are known,  and characteristics  of the conversion of the 
signal and Interference in the electronic device are known,  then one 
can determine  the minimum necessary power relationships with the help 
of the theory  of statistical solutions.     In particular,   for masking 
Interferences  the  coefficient  of suppression is  found in two stages. 
Initially,  with respect to information criteria, the best quality 
of the Interference signal is provided.     After that  for the signal 
optimum with respect to the Information criterion is  the  coefficient 
of suppression by  it of the given electronic device.     The obtained 
numerical value  of the coefficient will be approximate,   and the 
degree  of approximation for different   criteria of acceptance of the 
solution will be different. 

As  is  known  [7}  8],  the  choice between two alternative hypotheses 
(Interference or signal + Interference)  on the basic of consideration 
of the given selection  (realization)   of random voltage   (current) 
obtained on the Interval of observation  (0, T), which Is  the sum of 
the useful and Interference signal,   can be performed with the help of 
a number of criteria  (Bayes,  minimax,   Neumann-Pearson,   Kotelnlkov- 
Zlgert  and Wald).     In all criteria the  solution is taken according 
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to  the  magnitude  of the  likelihood  ratio 

*<» ''-'= ;:&:::::$• ^-^ 

where P1(v1, ..., vn) and PQ^I» •••> v
n) -multidimensional density 

of the distribution of voltage (current) taking place accordingly in 

the case of the additive mixture of the signal and noises and only 

one noise. 

In making the choice between the two alternative hypotheses with 
respect to the given selection, the one making the decision can allow 
an  error  of  two kinds. 

Error  of the  first  kind   (false alarm).     It   is  assumed that  the 
second  hypothesis   (interference   + the signal takes  place)  is  correct 
when  the   first hypothesis   (only  interference takes place)  is correct. 

Error of the second kind  (passing of the target).     It is assumed 
that  the  first hypothesis  is   correct, whereas  the second hypothesis 
takes  place. 

To  take  the solution in this case means to determine the borders 
of region Rü of values of parameters of the selection  (realization) 
v-,,   ...,   v   ,  which correspond to the  first hypothesis,  and borders 
of region R^ of values of these parameters  corresponding to the 
second hypothesis. 

The probability of error of the  first kind  (probability of false 
alarm)   QQ  will be determined by  means  of integration over region R^ 
of the  density of distribution Po(vi,   ...,  vn): 

Q. = JP.(^ ...,Vn)d0t,..dOn. (118) 

The probability of error of the second kind  (probability of 
passing Q1 will be determined by means  of integration over region RQ 

of the density of distribution PnCv,,   ...,  v ) 

Qi —Jpifri vn)dol...dvn. (1.19) 

Depending upon the applied criterion the likelihood ratio is 

selected in order to ensure probabilities of errors of the first and 

Ik 
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second kind acceptable by certain considerations.  In order optimally 

to make a choice between two alternative hypotheses ("only Interfer- 

ence'^'lnterference + signal") with the help of the Bayes criterion, 

the one making the decisions should know the average risk 

V - ICQ. (/?.) -f (I -!) C.Q. (p.). n, 20) 

where C - a priori probability of the correctness  of the  first 
hypothesis   (only Interference);   (1-0  - a priori  probability of the 
correctness  of the alternative hypothesis   (Interference + signal); 
CQ - cost  of error of the first kind (false alarm)   expressed in 
arbitrary  units of measurement   (it  can be expressed in rubles);  C,   - 
cost  of error of the second kind  (passing of the target), expressed 
in the  same units of measurement  as  those of Cn. 

The  observer, using the Bayes  criterion, selects the border 
between regions R0 and R,   in such a way in order to ensure the 
minimum of average risk C.     The  likelihood ratio corresponding to 
this  condition is called threshold and Is denoted by A0: 

*•(*« VJ= td P.r (i.2i) pt(vt,..., vn) 

The magnitude of the threshold value of the  likelihood ratio in 
the case  of one-dimensional random variables PQ(V)   and p1(v)  is 
found by means of differentiation of the expression  for the average 
risk with respect to Ro * vn "     The  formxila. for the  average risk with 
the  choice between two alternative hypotheses on the basis of analysis 
of two random variables which  are  represented by  one-dimensional 
laws  of distribution PQ(V)  and p1(v), has the form 

C=*C*]p,(o)dv+(\-.\)Ct^ p^dv. (1.22) 

Here P0(v)  - density of distribution of the random variable v if 
the  first hypothesis  is correct;  P1(v) - density of distribution of 
the random variable v If the  second hypothesis  Is  correct. 
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DifferentiatinR C with respect to vQ and equating the derivative 

to zero, we will define the conditions at which minimum C Is ensured. 

Existence of the minimum is easily proven by direct analysis of the 

formula for the average risk (1.22). 

It turns out that CäC*,,,,, if 

(1.23) 

The  quantity  ^Q^VQ)   
in  the given example  is   the  threshold value  of 

the   likelihood ratio 

*=•£$• 
The observer,  in using  the Bayes criterion,   functions  in the 

following way.     According to the accepted realization likelihood 

ratio  A(v,,   ...,  v  )  is   determined, which is  compared with the 

threshold value  AQCV,, V- If 

AC»,, .... PfiXA,^,, .... 9II), (1.24) 

then  the  first hypothesis  is   taken,   otherwise,   the second hypothesis 

is  taken. 

The threshold value  of  the  likelihood ratio  can be brought  into 

conformity by the ratio  of energy of the useful  signal to the energy 

of the  interference signal.     This ratio in radar is called the 

coefficient  of discrimination. 

The one creating interferences  or developing the Interference 

equipment must be interested In such ratios  of energy of Interference 

and energy  of the signal   (if the question is masking Interferences) 

at which inequality  (1.24)   takes place.    The threshold value of the 
likelihood ratio can also be brought into conformity by a certain 

value  of the ratio of energies of the interference and useful signals, 
which  should be examined as   the minimum necessary.    This minimum 
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necessary  ratio, with  certain additionally Imposed  limitations, which 

was  discussed earlier  (account  of the passband of the linear part  of 
the receiver), determines  the  coefficient of suppression.    It Is easy 
to see that the coefficient of suppression for masking interferences 

Is  reciprocal of the  coefficient of discrimination. 

Numerical values  of the coefficient  of suppression are determined, 

as  a rule,  approximately,   inasmuch as  those valves  creating inter- 

ferences  are the unknown accurate values  of coefficients C* and C, 
also  a priori probabilities  C  and (1 - O  on which  the suppressed 
side  Is oriented. 

The a priori probability  C can be unknown and suppressed to the 
side.     Then the one who makes  the decision must make different 

assumptions  about the  enemy.     One of the  variants  of such reasonings 

leads  to the so-called mlnlmax criterion the  essence of which can be 

clarified in the  following way. 

Let us  assume that  the one making the decision on the suppressed 

radar does not know the a priori probability  C and arbitrarily 

selects  C ■ C-i •    In this   case the value of the average risk for the 

one making the decision will be determined by   formula (1.20),  recorded 

for one-dimensional distribution, in which instead of QQ(V0)  and 

Q1(v0)  it is necessary to substitute their values  corresponding to 

the accepted value of the  a priori probability  C «  Ci« 

'   ■     The indicated substitution is conditioned by the fact that 

quantity v0, minimizing the average risk C(v0),  in virtue  (1.23)   is 

determined by value 5 s  C-, : 

C(ll)=lICAK(l,)I+0-UClQ.l»,(l,)l. d.25) 
»» 

In the case when the value of the a priori probability $ is not equal 

to C-i,  the value of the average risk can appear both considerably 

more and less than C(C,). 

Figure 1.1 shows  the  approximate dependence of the average risk 

C(C)   on the a priori probability £;.    Every point of this  curve is 
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Fig. 1.1.  Dependence of 
average rick (C) for the 
one making the decision on 
the a priori probability £, 
in the case of the Bayes and 
minimax criteria. 

the minimum average risk corresponding to the given value of the a 

priori probability 5. The selected value C-. on the axis of the 

ordinates corresponds to the minimum value of the average risk 

0(5,).  If the value of the a priori probability C is not equal to 

5,, according to which there is carried out the minimization of 

average risk C(C-|), then the corresponding average risk Jf'CC) will 

be determined by ordinates of points of a straight line tangent to 

curve C(C) at point £,, i.e., C' U-,) » CU,). The equation of this 

straight line is obtained from formula (1.25) if in it Instead of 

factors t., and (1 - ^n) there is respectively substituted C and 

(1 - O: 

C (I) = ICQ, K «.)!+(1 - \) C.Q, (o, (I,)!. (1.26) 

.. sin order not to allow losses greater than C(CQ) corresponding to 

the maximum of curve C(C), the one making the decision should be 

oriented on the value of the a priori probability C ■ 5 0* In this 
case the straight line, which determines values of the average risk 
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C'Ug) for values C / ?0, will be parallel to the axis of the 

abscissas, I.e., the average risk at any values of C will not exceed 

CUQ).  Inasmuch as C(CQ) is the minimum average risk corresponding 

a priori to probability 5 ■ CQ and, furthermore, the maximum among 
all minimized a priori probabilities of average risk, it was agreed 

to call it the minimax average risk. Later this term will again 

be encountered in connection with the consideration of certain 

theoretical game problems. 

In order to find the threshold value of the liklihood ratio and 

boundary value v * v0 corresponding to it for the minimax criterion, 

it is necessary to differentiate the expression for average risk 

(1.22) with respect to C and equate the derivative to zero.  The 

obtained transcendental equation 

C,Q,(^) = C,Q1(c»,) (1.27) 

permits  finding the sought value  v0  corresponding to the maximum of 
the minimized average risk and determining the threshold likelihood 
ratio 

It is obvious that, being oriented on tha a priori probability £[ " CQ> 

the one creating interferences assumes work in conditions most 

profitable for himself . The coefficient of suppression corresponding 

to CQ can appear smaller than for any other values of 5. 

Application of the minimax criterion does not remove the 

uncertainty in calculations of the coefficient of suppression, inas- 

much as the interferences, as a rule, are unknown values of costs 

CQ and C, on which the suppressed side is oriented. 

The Kotelnikov-Zigert criterion ("ideal observer") assumes the 

equality of costs of errors of the first and second kind (C0 ■ C,). 
In this case minimization of the average risk is equivalent to 

minimization of the full probability of acceptance of an erroneous 
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decision   '0|., •     '^^-   "ideal  observer"  selects   the  border between  regions 
HQ  and  H     in  such  a way   in  order  Lo minimize  tne  average probability 
of an erroneous  decision 

Pom = IQ. + (1-*)(?,. (1.28) 

The Kotelnlkov-Zlgert criterion is applied in systems of radio 

communications. 

Just as in the case of the Bayes criterion, the one organizing 

the Interferences, in calculating the coefficient of suppression by 

the criterion of the "ideal observer," can allow an error in virtue 

of the Inaccurate knowledge of the a priori probability C> on which 

the one being suppressed is oriented. 

If in radio communications it is permissible to estimate equally 

errors of the first and second kind,,then in radar the false alarm 

and passing of a target are events of fundamentally different 

significance.  Furthermore, in radar there are encountered difficul- 

ties with determination and often with simple Interpretation of a 

priori probabilities.  In virtue of the indicated circumstances in 

radar the basic criterion for determining of the threshold likelihood 

ratio and coefficient of discrimination corresponding to it is the 

Neumann-Pearson criterion. 

The Neumann-Pearson criterion requires to select so the boundary 

between regions Rn and FL in order to provide a minimum of probability 

of the passing of a signal at the assigned probability of the false 

alarm.  Mathematically the problem is reduced to the determination of 

the conditional extremum of the function of many variables QTCV,, ..., 

v ) with a limitation of the form 
n 

Qf(Oi o«)—const. 

The conditional extremum is usually found by the method of indefinite 

Lagrange multipliers. In the examined case of one limiting condition 

the initial linear combination has the form 
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here X - indefinite Lagrange multiplier. 

It is necessary to find the border between regions FL and R, in 

such a way in order that the minimum of the linear combination (1.29) 

is ensured. 

The linear combination (1.29) coincides with the expression for 

the average risk (1.20) if one were to assume Cn ■ 2X, C, ■ 2, and 

C = 1/2.  Earlier it was established that the minimum of average risk 

takes place if the border between regions R0 and R, is selected so 

that equality (1.23) for the likllhood ratio takes place. 

If equivalence of expressions (1.29) and (1.20) takes place under 

the conditions indicated above, it is possible simply to affirm that 

the minimum of the linear combination (1.29) will take place when the 

border between regions RQ and R, will ensure the fulfillment of the 

following equality: 

a£::::::':!-A'<' "'-)=»• (i-30) 

Quantity X~Ao(tf|, ..., Vn)   is selected in such a way in order to ensure 

the rated value of probability of the false alarm 

Q.= ?A(A)rfA. (1.31) h 
The last formula directly follows from equation (1.18) if one were to 

consider that the likelihood ratio A(v,. .... v ) is the random l      n 
variable, which varies from realization to realization under the 

condition of correctness of the same hypothesis, namely, the hypothesis 

en the fact that only Interferences take place. 

The density of distribution PQU) can be determined if one were 

to consider that A is function p0(v,, ..., v ), namely: 
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MP Me=Mr. »i- 

It   follows  from this  that with the  correctness  of the  first hypothesis 

p, (A) d\ =zp,{a Pn) dvt... dvn. 

Further, with the help of equation (1.18), taking into account (1.30), 

we obtain formula (1.31). 

The Neumann-Pearson observer functions in the following way. 

According to a given selection (realization) likelihood ratio A is 

determined.  If A is greater than A^, determined by the assigned 

probability of the false alarm Q0 with the help of formula (1.31), 

then the second hypothesis is taken; otherwise, the first hypotnesis 

is considered correct. 

The one creating interferences, in calculating the coefficient 

of suppression in accordance with the Neuman-Pearson criterion, can 

allow error owing to the inaccurate knowledge of the value of the 

probability of a false alarm accepted on the suppressed side.  In 

practical calculations of the coefficient of suppression one should 

never orient on the easiest conditions.  The value of the coefficient 

of suppression should be selected with such calculation in order to 

provide suppression of the corresponding electronic means in condi- 

tions most unfavorable for the one creating interferences if the 

probability of the existence of such conditions is quite great (less 

than 0.5). 

Naturally, the question arises as to the possibility of estab- 

lishing communication between the information criteria of the quality 

of masking interferences and criteria of the theory of decisions, 

which permit calculating the value of coefficients of suppression for 

a given form of the interference signal. 

Information criteria of the quality of interference signals and 

power criteria are different in their nature, and there is no direct 

functional dependence between them.  However, the knowledge of 
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certai n information criteria of the quality of interference signals 

imposes quite definite limitations on the possible range of values of 
corresponding criteria of the statistical decision theory. 

Thus, for example, with the assigned average probability of 

error Porn' determined by the Kotelnikov-Zigert criterion maximum 
entropy is determined by the dependence [3, 9] 

H~en.(P-.l-= - -P-lOC Po a-il-P••loC(l - P•J + 
+P~I~(Il-1).. 

where n - number of elements of the corresponding probabilistic 

scheme determining H\P 0w>· 

( 1. 32) 

The examination conducted indicates the necessity of the 
application in jamming of both information criteria and criteria of 

the theory o~ decisions, in contrast to radar where preference !s 
given to criteria of the decision theory. 

Criteria of the decision theory in radar are more ccnvenient, 
especially when the question is about the detection of the signal 
against a background of own noise, the estimators of which are known, 

the average risk or the permissible probability of false alarms can 
somehow be determined • 

•• 
B~wever, in the case of deliberate ~nterferences with unknown 

a priori probability distribution, the application of these criteria 

is difficult. Even with electronic computers the likelihood ratio 
with a priori unknown distribution of interference is far ~ ~ · om always 

determined. It is necessary to consider also that ,,u . . 1el"' . ··. di tions 
Jf deliberate interferences the decision on the · s.-ese: .Ct! r: ·,· a. target 

on the radar screen, as a rule, will be made by the operator. 

At present it is impossible to affirm simply that the operator 

estimates precisely the value of the likelihood ratio. It is more 
justified to consider that the operator is basically guided by a 

priori knowledge about the useful signal and interferences. 
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The (.'.Iven considerations permit considering the Information 

criteria acceptable characteristics of quality of the reception of 

signals In radar occurring under the Influence of organized inter- 

ferences.  Even more Justified is the application of these criteria 

for an estimate of the quality of Interference signals. 

At the same time one should again stress the necessity to have 

power characteristics of interference signals optimized by the 

Information criterion, which allow producing appropriate calculations 

of Interference means. 

l.M.  Peculiarities of Criteria of the Quality of 
Interference Signals Intended for the 

Suppression Automatic 
Control Systems 

At present from the point of view of the one creating Inter- 

ferences, all automatic control systems can be divided into four 

basic groups: 

- deterministic; 

- statistically defined; 

- systems with adaptation; 

- game or mlnlmax. 

We will refer to the deterministic as  such control systems whose 
algorithm of  functioning is known either a priori  or can be determined 
in the process  of   the creation of interferences,  and,   furthermore a 
great number of ■  '   nisslble Interference signals is  known1.     It,  Just 
as the algoritivi of functioning can be determined either a priori with 
the help of the equipment of electronic reconnaissance. 

^o the permissible signals pertain such interference signals 
which can have on the controlled object the same influence as the 
useful controlling signals. 
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In conformity with the d e terminati on of the one creating the 

interference the algorithm of functioning of the determinist ic control 

system is considered well-known. 

Usually the algorithm of functionin g o f th e det e r mi ni s Li c yst m 

constitutes the totality of ordinary di fferential equa tj o n e c r t nR; 
the process of travel of the controlled object. In norm l fo r m t 

indicated system of differential equations has the f o l l owin f o rm : 

• • ·• ,., f ( 7= I .r,, • • •• z .. ; 11,, • • • 1 U ,), 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1 . 33 ) 

"•· I ( 71= • .r,, ... , .r .. : u,, ...• u,). 

Here x 1 , ... , xn- phase coordinates of the controlled ob ec · in n- t 

dimensional phase space (they are unknown time funct ions ) ; 

u
1

, ... , ur- position of regulating units ensuring the pos sib il

ity of control of the object. 

On coordinates u 1 , ... , ur limitations are imposed. Each o f th 

coordinates Uj(j =I, .... r) should belong to a great number of per

missible controls Ua (ujEUa). i.e., it cannot be more or less the 

certain extremal limits ui .... < UJ <ui,.atcc. Functions f,(..r,, .. . , Xn: u,, .. . , u,) 

are determined on all possible (for the given system) values of phase 

coordinates xi(i = 1, 2, ... , n) and values uj(j = l , 2 , ... , r) 

belonging to a great number of perrrL~ssible controls. 

In the theory of optimum control [10, 11, 12] the qualit y o f 

control is estimated with the help of integral functionals o f th e 

following form: 

12 ~I O(x,,. ~ .• x.; u,,. • ~.u.) dl. ( 1. 34) 

Here G(xa. . . .. x.; a11 ••• u,.) is a certain assigned functio1 . 

For every permissible control u1 (1), •.. , Ur(t), assi g ne d o n ·h 

time interval t.<t< T, the movement of ~ontrolled proces s is uniquely 
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determined, ami the Integral functional corresponding to this movement 

of the process take.' a certain value.  In other words, every permis- 

sible control during the time /t</<r transfers the system from the 

Initial phase .'state x.(t0)(i = 1, 2, ..., n) into the final state 

x.(T), and by this transition of the system from one point of the 

phase space into the other the numerical value of the integral 

functional Q can be brought into a one-to-one conformity. 

Control u,(t), where J = 1, 2, ..., r, is called optimum, if it 

Is permissible and the outer limit of the functional Q corresponds 

lo It. 

Usually in the theory of optimum control rush we try to provide 

the minimum of the integral functional.  For example, it is possible 

to require that the optimum control u.(t) provides a transfer of the 

system from one phase state into the other in minimum time.  The 

integrand and integral functional will be converted accordingly: 

r 
Q = J<f/ = r-/#. (135) 

In this   case the control which  is  optimum in high-speed operation 
is  indicated. 

Interference signals  to deterministic systems  of automatic 
control  directly act on controls  of  the object  and can be examined 
as permissible  controls.     Usually  the power of the interference 
signal  occurs  considerably more than the power of the useful signal, 
and with  action of the latter it  can practically be not  considered. 

Permissible controls generated by Interference signals will be 
called Interference  controls. 

A great number of interference  controls  is  determined by the 
form of the  interference signals,  parameters  of Interference equipment 
and the  suppressed automatic  system.     In other words,  it can be 
limited either by permissible   limits  of the deflection of controls 
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of the automatic system or by ensured possibilities of the inter- 

ference equipment. 

The criterion of the quality of interference control can be the 

same functional (1.3^); however, the target of the interference 

control is different from the target of the usual (useful) control. 

If, for example, the usual control is to minimize the time of 

transition of the system from a certain point of the phase space into 

the origin of the coordinates (which, usually, corresponds to the 

minimum of the error of the system), then the interference control, 

conversely, tries in minimum time to transfer the system from the 

origin of the coordinates into such a point of the phase space which 

corresponds to the sufficient value of the errpr with respect to the 

operational-tactical criterion. 

By coefficient of suppression of systems of automatic control 

we imply the minimum necessax-y ratio of energies of the interference 

and useful signals at the input of the suppressed control system 

within limits of the passband of the linear part of the receiver at 

which the possibility of transferring the system from the origin of 

the coordinates into the assigned region of the phase space is 

provided. 

In practice it is far from always possible to form the optimum 

interference control. Often we are limited to Interference controls 

providing in principle the transfer of the suppressed system of 

automatic control from the origin of the coordinates into a certain 

assigned region of the phase space.  Such interference controls are 

called sufficient controls.  In subsequent chapters of the book 

sufficient interference controls will basically be studied. 

Statistically defined systems differ from deterministic systems 

by the fact that parameters of suppressed systems are not accurately 

known to the one creating interferences, although the principle of 

the functioning of them is known and laws of the probability distri- 

bution of possible values of parameters of these systems are known. 

An example of a similar kind of system can be a circuit of homing 
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n· wi h pram ter o f sep r ate sections inaccurately known to 
h on re tin h interference . 

Diffe r ential equa t ions , de 3c r ibi ng t he process of functioning of 

the stati tically defi ned system, a r e s imilar to the system of 

e uai t on (1 . 33) with the only di ffe ren ce being that variables xi, fi, 

and uj ent e r i ng i nt o them wi ll be random. The law of distribution 

fi(i = 1 , 2 , ... , n ) is a priori known. The criterion of . the quality 

o f inte rf r e nee signals i n thi s ca e can be the integral functional 

i 

f the type (1 . 34), but t h e only de t ermining mathematical expectation 

Usu lly for stat i t ically defined s ystems interference controls 
r e basi cal l y s uffi cient. 

The fun ct i on ing of automatic control systems with adaptations 

ca n also be descri bed with the help of the system of differential 

e uations o f the type (1.33) but only during ·a time unt1l the inter-
\ 

fe rences a c t. As s oon as on the system with adaptations there starts 

t o act the assigned interference, the system of equations of the type 
\ 

( 1.33 ) is converted into the form corresponding to the given inter-

f e rence signal. Every form of interference signal, from a certain 

class of signals, is brought into conformity with the syste1n .or 
d t fferenti al equations describing the functioning of the automatic 

device under conditions of the influence of the given form of 

i nte )." ferences. 

The criterion of quality of the interference signals, intended 

for the uppr•ession. of systems with adaptation, can serve as the sum 

o f func t ionals of the type (1.34) defined for different interference 

signals. I n practice an estimate of interferences to systems with 

adaptations is most frequently produced with the help of operationally 

tact ical criteria. 

An example of a system with adaptations can be the g~niometrical 

coordinator, which switches from target tracking by the active method 

onto its passive direction finding according to the source of 

interference radiation located on the target. 
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The minlmax or game systems  of automatic  control up  to now have 

been studied mainly  theoretically.    The functioning of certain 

variants  of these systems  can be described by the system of differ- 

ential  equations  of the following form [13,  1^]: 

dx • 

(1.36) 

Here x,, ..., x are phase coordinates of the controlled object; u, , 

..., u - useful control of the object carried out by the suppressed 

side; v.,, ..., v. - interference control of the object, carried out 

by the one creating the interference. 

It is assumed that each of the sides knows about the controls of 

the object carried out by the enemy. 

The quality of interference controls can'we estimated by a 

functional of the form 

Q(H, o)«EifO(jrl x,: «, «,; *,, .... p. )4t. 

In general the suppressed side will try to mlnirrize the functional Q, 

whereas the one creating the interference will try to maximize it. 
.i 

Optimum controls of the conflicting sides in a given situation 

are determined by methods of the theory of games . 

1.5.  Criterion of Information Loss 

Information criteria examined earlier permit estimating the 

quality of th'e assigned interference signals, and in many cases It 

is necessary to estimate by the information. Criterion the possibilities 

of concrete means of the creation of Interferences or estimate the 

quality of concrete measures by the organization of interference 

with the help of the assigned means.  The estimates indicated above 

can be produced with the help of the criterion of information loss. 
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( r ea) co v.:: r e inlerf r e nee of 

( r e ) o r " · ce 
. em). 

u 11 ze y h O!J r 

o the wh ole ac ti ve volume 

or o t ' the g t ven ra ar (or radar 

Le t u co. i er num er of x m le xplainin the es s en e o f 
is crite i on in re e r nc t o r d r o f circula r s ~ nning . 

In h abs nee o f organ z ~ 

\' ol workin space within limi 

m xi urn limit of h workin 

jn e r 1 w es the ope rator uses the 

o f t r s nn i n cal.e (Fig. 1.2a). 

r ~ o n de t ermined by the ultimate 
r ng of action M H Disre ar in the act ion o f natu~al inter-

re c and limited res olvi power of he radar, it is possi~~. e to 

consid r he informati on los~ in this case equal to zer6. 

a) b) 

Fi~ . 1.2. Forms of screens of adar 
indicators of circular scannin a) in 
a sence of interferences; b) with the 
cr eation of a ctive and pas s l e interferen~es. 

If a sufficiently dense band of passtve interferences (dipole 

refl ectors) s created, then within limits of this band the operator 

is not ale to revea the target (Fig. 1.2b). Consequently, inter

ferences create information los s to the e~emy. This loss can be 

estimated by the magnitude of volume (m 3 ) or area (m 2 ) which dipole 

reflectJrs occ upy. 
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With the  creation of active Interferences on the screen of a 
plan position Indicator Illuminated sectors will be  formed (Pig.  1.2b). 
The area of these sectors  (as compared to the total area of the screen) 
Is also a. measure of Information loss.    Let us note that  in Fig.   1.2b 
false marks  are  conditionally depicted in the form of small crosses. 

It is  not  difficult to understand that within limits  of illumi- 
nated zones   (Fig.   1.2b) 

- (*)./ 
V 

Equality  k~kn   takes place only on the border of the zone. 

Borders of the zone covered by Interferences are set by power 
characteristics,  and dimensions of the covered region (information 
loss)  depend on parameters of the means of creating Interferences by 
suppressed radar  (power of the station of interferences,  quantity of 
dipole reflectors,  radar antenna radiation pattern, power of the 
radar etc.). 

1.6.    Operational-Tactical Criteria 

Depending upon concrete conditions  of the combat application 
for estimating the effectiveness of means and methods  of Jamming 
different operational-tactical  criteria can be applied.     The effec- 
tiveness of measures  undertaken for Jamming in interests   of the 
security of aircraft combat actions  for overcoming the PVO of the 
enemy can be estimated   by   the numerical value of the probability of 
overcoming the PVO by strike aircraft  or average losses of both strike 
aircraft and support aircraft. 

In solving the problem about the relationship between the number 
of support aircraft and strike aircraft it can appear expedient to 
take as a criterion the probability of the fulfillment of the combat 
mission set before the given group of aircraft.    In certain cases the 
effectiveness of interferences  can be estimated by the value of the 
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'■    maMiemallcai expectation of Loss Infilcted to the enemy or the 

prevented damage. 

Considering In the first place the aircraft means cf RPD, let us 

examine in somewhat greater detail the methods of estimating the RPD 

effectiveness according to the probability of fulfillment of the combat 

mission Pg3 of the assigned group of aircraft [15]. 

In order that the combat mission is carried out, there must be 

a joint offensive of three basic independent events in the first 

approximation: 

- overcoming the PVO by strike aircraft; 

- detecting the target; 

- applying to the object actions of assigned damage. 

In accordance with this 

**•• = PiwiP*py*' (1.37) 

Here  Prmn - probability   of overcoming by  strike  aircraft  of the 

PYO of the  enemy;  P    - probability of detecting  the target   (object  of 

actions);   Pyjj, - probability  of applying to the object of actions  of 

assigned damage. 

It  is  interesting to note that the  value of each of the 

probabilities in the  right side of equality   (1.37)  is determined by 
the quality  Of the appropriate electronic security: 

pnRn dePends on the quality of information security of the PVO 
system of the enemy;  P„  depends  on the quality  of work of onboard 

detection radar of the strike aircraft;  Pvm  in many respects is 

determined by the quality of the control system of the rocket of the 

air-to-surface class or the  radar bombsight. 
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Estimating the RPD effectiveness organized  In  the Interests  of 
overcoming  the PVO,   In many  cases does not require determlnatlöp of 
the  full probability o:1 fulfillment of the combat mission.    For this 
It  is  sufficient to be limited to a consideration of only the, 
probability  of overcoming the  PVO.    The degree of change In the 
probability  of the overcoming  of the PVO permits estimating the  combat 
effectiveness  of methods  and means of RPD In reference to concrete 
conditions  of conducting combat  actions and selecting an optimum 
method  of actions  for these  conditions. 

In connection with the application of the probabilistic measure 
of the effectiveness of measures  undertaken  for RPD,  It Is very 
significant  to note the  following circumstance.     Quantitative values 
of the probability of overcoming the PVO  (Pngrp»  Just  as ail other 
probabilities  entering into  (I.37),  can be determined only for very 
concrete conditions of combat  application.    With a change in conditions 
of combat  application numerical  values of corresponding probabilities 
are necessarily changed. 

The organizing combat actions  for overcoming the PVO should 
create interference in order to en: ure the maximum value of the 
probability  of overcoming PVO by strike aircraft. 

For very particular cases  extremely harmfully obtained values  of 
the probability of overcoming PVO are taken as some stable operational- 
tactical norms.    The organizatlorT of interferences  is  in the highest 
degree a creative' operation,  and the application of a probabilistic 
measure  fur estimating the effectiveness of interferences according 
to operational-tactical  criteria is a more rapid stimulus for investi- 
gation of the best decisions than is some stable operational-tactical 
characteristic. 

Considering the Influence  of subjective  factors  on the organiza- 
tion of combat actions,  one shoald examine the formula of the type 
(I.37) more  rapidly as qualitative dependences  than exact quantitative 
categories.     With the help of a similar form of formulas, as Professor 
V.   V.   Shirkov noted, more frequently it is possible  to reduce the 
quantity  of worfis for describing a process  than to obtain exact 
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u l t i i ve r t o nethel t h p l i c a ti o n of quantitative 

rai· al ~ , inc lu i t t L r obabi li t c me s u r e i s a p rog re i v~ 

rna t e r. t , 

me ho · _, o f a 

n o ub d - . , t mu l he se r ch fo r rrew improved 

l c t~on f i nt e rf r ene · nd or a nizat i on o f combat 

a 4 o n s . I with the appr isal ~f ' orne va riant of combat actions of 

he losses or aircraft wi l l be great and , accordingly, the probability 

o f fulfillment of the combat miss i on wi ll be small, it i s necessary 

o searc h f or new me hods o f conductln combat a tions specific for 

i v r conditions and t he creation of interferences at which the 

r bability o the fulfi llmen o f the comb at mis sion will be the 

a e st. 

The ai r c raft w ll o vercome the PVO if the joint o ffensive of 

three , as a rule, independent events take place: the aircraft is 

n o brough t down by fighter aircraft [IA] is not brought down by 

ar iai rcraft g uided mi~si les [ ZUR], and is not brough t down by bat>rel 

antiaircraft artillery [ZA]. 

Conseq ue ntly, 

( 1.38) 

He r e P A -probabil ity o f nircraft dest r uction by IA ; P3Yp - p r ob

abi ity o f irc raft destruction by ZUR ; P3A -probabil i ty of aircraft 

tst ruction by ZA. 

I n turn, the p r obability of aircraft destt>uction by f ighter 

airc r a f t o f the PVO of the enemy is determined by the a verage number 

o f at acks o f fighters n~ and b y the fu ll pr bability o f aircraft 
,. 

estruction for one attack P~Al: 

( l. 39) 

Formula (1 .39) determines the probability of the fact that at least 

one of the nViA fighters of the enemy will knock down our aircraft. 

Quantity (1-PHAJ)•u is the probe.bility of no aircraft destruction by 

any o f ~A fighters o·f the enemy. Analogous formulas can be recorded 
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for  P3yp and P3A. 

An attack of a  fighter will be successful if Jointly two events 
approach: 

a) the fighter will be directed by ground means Into a region of 

space near the aircraft, being In which It; can reveal the aircraft by 

Its  onboard radar and carry out homing guidance; 

b) the fighter carrying out homing guidance, will destroy the 
aircraft by rockets  or gunfire. 

Accordingly,  the  full probability of aircraft destruction during 

one  attack of the fighter Is determined by  the probability of long- 

range guidance ?_„ and conditional probability of destruction ?«<„„: 
rUn COMT 

PUK\=P*J**Uf. (1.^0) 

Analogous  formulas can be  recorded for ZUR and  ZA. 

The quality of the  functioning of the system of information 

security of PVO significantly affects each of quantities nr»«,  ?nv* 

and PcgMT determining the  combat effectiveness  of fighter aircraft  of 
the PVO. 

The given considerations permit using as  a measure of the 

operational-tactical  criterion the following: 

— change in the number of attacks of fighters or launching of 

rockets according to the  assigned target; 

— change In the probability of destruction of the aircraft  or 

rocket   covered by interferences. 

Instead of a change  in probability of destruction for estimating 

the combat effectiveness by the operational-tactical criterion there 
is   frequently used the Increase in the miss  of a rocket with respect 
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t o l ove r ed r· ft.. . Thi s is e xpla ined by th~ fact that usually 

a result o f t h ction of interferences on the control system by 

the fi hte r or the r ocke t such misses are created, who8e value 

considerably exceeds the guidance errors, which are available in the 

absence of interferences so that the probability of destruction 

becomes ractically equal to zero. The concept of miss more specif
ic~lly "will be revealed .below. 

At present the tot~l quantitative methods of estimating the 
e ffectiveness of interferences by the operational-tactical criterion 

in any conditions are still not found. Therefore, it is neces~ary to 
estimate the effectiveness for concrete conditions of combat actions. 

Since in this book jamming is examined basically in .reference to 

t he problem of overcoming aircrafts of the PVO for obtaining recommen
atlori~ of a general character it is required to expose the most 

characteristic peculiarities of PVO. 

The contemporary system of PVO, irregardless of what theater of 

operations [TO] it is in, can be represented as the totality of 

eneralized circuits (subsystems): 

1) contours of target distribution, 

2) contours of long-range guidance, . 

3) contours of homing guidance. 

Functional dependences between parameters of electronic means 

and indices accepted as criteria of the effectiveness, and in 
nnecticn with this, an estimate of the RPD effectiveness by 

operational-tactical crtieria can be obtained for every contour 

s eparately. 

1.7. Contour of Target Distribution 

A simplified diagram of the contour of target distribution is 
given in Fig. 1. 3. The contour includes the following: 
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Fig. 1.3. Simplified functional diagram 
of a circuit of target distribution. 

- system of radar (n - radars with the help of which information 

on m targets is obtained); 

- system of processing information about the air situation (this 

system in an unautomated contour constitutes the service of operators, 

navigators etc., and in automated - an electronic computer); 

- element of resolution of the problem of target distribution, 

where information Is sent about the air situation and the state of 

Inherent forces. 

- system of transmission of a decision to the performers. 

Conditionally on the diagram the dashed lines show borders 

within limits of which the position of aircraft Uu  i/a, .... Um    without 

Interferences is determined. Solid lines indicate borders of regions 

within limits of which coordinates of aircraft under conditions of 

interferences are determined. 
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n th ba r · n ana l y i s of n air si tua tion it is indicated 

wh .· (Ua. U,, ... , U .. ) s houl s e rvice t he given spec i f1 c radar 
fr om t he m a va i l able in order o f selected t a rget (fighters, ZUR or 
ZA ) I. 

Let us consider to what the creation of interferences (jamming) 
t o t he giv~n s peci f ic examined circuit will lead. 

In combat conditions into e ach t a rge t t here shoulj be separated 

the order of f orces for its destruct ion. In the absence of inter
fe r e nce s a l t houoh the problem of the determination of this order of 
f or e s in a specific situation can be complicated it is fully soluble, 

i n t he pattern observed on the radar screen corresponds to the 
r ea l situat ion of air raid. Quite another position 'is created with 

ln e rfere nces . On radar screens ins t ead of a clear and definite 
pi ture f the real air situation there will be seen marks from false 

t a r get s and even whole sectors and bands from c~~ated active and 
a ·, si ve interfe~ences (Fig. 1.2b). It is natural that as a result of 

he omparison of inf?rmation proceeding from n rada~, the enemy 
s ucceeds in some degree to comprehend the air situation, but for this 
t i me wi ll be l pst. As a result of jamming the enemy will have far 

f r om 1 11 presentation about the r eal situation. In the space 
·-- t e d ~ .. l-Je given s ector or subsector of PVO so-called zones of 

1.! rt aint .:111 appear. This wi l l lead to the fact that PVO of the 
enemy wi 1 not know the quantity of attacking targets in each of the 

r e ions covered by interferences. Moreover, the enemy must decide 
whe ther there are, in general t arget n h ~ . ection closed by inter

f erences and whether th i s group is demonstrati ve or strike in order 
to solve the question o f the di stribution of the inherent forces. 

Thus, as a result of the action of interferences the enemy 
incorrectly estimates the a i r situation, in consequence of which there 

descends the number of attacks or number of launches of controlled 

1Below an aircraft overcoming the PVO of the enemy, for 
convenience, will be frequently called target. It is necessary to 
remember that this aircraft is a target only for the enemy PVO. 
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antiaircraft rockets first of all by aircraft of st^l're forces, in 

the Interests which Jamming is created. Furthermore, there can take 

place a lowering of the average number of attacks by all aircraft of 

both strike forces and support forces. 

Quantitatively the effectiveness of Jamming to the system of 

target distribution according to the operational-tactical criterion 

is estimated by the change in the number of attacks of fighters or 

launchings of rockets. 

At present there is no general theory which allows finding the 

change in the number of attacks.  However, the following very 

approximate method of the solution to this problem can be proposed? 

1. On the basis of reconnaissance data there is estimated the 

approximate number of fighters and complexes of ZUR of the resisting 

grouping of the PVO. 

2. The possibility of the complication of the air situation to 

the enemy is estimated owing to the suppression of his radar of 

detection, guidance and target designation, which enter into the 

generalized circuit of target distribution. 

3. There is further examined the specific situation with regions, 

covered by interferences and displaced due to the action of Inter- 

ferences by detection boundaries.  In the examination the assumption 

is made about the fact that the enemy is not able with the help of 

reserve as means to make the situation clearer and is forced to make 

the decision on combat actions in accordance with that situation which 

we create for him with the help of interferences and demonstrative 

actions. 

Putting oneself in the place of the enemy, it is possible to 

estimate approximately what quantity of fighters will be assigned for 

actions according to groups of aircraft covered by interferences, and 

what on the average number of attacks will be apportioned to strike 

aircraft or support aircraft.  Analogously the question is solved 
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with  anl I aircrai't   raided missiles.     In  a  number cases   for  solving a 
similar kind  of problems  methods   of the   theory  of games   can be 
applied. 

1.8.  Contour of Long-Range Guidances 

The contour of long-range guidance1 starts to function after 

there Is accepted a decision on the target distribution, as a result 

of which there are assigned specific guidance radar and specific 

fighters or batteries of ZUR for the action with respect to the target 

designated by It In the contour of the target distribution.  The 

contour of long-range guidance constitutes, in fact, a servomechanlsm 

of the pulse or continuous type (Pig. 1.4), 

j» 

Autopilot 

 »  

Te coder 

z 

U m 
Radar 

Kpy 
receiver nr 

'3. 
1 Radar 

CHI Encoder Kpy 
tranmitter 

U'ouidancelJ'^ida.ee      j 
■^officerj   Ltransmitterj 

.Onboard equipmei.t of 
^th e_rocke^ ^degtro^er^ 

Fig. 1.4.  Simplified functional diagram 
of the guidance contour (long-range 
guidance). 

On the basis of information about the target position data and 

the destroyer (rocket) and in accordance with the accepted law of 

guidance with the help of the command radio control link [KRU], the 

task of the contour to assign the destroyer to such a region from 

which it could carry out homing guidance with the help of its onboard 

equipment. 

'At present in view of the transient terminology, the terms 
long-range guidance and guidance usually mean the same process. 
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In the case of rockets with command guidance not having homing 

guidance, long-range guidance (or simply guidance) lo finished by 

putting the rocket into the region and blows up, leading to destruction 

of the target. 

For guiding fighters or ZUR at the aircraft (C) one or two radar- 

can be assigned. 

The guidance of a fighter {]/[)  or rocket (P) at a target can be 

produced with the help of a semiautomatic or automatic system.  Semi- 

automatic guidance is applied under the action powerful organized 

interferences on electronic means entering into the guidance contour. 

In Fig. 1.4 arrows C and H devote respectively, useful signals and 

interferences. 

Semiautomatic and automatic operating conditions of the guidance 

circuit to considerable degree differ from each other. Let us 

examine these conditions in greater detail. 

Semiautomatic Guidance of the Fighter (or Rocket) 

Detection and guidance radar (one or two radars), operating in 

conditions of scanning, determines parameters of movement of the 

target and fighter.  Navigator (guidance operator), in watching the 

radar indicator with the help of a computer [SRP] solves the proolem 

of guiding the fighter (or rocket) to the target.  Results of the 

solution (data for the change In course of the fighter of altitude 

and speed) are transmitted along communication lines to the pilot, 

who changes the parameters of movement of the aircraft for going into 

the assigned position for attack. 

A mathematical description of the dynamics of semiautomatic 

guidance is very complicated due to the fact that the effectiveness 

of attack depends on a great number of factors, many of which are 

random and subjective.  Considerably complicating the problem more 

is the fact that contemporary fighters are able, as a rule, to 

accomplish attack only from the rear hemisphere. 
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A ulmilar ca;3<i' l.ukes place with completely automatic guidance 

under the condition that the destroyer h- equipped with equipment 

allowing accompl ItUiment of attack at any attitude. 

Automatic Guidance of the Fighter (or Rocket) 

Guidance radar, operating in conditions of scanning, gives target 

position data of the fighter, which enter into a computer.  The SRP 

solves the guidance problem.  Results of the solution are transmitted 

to the fighter or rocket with the help of the KRU.  Instructions on 

the change in course are fed into the automatic pilot, which provides 

control with respect to course, bank and pitch in accordance with 

results of solving the concrete problem on guidance.  The role of the 

person (pilot, navigator, operator) in this system Is reduced to the 

control of the efficiency of separate units or the contour as a whole. 

In certain systems there is used not one scanning radar but two: 

one continuously tracks the target, and the second - Its own rocket. 

The Jamming of electronic means by the guidance contour can be 

provided by changing the information entering Into the contour from 

the radar (radar system) and KRU (radio link). 

Active Interferences, acting on guidance radar, can create or 

increase the systematic and random errors, close the contour on a 

false mark, and In separate cases completely open the contour. 

In general one should count on the possibility of an Incomplete 

break in the contour, but only on regular or Irregular (accidental) 

interruptions In the circulation of information. 

Passive Interferences basically affect resolution of the problem 

of target distribution. Furthermore, passive Interferences can be an 

effective means for reducing the range of onboard radar cf destroyers 

(rockets) and, consequently, the considerable lowering of the 

effectiveness of long-range guidance.  With the help of the ejection 

from the aircraft of radar traps. In principle it Is possible to 

provide switching of the contour from the true target to the trap. 
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With the action of Interferences on the KRU can be ensured the 

suppression of instructions and, which Is especially Important, the 

creation of false Instructions, which Introduce systematic errors 

Into the contour.  Interferences to radio control links can also lead 

to regular or irregular breaks in information circulating in the 

guidance contour. 

Let us estimate the effectiveness of inteferences of the guidance 

to electronic means. Depending upon the effect to which a specific 

Interference can lead, as a criterion of the effectiveness of RPD, 

there can be accepted either the value of a miss of the fighter at 

the time of transition to homing guidance or the probability of 

guidance under conditions of interferences. 

If the application of interferences leads to an increa&e or 

creation of systematic errors, then as a criterion of effectiveness 

it is expedient to take a miss of the fighter (or rocket) A taking 

place at the end of long-range guidance (at the time of transition 

to homing guidance). 

For the criterion of the effectiveness of interferences, the 

action of which leads to the formation of random errors, it is 

expedient to take change in value generated by them of the probability 

of guidance PH^P^H,   by which is understood the probability of a hit 

of the guided destroyer (rocket) into the region of space from which 

its homing guidance is possible1. 

An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Interferences with 
Respect to a Miss (Deterministic Influences) 

Usually the guidance of a fighter (rocket) from land (control 

room) is conducted up to some definite boundary, after which there 

can be the following two cases: 

- the fighter is equipped with radar sight providing the 

possibility of the functioning of homing guidance circuit, as a result 

'The evaluation of the quality of guidance with respect to a 
miss was proposed by A. A. Krasovskiy. 
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of which  there  is  eliminated the  error of guidance  or current miss 
corresponding  to it.     By  current  miss we mean the minimum distance, 
at which  the   fighter or rocket will   fly  away   from  target,   If starting 
from the given moment  of time  the   fighter  (or rocket)  and target 
moves rectllinearly and evenly; 

- the  fighter is not equipped with a radar sight,  and the pilot 
does not  visually  reveal the  target.     Therefore,  after'cessation of 
the guidance the  fighter moves,  as a rule,  along a tangent to the 
trajectory  of guidance,  and the  error of guidance   (miss,  in general, 
is  not   selected. 

If as  a result of the action of the interference  on electronic 
means of guidance the miss A at  the time of the guidance termination 
will  appear more  at  the given  value  of miss  A0,  selected during the 
time of homing guidance according the conditions  of overloads,  then 
the interference Is effective.     Otherwise it is  considered ineffective. 

In the beginning we will examine the simplest  scheme of guidance 
of a fighter or rocket  to the  target when the guidance of the  fighter 
1/1 to the  target U, is carried out  in pursuit arid in one plane 
(Fig.   1.5). 

Fighter Is equipped with a radar sight.     In the absence of RPD 
it Is guided along the calculated trajectory of the M0U (Fig.   1.5). 

Let  us assume that starting  from the moment  of time t^ of 
guidance  circuits start to create Interferences to the electronic 
means, which lead to the  formation of deterministic errors in the 
assignment  of the necessary  course angle of the  fighter  (up to t0 the 
linear error and current miss  corresponding to It  are considered equal 

to zero). 

As a result of this the  fighter will be guided to the target 
along a certain trajectory I/IQI^,  differing from the theoretical I/IQU. 

At the time of termination of guidance  (t-j^) the fighter heads  for the 
target with a certain linear error iy which corresponds to the current 
miss Arj. 
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Pig. 1.5.  Diagram of the 
guidance of a fighter or 
rocket to a target. 

Since the fighter is equipped with a radar sight, then at moment 

t, there will be included the homing guidance system, as a result of 

which the fighter will fly with maximum permissible overload along a 

new trajectory I/uI/L» trying to select the linear error A formed with 

the guidance.  If interference is quite effective and leads to the 

formation of considerable error of guidance I  and, accordingly, to 

considerable current miss An, then during homing guidance even with 

maximum overload it will not be possible to reduce this error to zero, 

and the fighter will pass from the target (1^) at a certain distance a, 

which we will define as the resultant miss. 

Fighter is not equipped with a radar sight. Since conditions of 

homing guidance is absent, then after termination of guidance (moment 

of time t,) the fighter, as a rule, moves further along tangent M-jM^ 

toward the real trajectory (Fig. 1.5).  At time t2 the fighter will 

pass from the target at a certain minimum distance A(/)";An. which in 

this case corresponds to a current miss at the moment of time t, and 

the resultant miss of guidance. 
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Let U3 now conalder a more common k-lnematic scheme of guidance 

of a fighter at a target.  We will consider that as a law of control 

the widespread law of parallel approach Ls accepted (Fig. 1.6).  The 

kinematic scheme is examined in the relative system of coordinates, 

the origin of which coincides with the target. 

Pig. 1.6.  Kinematic scheme of the 
guidance of a fighter or rocket at 
a target according to the method of 
parallel approach. 

In Fig. 1.6 the following designations are Introduced: 

V^ - speed of aircraft-target; v^ - speed of attacking fighter; 

»«TH"?!! — «"n - relative speed of fighter In the system of coordinates 

connected for the target U; D - distance between the fighter and 

aircraft-target at a given moment of time; Dy - distance to the 

target; D^ - distance to the fighter; I/IU - line of sight of the 

target; 00' and 0,0^ - line of the beginning of reading of angles. 

With the method of parallel approach control of the course of 

the fighter is carried out in order to provide condition 

• = 0, (1.41) 

where e - angular velocity of the line of sight of the MU. 
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Fulfilled condition (1.^1) means that the line of sight VIU,  shifts 

in the process of guidance in parallel to itself. The vector of 

relative speed v0TH is directed along the line of sight, and the 

fighter, in the accepted relative system of coordinates, will move 

along the line l/lli. 

With interferences vector v0TH, as a rule, will not coincide with 

line I4U (Pig. 1.6). Due to this there will appear an error in 

guidance which, in turn, will lead to a miss.  In general the error 

and current miss corresponding to it will be time functions. 

If there are no interferences, then in steady-state operating 

conditions of guidance the current miss A(t) is small as compared to 

the maximum permissible for the given system by miss A0, i.e., 

A(')<A.. (1.42) 

If effective interferences  are created then 

A(/)>Ao, (1.43) 

i.e., conditions for disruption of guidance are provided. 

Let us set the dependence of miss Lit)  on parameters of motion 

of the aircraft-target and attacking fighter. 

The magnitude of the miss A(t) is connected with the value of 

angle a between the vector of relative speed -of the fighter (or rocket) 

and line of sight by the following simple relation (Fig. 1.6): 

A(/)-i)sina. (1.44) 

Let us decompose the vector of relative speed VQTH into two 

components.  One of the components v is directed along the line of 

sight, and the second v^. is perpendicular to it.  Using the connection 

of linear speed v. with radius D and angular velocity w = e, we will 

obtain 
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»'ft«       r^r. Sin« = —^«a-r—' (1.^5) 

Substituting  (l.i>5)   Into  (1.^), we  find  the desired formula  for the 
current miss   [17]: 

w     «••»• (1.^6) 

Interferences, created to the system of electronic control In 

principle can doubly affect the change in the current miss Lit).     First, 

directly by means of change in the measured value of angular velocity 

of the line of sight e and, secondly, with the help of a change in 

parameters of proper motion (maneuver of the target) with the elec- 

tronic control system suppressed by interferences (a break In the 

guidance circuit by Interferences for certain time is considered). 

Formula (1.46) serves for determining the current miss (Fig. 1.6), 

i.e., the minimum distance at which the fighter will pass from the 

target if starting from the given moment t a uniform and rectilinear 

motion of the target and fighter (or rocket) takes place. 

In real conditions under the action of interferences and 

maneuver, quantities e, D, ?-_„ will not remain constant.  Therefore, 
U T H 

the action of Interferences  and maneuver will  lead to a certain 
integral effect, which can be estimated  in the   following way. 

During the time  dt miss A(t)  is  changed by the magnitude 

rfA(/)'=A(0<H. (1.47) 

Accordingly, a change in the miss during time t (the miss accumulated 

during t under the condition that when t ■ 0 Mt) ■ 0) will be 

i 
A=fA(/)rf/. (1.48) 

Let us differentiate equation (1.46) 
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:        2DÖ't + tD» •0
>
OVM 

where i   - angular acceleration; 2D« - Corollis acceleration; 

Di+2Dt,= /1l; (1.50) 

Jn - component  of acceleration of the  fighter  (or rocket) 
perpendicular to the  line of sight of the  target  (Pig.   1.7). 

Fig.   1.7.     Vector diagram of 
velocities and acceleration 
generating the miss with 
guidance of the fighter. 

Taking into account   (1.50)  and  (1.46)   the expression for A will 
be recorded in the form 

0/. 
».f.  isr* (i.5i) 

If oorilssconst and OOTR^ Oc0jis0t   where v -    is  the rate of closure of 
the  fighter and aircraft-target,  then 

rfM0—g^rfl. (1.52) 

It is possible to present that 

D=0,-tW, (1.53) 
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where  I  - current  time;   D0 - initial  distance of the guidance. 

Substituting  (1.53)   into  (1.5?), we will obtain 

d*{i) = }n{ta~t)ät. (1.54) 

Here fM = —=- - time of guidance. 

If the relative speed v   is variable with time, then for 

determination of the miss it is necessary to use equation (1.51), 

which in this case is reduced to the form 

rf(AoOTI,) = DM/. (1.55) 

Hence 

AOOTM-AOOTMI= J DM/, 

In many  cases  as  a result  of the action of interferences  the 
fighter or rocket will move with maximum overload 

In u*Ht ~krtMfti<cff*='const, 

where /lMW,c - maximum permissible overload; g - acceleration of gravity 

of earth. 

Let us find the miss A accumulated during the time of action of 

the interference 

A»-A.= f/«(^-/)<// (1.56) 

or 

where A, is the initial miss taking place prior to the action of 

interferences. 
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If the Initial miss is quite small (A^A«) and tu = tH,   then 

Formula (1.58) also permits finding the miss selected during the 

time of homirg guidance: 

(1.59) 

where trH -  time of homing guidance; D - distance up to the target at 

the time of termination of guidance; i>on, - rate of closure of the 

fighter and target. 

It is obvious that RES interference of the guidance of the 

fighter or rocket will be effective if •ÄB>ÄO, i.e., the miss ^ 

generated by them is greater than the miss A0, selected during the 

time of homing guidance. The quantitative measure of effectiveness 

in this case can be the resultant miss 

«—"AB —A,. (1.60) 

In the case of guidance of .he fighter the attack can be con- 

sidered disrupted if miss' A_ will be selected in the very end of the 

homing guidance, and the pilot will not have time to complete the 

attack (realization of the launching of rockets or firing of cannons), 

i.e., one can assume that the attack of the fighter is disrupted if 

the following condition is fulfilled 

a = AB —At>0. (l.6l) 

For the case of ZUR the attack is considered disrupted, if 

fl=^.-A.>i?,f (1.62) 

where Rn - effective destruction radius of guided rocket. 
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The effective destruction radius R  depends on the type of guided 

rockets, their combat unit, the relative location of the target and 

center of explosion etc. [151. 

Exomple of Calculating the Miss 

We will consider that as a result of the action of Interferences 

the guidance contour is disrupted for the time t-. 

If * he target after the break in the contour moves evenly and 

rectilinearly, then the significant miss cannot be accumulated if at 

the time of the break in the contour the onboard autonomous navigation 

system will "memorize" the position of the set forward point and with 

sufficient accuracy will lead the fighter to it. Therefore, it has 

meaning to estimate the miss in the case when the target carries out 

a maneuver in speed or direction. 

Let us assume that, for example, the target (Fig. 1.8) carries 

out a maneuver in speed (at the time of the break in the contour 

It starts to move with acceleration Jc)- 

Fig. 1.8.  Determination of 
the component of relative 
acceleration producting a miss 
with the maneuver of a target 
with respect to speed. 

Let us determine the component j  normal to line of sight of the 

target.  From Fig. 1.8 

/• -/. •»«f. (1.63) 

Substituting (1.63) into (1.58) and considering -—/«COMCP«™ . 
Ptra 

we will obtain the expression for the miss stored during the time of 

action of interference /,—/■: 
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A.%-5-/e*J»lnf. (1.61) 

Estimate of the Effectiveness of Interferences According 
to the Change  In the Probability  of Guidance 

The  formulas mentioned above for misses,   from the point of view 
estimating RPD,  give quite  reliable results  if the values  of misses 
obtained by it  considerably  exceed the average and mean square  values 
of misses generated by  Inherent dynamic and  fluctuating errors  of 
guidance systems. 

With the action on radio electronic means  of systems of guidance, 
many  forms of Interferences  lead to a considerable Increase in random 
errors.     Accordingly,   the misses will be random. 

Above it was Indicated that as an operational-tactical criterion 
of the effectiveness  of interferences,  the action of which leads  to 
the  formation of random errors,  it is expedient to assume a change in 
the value of probability  of long-range guidance Pgß^Pm. 

In order,  in general,  to be able to estimate the change in 
probability of guidance PH  under conditions  of interferences  causing 
random errors  of electronic means  (radar of guidance, radio control 
link),   it is necessary  to know the law of distribution of errors 
(misses)  and its parameters. 

The law of distribution (dispersion) and its parameters can 
rather accurately be determined with the help of simulation on a 
computer of processes  of guidance under conditions of interferences. 

For tentative calculations and estimates  it  is possible to 
consider normal the differential law of distribution of misses  on one 
coordinate  (Fig.   1.9) 

p(A) = j r^* (i.65) 
TST* 
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where A - miso (random variable); a ■- mathematical exoectatlon of the 
miss; o - dispersion of the mis3. 

P(A) 

Fig, 1.9.  Differential law of the dis- 
tribution of misses along one coordinate. 

The origin of the coordinates in Fig. 1.9 is combined with the 

position of the attacked aircraft-target. 

It is obvious that result of guidance will depend on the 

magnitude of the miss at the time of the transition of the fighter 

(or rocket) into homing guidance.  If the miss An at this instant wil 

be less than the maximum miss A0, selected with respect to conditions 

of overloads, then guidance can be considered taking place, otherwise 

it will be unsuccessful. 

The probability of guidance of a fighter Pu can be defined as the n 

probability of hit of the random value of miss A, defined at the time 

of transition on the homing guidance, into the interval of misses 

(—A, Ao), selected by conditions of overloads during the time of the 

homing guidance1: 

/>. = |>(A)</A. (1.66) 

For powerful  rockets without  homing guidance,   on  the   last sta^e 
the probability of guidance  can be  taken equal in a number of cases 

^n general probability  PH should be estimated as  the  probability 
of a hit  of the random value  of a miss  into an ellipse depicted in the 
pattern plane.     For a two-dimensional problem it is possible to be 
limited  to  the  examination of the  hit  A  into the interval  coinciding 
with one  of the principal axes  of this   ellipse. 
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to the probability of destruction Pnop'     The target is  considered 
destroyed if as  a result of guidance of the rocket  it  falls   into the 
sphere,  the radius  of which is  equal to Its  effective destruction 
radius,  and the  center coincides with the  center of gravity  of the 
aircraft   (target).     Being limited to the  examination of guidance in 
one plane,  accordingly we will obtain 

«. 

(1.67) 

where Rn - effective destruction radius of the rocket. 

In case of rockets, having conditions of homing guidance. 

CV+*,) 

Here A0  - miss   selected by   conditions   of overload  during  the 
time of homing guidance. 

The presence of conditions  of homing guidance provides  an increase 
in  the effective  destruction radius  by quantity AQ. 

In general,  when  interferences   create  systematic and random 
errors,  the probability  of guidance  PH  in  one plane   for the  fighter 
is   determined by   formula 

P.=4[«(J^)+*(4i±£.)]. (1.68) 

where a - miss  generated by  the  systematic  error; 

M ß -^P« *(>0=-i- 

- tabulated integral  of Gaussian probability  (integral of probability) 
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Oraphicaily  the   value  of probability  of guidance PH is  determined 
by   the  shaded area  under  the   curve of dlotributlon of misses 
(Fig.   1.9). 

From  formula  (1.68)   it  is   clear that  the  value  of probability  of 
guidance  is  influenced by both  the mathematical expectation a and 
dispersion  a"  of misses. 

p 
If as   a result  of RPD dispersion a    remains   constant and the 

systematic  error - mathematical expectation a,  is  increased,  then,  as 
can be seen from Fig.   1.10,  the probability  of guidance PH  decreases. 

Fig.   1.10.     Influence of 
the systematic error - 
mathematical expectation 
of miss   a,  on the  value of 
probability of guidance. 

If with  zero mathematical expectation the action of interferences 
leads  to an increase  in dispersion of misses,  then the probability  of 
guidance  PH  also decreases   (Fig.   1.11). 

Fig.   1.11.     Influence in 
dispersion of misses on the 
value of probability of 
guidance. 
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In a more  general case,  when  the action of Interferences  leads 
to a change in both the mathematical expectation and dispersion of 
misses,  an increase in dispersion  can be undesirable   (Pig.  1.12). 

Pig.   1.12.     Joint  influence of 
the mathematical expectation 
and dispersion  of misses on the 
value of probability of guidance. 

It is  necessary to stress  that  the methods described above of the 
quantitative estimate of "1PD effectiveness on the guidance contour 
(miss  and probability of guidance)   are correct  if the  assumptions 
made above  are   fulfilled*. 

- the errors of guiding,   created with the help of interferences, 
exceed the  natural errors  of  the  guidance system,   i.e.. 

On > Be, 

»* > ••; 

where  an   and a     - mathematical  expectation and  disperrion of misses 
c 2 

Induced by  interferences;   a    and a    -mathematical expectation and 
dispersion of misses generated by   natural errors; 

— guidance  is carried out  in  one plane. 

1.9.     Contour of Homing Guidance 

The contour of homing guidance,  as a rule,  starts   to  function 
after termination of long-range guidance. 
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Homing guidance   is   necessary   for the   selection of errors 
accumulated during the  time  of guidance. 

The  fighter  (or rocket)  passes  into  conditions of homing guidance 
after  the onboard radar  (homing device)   "seizes" the target. 

The contour of homing guidance,  Just as  the contour of guidance, 
constitutes a closed servomechanism. 

In most cases  the homing guidance of rockets is carried out 
according to the method of proportional navigation  (proportional 
guidance),  a particular case of which is  the method of parallel 
approach.    For the  formation of a command signal with guidance by  the 
method of parallel  approach,  it is necessary  to measure the angular 
speed  of the  line  of sight   e. 

One of the possible methods of the  formation of the  command 
signal  consists  in the gyrostabilization In the  space of the platform 
on which the radio link — aircraft radar  (homing device)  is  set.     A 
block  diagram of the  contour of the homing guidance, in which 
formation of the command Is provided with the help of gyrostabiliza- 
tion  In the space of the platform,  is  shown In Fig.   1.13  [16]. 

Fig.   1.13.     Simplified  func- 
tional diagram of the  contour 
of the  homing guidance with  a 
gyrostabllized platform. 
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The  aircraft radar measures the angle e    between axis Ax of the 
gyrostablllzed platform [GP]  and direction to the  target  [ATs].     This 
angle is  the input influence of the system of automatic direction 
tracking  [ASN] of the homing device. 

The  platform GP is  stabilized in space with  the help of the 
actuator  [SP] which is  controlled by voltage ucn  taken from the 
slider of potentiometer rip«     The housing of this potentiometer Is 
rigidly Joined with the  gyrostablllzed platform GP and its slider - 
with  the  axis of gyroscope P,  which assigns   line  Ax0 motionless  in 
space.     With a mismatch $    between axes Ax  and Ax0  on potentiometer 
Up there  appears  the voltage  u     , which  controls  the position of 
axis  Ax. 

Thus,  the examined system has two circuits   of automatic  control: 
internal  and external. 

The  internal circuit  carries out gyrostabillzation of platform 
) that  in an ideal case  axis A 

in space,   and,  consequently,  te^e. 
GP so that  in an ideal case  axis Ax coincides with  line Ax0 motionless 

The  external  (basic)   circuit is  closed on target 1] and carries 
out  tracking of it.     The  command signal  u,. necessary  for guidance by 
the method of parallel approach is  formed by means  of differentiation 
of the  voltage taken  from potentiometer D,,   connected with the 
antenna radar.    The servomechanism automatically  changes the direction 
of the  velocity  vector of the   rocket  v    in order  to  ensure 

P 

i=o. 

In practice the controlling signal, proportional to the angular 

velocity of the line of sight of the target, is mostly formed with 

the help of the rate gyroscope. The latter provides the possibility 

of the formation of the signal proportional to the derivative of the 

angle of yaw 0 of the rocket. The controlling signal of the basic 

circuit is obtained by means of addition of the signals proportional 

accordingly to the derivative of the angle of yaw (j) and derivative of 
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angle  e^ between  the  axis  of the homing  rocket  x„..  and direction  to 

the  target.     The  aircraft  radar In this   case Is  rigidly  connected 

with the housing of the  rocket. 

A functional  diagram, which explains   the principle of realization 

of  the system with  the   rate  gyroscope,   Is   shown In Fig.   1.14. 

Fig.   1.14.     Simplified 
functional diagram of the 
contour of homing guidance 
with a measuring rate 
gyroscope. 

The aircraft  radar  (homing device)   is  set on platform 0 rigidly 

secured to the housing of the missile.     From the output of the radar 

with the help of a data removal device  [SD], having in its  composition 
a differentiator,   there  is taken voltage  u   , which is proportional to 

the derivative of angle  ec,  i.e.. 

(for 
"r. — K, -37- = K, «et (1.69) 

where  H    - proportionality  factor, 

The  rate  gyroscope   [SG],  set  on  the  housing of the missile, 

forms a voltage proportional to the derivative of angle $ between the 
line motionless  in space determining the  beginning of the reading of 

the angles  and the  longitudinal axis  of the missile,  i.e.. 

«. = %». (1.70) 

where  K.  - proportionality  factor, 
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From  (1.69)   and   (1.70)   for the examined system we will  obtain 
the relation determining the command signal as the sum of two 
voltages: 

"•.=«P + «f = K.i+Kff. (1#71) 

With guidance by  the method of parallel approach there  should be 
fulfilled equality   (1.^1), which in this  case corresponds  to  uK ■ 0. 

The object  of the action of Interferences  in the homing guidance 
circuit in most cases  is  the receiving device of the aircraft radar 
(homing device). 

Active and passive Jamming,  acting on the circuit through the 
receiving device of the  radar, may  cause an Increase in random errors 
in the determination of coordinates  and their derivatives and the 
formation of systematic errors   (deterministic Influences).     Further- 
more,  an increase  in both random and systematic errors in the 
determination of coordinates can be provided at owing to the periodic 
or accidental Interruptions in the  entering of information.     This is 
achieved with the help of interferences  leading to the expulsion or 
withdrawal of gates  of' circuits  of automatic range tracking,  speed 
and angular coordinates. 

The quite  complete  operational-tactical  criterion of the 
effectiveness  of Interferences  to electronic means of the circuit of 
the homing guidance  can serve as a degree  of the decrease in 
conditional probability of destruction. 

For approximate  calculations  it  is possible to estimate  the 
prooability  of destruction as probability   of the hit  of a rocket  in a 
certain region, which in many cases  is  a sphere whose radius  is  equal 
to  the  effective  destruction radius  of the  given rocket,   and  the 
center coincides with  the  center of gravity of the aircraft   (target). 

It is  considered that the hit  of the  rocket In this  region 
ensures  destruction  of the  target with  a probability  equal  to  unity, 
and,  accordingly,   a miss   in the  sphere   of  the  Indicated  radius   is 
equivalent  to nondestruction of the  target. 
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Interferences leading to the formation of considerable systematic 
errors and, consequently, great displacements of the center of 
dispersion of the rockets can be estimated by the magnitude resultant 
miss of the rocket (1.60): 

« — A.—A,. (1.72) 

If the magnitude of resultant miss is greater than the effective 

destruction radius of destruction of the rocket (a>/?n), the interfer- 

ence is considered effective.  This method of evaluation gives 
2 

satisfactory results when dispersion o    of misses of the rocket, 

generated by fluctuating and dynamic errors of the circuit of homing 
2 

guidance, is considerably less than a . 

An estimate of the effectiveness of interferences by the method 

Indicated cannot be conducted if a*Mo*  To estimate the effectiveness 

of appropriate Interferences In this case, the application of accurate 

methods which consider the dynamics of the homing guidance is 

necessary. 

Accurate methods of estimation required is also applied in the 

case of Interferences leading to periodic or accidental short-term 

interruptions In the entering of Information into the contour and 

also with interferences whose action Increases the dispersion of 

errors owing to the use of nonlinear effects in the contour (limitation 

by overloads and others). 

Let us give certain considerations and formulas for estimating 

misses of rockets with different forms of interferences. 

Interferences to the Goniometrical Channel 

Fighter Is armed with homing rockets or homing controlled ZUR 

are applied.  In this case under the action of interferences to the 

goniometrical channel errors in the determination of e, which are 

certain (en(/) #0] i time functions will be formed. 
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Changes   of  tB(/),    In'duced by  interferences,  In turn,   generate 
changes of the current miss A.    The integral miss  Is  calculated by 
the  formula  (1.56). 

The resultant miss  is determined by  formula  (1.72)  similarly to 
that  as was  recommended in the examining of the guidance  contour. 
Let  us note that   in the  case of application of the method  of parallel 
approach,  active  Jamming will be effective  only when it provides  a 
change in angular velocity of the  line  of sight of the target e. 
Interferences,  inducing constant errors  in the determination of the 
angle cannot   lead to an increase in the miss of the rocket,  since the 
rocket control signal  in this case is  proportional not  to  the angle 
but the angular velocity   t{uu = kut,   where k    - proportionality  factor). 

by the moment  of the beginning of the  action of interference the 
current miss  can be  considered approximately equal to  zero.     During 
the time  of the  action  of interference  t    the miss  will be  accumulated 
(at J    = const) n 

A. = /n(/./.-4■<.,)• (1.73) 

If interferences act up to the end of homing guidance (D = 0), 

then A0 - 0, and the resultant miss will be 

««A,--^/„„.„e/J. (1.74) 

Usually the interferences act up to a certain minimum distance Dmmu 

after which their effectiveness drops and the rocket starts to select 

the accumulated miss.  In this case the resultant miss is estimated 

by formula 

as-. Aa—A«, 

where ^,= -5-/«»!,^'*,    - miss  selected during the time   of homing 

guidance  after termination of the  action of interferences;   /«,   - 
time   remained  on  homing guidance  after  cessation of the  action of 
interferences. 
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Fighter Is armed with ungulded rockets (guns) or ZUR not having 

homing guidance Is applied.  In this case the resultant miss a most 

frequently equals the miss Induced by the application of interferences 

to the ground guidance system of ZUR or aircraft radar of the fighter1 

o»Aa. 

Interferences to Range Channel 

In contrast to the contour of guidance in the contour of homing 

guidance Interference throught the range channel of the homing device 

is slightly effective, and in separate cases, in general, ineffective. 

This is explained by the fact that for homing guidance with a 

sufficient reserve of flying range the basic is information either 

about the angular position of the target e or about angular velocity 

e.  The gonlometrlcal coordinator of the contour of homing guidance 

can provide the entering of this information with a suppressed 

channel range. 

The source of active Jamming can set a course with the same 
accuracy as that of the target, i.e.. It permits carrying out passive 
homing guidance. However, one should have in mind that If inter- 
ferences on the range channel lead to a break in contour of angle 
tracking, then they can be effective. 

In the case of the contour of guidance the measurement of range 

plays an Important role, since on land for solving the problem of 

guidance it is necessary to know angle e, which is found with suffi- 

cient accuracy or.ly with an accurate knowledge of range to the target 

and to the fighter Dy and DM (Fig. 1.6). 

1.10 Optimum Methods of the Application 
of Interferences 

The earlier conducted examination of methods of estimating the 

lIt is considered that the fighter, not being able to correct 
the trajectory of the homing guidance visually, is forced to fire 
with ungulded rockets or with cannons under Jamming conditions. 
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effectiveness of RPD, as a rule, did not consider any return actions 

on the part of the enemy suppressed by.  In many cases such calculation 

In principle is necessary. Furthermore, the actual tactics of 

conducting combat actions by aircraft and PVO proceeds from concrete 

possibilities of means of RPD and considers these possibilities. 

Below in specific examples there appear certain methods of the 

optimization of actions of sides under conditions of interferences. 

A direct result of the application of radio interference is the 

decrease in quantity of useful information proceeding from an 

electronic device suppressed by interferences, in consequence of 

which the effectiveness of the application of weapons of destruction 

decreases (average number of attacks of fighters, average number of 

launches of ZUR, full probability of defeat after one attack etc.). 

The action of radio interference on the suppressed electronic 

device does not lead to a material destruction of the latter, in 

virtue of which the enemy can be protected from the Interference 

directly during its action on the device.  This circumstance leads to 

the necessity in the organization of RPD to consider especially 

thoroughly possible countermeasures of the enemy. 

The effectiveness of measures undertaken for RPD is determined 

by both technical characteristics of applied means of RPD and methods 

of their application (methods of action). 

In carrying out calculations for the optimum application of means 

of RPD, it is necessary to solve the following group of problems: 

- estimate the possible decrease in the quantity of information 

in control system by means of PVO of the enemy; 

- determine the optimum method of the application of inter- 

ferences (method of actions providing the greatest decrease in 

effectiveness of the combat application of means of destruction of 

PVO of the enemy). 
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Both these problems are mutually connected, Inasmuch as the 

method of application of interferences can considerably affect the 

quantity of information in the control system.  Therefore, in general 

it is necessary to examine several variants of the application of 

interferences and for each of them determine Its optimum method of 

actions, after which the best is selected. 

Depending upon to what contour of the system of PVO interferences 

are created, each of the enumerated problems has its own specific 

character. 

Let us consider the peculiarities of calculations for the 

optimum application of means of RPD to the contour target distribu- 

tion (Pig. 1.3). 

As is known, the mission of the system of target distribution of 

PVO is to determine the most rational (for a given situation) 

distribution of aerial targets between units and subunlts of fighter 

aircraft and ZUR. 

The main problem of RPD in this case is to make it difficult for 

the enemy to accept a correct decision on target distribution and 

thereby decrease the average number of attacks (launches) on strike 

aircraft. 

With the assigned general numerical composition of groups and 

assigned means of RPD there can be, in principle, many variants of 

combat formations and variants of the distribution of strike aircraft 

in regions covered from the observation by interferences. The problem 

is that of the great number of possible variants of actions select 

the one at which the average number of attacks (launches) by strike 

aircraft for assigned conditions of combat actions will be minimum. 

Resolution of the problem can be conducted in the following way. 

For assigned conditions of combat actions all possible methods 

of actions of the aircraft are determined. These methods are 
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conditionally designated and enumerated in a definite sequence (method 

1'  2 ' ' " ' »  m * 

All possible methods of actions of the enemy are determined: 

these methods are also conditionally designated and are enumerated 

in a definite sequence (B,, B-, .... B ). 12 n 

Each method of the actions   (A,,  A»,   ...,  A )  is successfully 

compared to methods  of actions  of the enemy   (B,, Bp,   ...,  B   ). 

For every  comparison,  for example  A,   and Bh or A,   and B,   etc., 

the quantitative measure of effect  of the action is  estimated. 

For the examined problem the quantitative measure  of effectiveness 
is  the average number of attacks by strike aircraft. 

The results  obtained are placed in a general matrix of effec- 

tiveness of methods  of actions   (1.75)  to the investigation of which 
the whole problem  is   reduced: 

1 A 
a, ••    1 •           •           • »•    1 

l      ^ *.i »it »in 
1       ^ fi.t *• S. 
%                 * • • •            •            • •          i 

s         * 1           • • 
•            *            * ■ *         1 

\           • I           • l           * ;       •           •          • *         1 

*m ««. ««. 
•           •           • «^   | 

(1.75) 

Similar kinds of problems are solved by methods of the theory of 

games. In the theory of games methods of actions A,, ..., Am and B^, 

..., B are called pure strategies of sides, and the quantitative 

measure of effectiveness actions - the payoff. The basis of the 

method of resolution of problems examined here on the determination 

of optimum methods of actions Is the apparatus of the theory of games. 
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As was already noted above, to solve the stated problem It is 

necessary, In the first place, to determine the expected decrease In 

information in the system of electronic security after which find 

the optimum method of application of interferences, which lead to 

minimum losses. Methods of the solution of the first part of the 

problem are developed in sufficient measure. 

The essence of the solution is reduced to the determination of 

dimensions of regions covered from radar observation by Interferences 

at the assigned quantity of means of interferences (determination of 

information loss) or to the determination of the necessary quantity 

of means of interferences (for example, dlpole reflectors) for the 

cover of assigned combat formations. The method of solving similar 

kinds of problems is discussed below. 

However, determination of the quantity of means of interferences 

necessary to cover the combat formation of aircraft from radar 

observation does not exhaust the problem, inasmuch as with several 

regions covered from observation by interferences it is still 

necessary to place optimally strike aircraft in these regions. 

For an explanation let us examine the simplest example.  Let us 

assume that it is possible with the help of an active Jammer to 

create Jamming in the space region U-,,  within limits of which not one 

aircraft Uu lit..... Um nor cine of the k ground radars of the enemy is 

revealed.  Furthermore, let us assume that preliminarily there is set 

a band of passive Jamming (region Dp) with length L-, within limits 

of which detection of targets is also impossible (Fig. 1.15). 

Further we will consider that besides the active Jammer the 

atticklng side has two strike aircraft (bombers), and the PVO has 

only fighter-interceptors. 

Let us find the method of distribution of strike aircraft in 

regions H-i and up at which the average number of attacks by each 

bomber will be minimum. 
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Fig. 1.15. Methods of the application 
of interferences. 

In the assigned conditions the following methods of actions of 

both sides are possible. 

Attacking Side [WS]: 

method of actions A, - both bombers in region D-, ; 

meth od of actions A- ~ both bombers in region lip; 

method of actions A-, - one bomber in region 11,, the other - in 

region rU« 

Defending Side [PVO]: 

method of actions B, - both destroyer (I/L and Mp) are guided 

into region 11-.; 

method of actions Bp - both fighters (M, and Mp) are guided 

into region Epj 

mel (thod of actions B^ - one fighter (Mp) is guided into region 

IL, and the other (M,) - into region Dp. 
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A quantitative  measure  of the effectiveness  of actions  of both 

sides  In  the organization of RPD to the  contour of target distribu- 

tion is  the average number of attacks n by the bombers.     In the 

examined case 

*-*» + *•• (1.76) 

where n, - average number of attacks by the bombers occurring in 

region R-, ; 

Hp - average number of attacks by the bombers occurring in 

region FU- 

To formulate the Initial matrix of the effectiveness of methods 

of actions, it is necessary that each comparison of methods of actions 

of uhe sides be brought into conformity with the average number of 

attacks by the bomber aircraft. 

Assuming that the fighter 1/L, guided into the group covered with 

active Jamming, can with identical probability attack any of the 

aircraft of the group, including the one producing the Jamming, in 

first approximation we can assume that 

"'" n, + it. "- (1-77) 

Here   ,   *!*.    - probability of the selection of the bomber from "6 -r n« 

the  total number of aircraft  in the region of interferences IL 

ng  - number of bombers  in region IL; 

n    - number of Jammers  in region IL; 

n    - number of fighters  guided into region H-^« 

Similarly  for bomber aircraft covered by passive Jamming 
(region n^) and accidentally  located in the interference band of 

length  L 
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« 2A« «•^•i;«««". (1.78) 

where AQ - maximum miss  of the fighter selected according to 
conditions  of overloads during the time of homing guidance; 

2A. -p  - probability of entrance of the bomber into the region of 

possible  attacks. 

2A This formula is correct for small values of ratio j2J and small 

n^.  In general It is necessary to use the more accurate formula 

The magnitude of the miss AQ, selected during the time of homing 
guidance according to conditions of overloads, is determined by the 

range of homing guidance Dn, relative speed of the fighter (or rocket) 
v   and maximum overload J .  For motion in a horizontal plane 
OTH n 

OT« 
-f'-TT-» (1.79) 

where D is determined by the range of the aircraft radar of the 

fighter taking Into account the effect of passive Jamming. 

The range of the radar on an aircraft flying in a cloud of 
passive Jamming is determined by the effective scattering area [ESA] 

of the aircraft and by the number of dipoles entering into the pulse 

volume of the radar. For the case shown in Fig. 1.15 in the first 

approximation 

0'" • fn'N    * (1.80) 

where kn - suppression ratio of the radar by passive Jamming; 

e0 p. - width of radar beam with respect to half power in radians; 
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o., - average ESA of the aircraft; 

o, - average ESA of one dlpole; 

v - speed of Jammer; 

t - rate of dropping of reflectors; 

n' - number of simultaneously dropped packs; 

N  - number of effectively acting dipoles in a pack. 

Let us assume that Ln = IOC km, Dn * 10 km, J = 5 g, v   = 

= 500 m/s.  Substituting these data into (1.79), we will obtain 

A0 = 10 km. 

Having all the necessary initial data, with the help of formulas 

(1.76), (1.77) and (1.78), let us formulate a matrix of results of 

actions of both sides (matrix of the effectiveness of methods of 

actions) 

1       A ■          B                                                       | 

■B.             |             Bi *       1 
1.3 
0 
1 

• 

0 
0.8 
0.4 

0*6      { 
0.4 
0.7 

(1.81) 

An analysis  of the matrix does not  indicate evident advantages 

for any of the methods of actions. 

The most profitable is method Ap  (bombers  in the band of passive 

Jamming),  inasmuch as  in this  case with any methods of the  action of 

the enemy the average number of attacks by the aircraft will not 

exceed 0.8.    With all other methods  of actions the number of attacks 

can be great.     For example, with the method of actions A^ it  can be 

equal to 1. 
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The method of actions A_ is less profitable as compared to the 

method Ap, Inasmuch as for two methods of actions of the enemy B, 

and Bp It gives a considerably large number of attacks by the bombers. 

Howtver, if we select the method of actions Ap as the only one, 

then knowingly we will enable the enemy to apply method Bp, providing 

him an average number of attacks by bombers equal to 0.8. Therefore, 

It is expedient in the examined case to select not any one method of 

actions but several methods, and the selection of each of them is 

produced by the random law with a definite frequency (probability). 

With this the enemy is deprived of the obvious definitiveness in the 

selection of the method of actions and is compelled to use actions 

on the assumption of a possible realization by us any of methods A-, 

Ap,  and A^. 

The probability of the selection of methods of actions should be 

determined so that the average number of attacks by bombers is 

minimum.  In terms of the theory of games this operation Is called 

the transition from pure strategics to mixed.  In the theory of games 

It is proved that in games of the examined form (matrix game of two 

players with a zero sum) each of the players has an optimum mixed 

strategy [15]. 

The conditionally c'esired solution will be designated by S.  In 

accordance with what har been said the structure of the solution 

should be in the following form: 

He re A,, Ap, and A^ - methods of actions; 

P-, Pp, and P, - frequencies of the application of methods of 

actions A,, Ap, and A^. 

Let us assume that we found the optimum frequencies of the 
application of P, , Pp, and P_. Then with any method of actions of 
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the enemy B,, Bp, and B^ the average number of attacks by bombers 

will not exceed a certain number N equal to the number of attacks 

with the optimum method of actions (In the theory of games N Is 

called the value of the game)1.  Consequently, if P., P,3, and P- are 

optimum frequencies of the application of methods of actions A,, A-, 

and A^, then following system of Inequalities is correct: 

^n + PiRn-l-/>••„< AT. (1.82) 

The left-hand side of the first inequality determines the average 

number of attacks with the method of actions of enemy B, , the second 

Inequality - accordingly, with the method of actions Bp and the 

third - with the method of actions B^. The inequalities must be 

recorded because in general not all methods of actions should be 

applied, i.e., all of them are not always useful. 

In those cases when knowingly it is known that all methods of 

actions are useful. Instead of inequalities (1.82) corresponding 

equalities are written,, However, at present this can be stated with 

full definitiveness for games with the number of strategies at least 

for one of the sides at not more than two (games 2 x 2 or 2 * n). 

The sum of frequencies P,, Pp, and P^ is equal to one, i.e., 

there always takes place the equality 

/»i + Z»!+ /»•-». (1.83) 

The joint solution of the system of inequalities (1.82) and 

equality (1.83) exhausts the stated problem. 

For the convenience of calculations we will multiply all numbers 

of the matrix (1.81) by 10, and the value of the game will be 

'N - least number of attacks which can be achieved In given 
conditions. 
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increased accordingly 10 times (N' ■ ION).  However, the desired 
frequencies P,, P2, and P, are not changed. Matrix (1.8l) will be 

written now in the following way: 

A B 

B,            I            B,                          B, 

4r 13 
0 

10 

0 
8 
4 

6 
4 
7 

(1.84) 

Accordingly,   the system of inequalities  (1.82)   for concrete 
values  of the matrix  (1.8l)   is  reduced  to the form: 

I3/>t + IOPl<.V'. 

:6/,i + 4P, + 7A»,<Ar'. 

(1.85) 

Further we will divide both sides of inequalities   (1.85)  and equality 
(1.83) by N?  and Introduce the designations: 

1.-95-. 

Furthermore, to the left sides of the obtained inequalities there 

will be added certain nonnegative variables z^,   z2, and z^ in order 

to obtain equalities.  Then inequalities (1.85) and equality (I.83) 

will be converted into the system of equations: 

iss.+ioe.+r.-i. 
(1.86) 

The problem leads now to the determination of such values C-p 

Cp, and C^ at which value N' will be minimum. Before finding 

C.(i » 1, 2, 3), let us define z1,  z2, and Z-. These variables can 

be equal to zero, especially in those cases when all methods of the 
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actions are useful.  The inequality to zero of any variable z.(J ■ 1, 

2, 3) in the examined game Indicates inexpediency of the application 

of any of the methods of actions. 

Let us express quantities £;,, Cp» and 5^ in terms of z, , Zp, 

and z,,: 

3      3 31^ 13 
*» * 40     5 '»~ 40 z«"" TtT '•• (1.87) 

I   .  6     ^   13 26 6»*"nrT s z«+io'•" KF**' 

Substituting these  expressions  into the  last of equations   (1.86), 
we  will obtain 

7       2 16      s    7 I ,      Dos 
4ö" "^'|'"ll^'|"''^ü■^,,"■/F' CI.OB) 

An analysis  of the  last equation shows  that z,   = Zp « 0, 
inasmuch as with an increase in any of them quantity  l/N'   decreases. 
With an increase in z7 quantity  l/N'   increases, and therefore  z, ^ 0. 
This  circumstance gives  the basis  to consider that one of the three 
examined methods  of actions is  not  useful. 

In order to expose  it,  it is  necessary  to estimate successively 
the  character of the Influence z^ on CjU ■  1,  2,  3)  and l/N'.     In 
this  case it  is  expedient to start  the estimate with  Co, which 
determines the  frequency of application of method A^,  least effective 
at  the first glance. 

Quantity  C^ with an increase in z^ decreases and turns  into 
zero when 

1 
*•-"»■• 

In order to be convinced of the correctness of the assumption 

on equality Co = 0 (ineffectiveness of the method of actions A^), it 

is necessary to show that quantity l/N' is maximum if z, ■ Z2 = Co ■ 
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For this purpose with the help  (1.86),  let  us express  l/N'   in 
terms   of z,,  z»,  and  ^^: 

21 _ I I 7 | 

An Increase in any of the variables z,, Zp, and ^ decreases 

l/N', and, consequently, 

1.-0. 

From  the first two equations   (1.87)  we obtain 

From equation  (1.88)  we  find 

Further we  find the  desired frequencies of the application of 
methods  of actions  A,,  A«,   and A- and the minimum accessible   (on the 

assumption that  the enemy  acts optimally)   number of attacks by bombers: 

/».»(WS.   Pt=*0,62, 

Thus, by applying methods A, and A« In accordance with frequencies 

P-, ■ O.38 and Pp = 0.62, we provide the lowering of the number of 
attacks by bombers down to 0.5 Irrespective of any possible counter- 

measures of the enemy in given conditions (certainly, under the 

condition that he does not apply any other methods of actions besides 

B, , B0, and B^).  In an analogous way the problem on the determination 

of optimum methods of actions of PVO is solved.  The main distinction 

here consists In the fact that in virtue of the opposition of interests 

of the sides signs of inequalities are changed and that quantity 

l/N' will have to be not maximized but minimized. A corresponding 

system of inequalities has the form: 
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^«.'i + ^inu + ^jÄii^^t 

Here q^, q2, and q^ - frequencies of the application of methods 

of actions B,, B„, and B^. 

For the examined example q, = O.38, q? -  0.62, q^ * 0, and 

M = 0.5. 

The realization of solutions of each of the sides Is carried 

out with the help of random sampling, in particular, a table of 

random numbers. 

For example, if as a result of the solution of the matrix of the 

game there are found corresponding frequencies of the application of 

methods A, and A^: 

P.-O.SS^O^ and ^,-0.62*0,6, 

then realization  of the solution with the help of two-digit tables 
of random numbers  is  carried out  by  the  following method. 

A table  of random numbers  is  opened on an arbitrary page.    On 
this page there  Is selected a number occurring on crossings of lines 
and columns  selected at random.     If In the thus  found ti ^-digit 
number the  first   figure is  0,   1,   2,   or 3, then the method of actions 
A,   is  selected;   if, however,  this   figure is  4,   5,  6,   7,   8,  or 9, 
then the method  of actions  A2  is   selected. 

The application of each of the  sides of other methods  of actions 
different  from the optimum will  lead to great  losses  if the enemy 
will act  optimally. 

In a real  situation the number of methods of actions   (quantity 
of pure strategies)  for both sides will considerably  large. 
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In general the matrix of the game contains m x n elements (1.75), 

and the solution of It Is reduced to the solution of the following 

system of Inequalities: 

/Vii + .... + /,-*«j<V, 

/»i+...+/»--i. 

For a strict  solution of such a system of Inequalities methods 
of a special mathematical discipline - linear programming,   are 
applied.     In particular,  the example examined earlier was  solved by 
this method.     The  quantitative  solution  to problems  of  linear 
programming with  a relatively  small  number of lines  and columns  of 
the matrix  (up to  3-^)  can be obtained with the help of comparatively 
simple means  of calculation.     With a large number of elements  of the 
matrix 'he solution in a short period is  provided only with  the help 
of a computer. 

It is necessary  to consider,  and this  is convincingly  shown by 
an example of the calculation,  that  solution to the problem on the 
optimum method of actions cannot be  conducted long before the 
beginning of the  combat  actions,  inasmuch as results of it   considerably 
depend on what methods  of actions   (what  counteraction)  must  be 
expected from the  side of the enemy.     In virtue of this  circumstance 
the solution should be  found by  taking into account the  latest 
Information about  the  enemy.    The more accurately possible methods of 
actions of the enemy  are determined,  the more accurate  the  solution. 

In practice a strict solution is not  always required.     Often it 
Is sufficient  to have  at  least a rough approximation to the  optimum. 
In many cases  a rough  approximation can be obtained on the basis of 
only an analysis  of the matrix of effectiveness of methods  of actions 
(matrix of the game).     An analysis  of the matrix consists  in a 
successive examination of it on lines and columns.     For the  problem 
of target distribution  [matrix  (1.75)],  with the examination of 
every  line  there  is  written the maximum number of attacks   In  series 
for every method  of actions  A,,   ...,   A.,   ...,  A  .     From the  thus 
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obtained numbers there Is selected the least SHaB MtM (in the theory 

of games this number is called the upper pure value or minlmax). 

In the analysis of columns in series there is written the 

minimum numbers of attacks for each of the methods of actions B,, 

Bp, ..., B., ..., B .  Selected from these numbers is the largest 

XMt«cHa> (in the theory of games this number is called the lower pure 

value or maximum). 

The optimum solution provides a number of attacks of not more 

than ff»..»«, and not less than fiH..«H... i.e., the Inequality 

niuM■■■<*<*■■■ ■•■• is always correct. 

If fin»«Hn-*Hn»»ii*. then the methods of actions for which this 

will take place are optimum, and there is no need to solve the matrix 

For matrix (1.84), for example, results are characterized by the 

following figures: 

■ 
A 

>• ■i 4 min max 

1     *« IS 0 6 13 

1     *« 0 8 4 '       8 
A* 1   10 4 7 10 

max min 1   0 1     0 4 

The lower and upper pure values differ considerably, and 

therefore it is. necessary to solve the problem completely. 

Obviously, in the case when *■■■■■>« and fiHaiie«» do not differ 

very greatly, one of them can be accepted for the solution. If, 

however, the difference between the lower and upper pure value is 

considerable, then, undoubtedly, solution of the matrix is required. 

However, even in this case, as a rule, it is possible in the 

analysis of the matrix to reject beforehand repeated methods of 

actions (giving approximately an identical effect) and also methods 
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of actions   clearly yielding to at   least one of those  represented 
In the matrix. 

In certain cases the direct  counting of the probability of 
aircraft  destruction in assigned conditions  appears  expedient. 

Given below Is a concrete example of the determination of the 
probability  of aircraft  destruction under conditions  of interferences. 

Let  us  assume that k aircraft  fly in series  one behind the other 
in a band of dipole reflectors.     The density of the reflectors is 
sufficiently high so that radar observation of the aircraft in the 
clouds  is   excluded.     The  enemy   [PVO]   can destroy  the   first and only 
the  first  aircraft.    The probability of destroying the  lead aircraft 
by  one rocket  is  considered set  and equal to P.     If the   first 
aircraft,  which  is  the producer  of the band of passive  Jamming 
[Jammer],   is   shot  down,   then its  place is  taken by  the  aircraft 
following behind it, which has  the possibility of fulfilling the same 
function as  Jammer as that of the preceding aircraft.     The probability 
of destruction of the lead aircraft  is identical for all aircraft 
fulfilling the  function of Jammers. 

It  is  required to determine  the probability of destruction of'the 
k-th aircraft  in the group if the enemy can equally produce n rockets. 
Fire is  ceased after the  shooting down of the  k-th  aircraft.    The 
shooting down of the k-th aircraft   (event A)  can take place as a 
result  of the  approach of following incompatible events  A,, A-,   ..., 

Aj+1,   •••,  
A
n_k+1- 

Event A,   (the aircraft  is  brought down after the  launching 
equally of k rockets)  can approach only by this method:     each of k 
serially produced rockets  strikes  the corresponding lead aircraft 
with probability P.    The probability  of approach of event A,  is 
equal to 
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Event Ap (k-th aircraft is  brought down after launching of 

k + 1 rockets) can approach by C ~ methods, the probability of the 

approach of each of the particular events being equal to (1 - P)P . 

The full probability of the approach of event Ap Is determined by the 

formula 

k-l 
where C, " - number of combinations of k elements with respect to 

k-l. 

In general event A.+1 (the aircraft Is brought down after the 

k—1 launching of k + J rockets) can approach by C..., methods.  Accord- 

ingly, the probability of each particular event Is equal to (I—/*)'/**. 

The full probability of the approach of event A.., Is written 

in the form 

The full probability of the approach of event A Interesting to 

us (shooting down of k-th aircraft by not more than n rockets) will 

be defined as the sum of probabilities P(A.), i.e.. 

/vw-m-V cfcj^,(i-/>)'/>». 
/«I 

The  obtained formula permits estimating the necessary quantity 
of passive Jammers  in a column of aircraft,  which provides  overcoming 
of the  PVO by aircraft  of strike groups with an assigned probability. 
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CHAPTER  2 

ACTIVE JAMMING BY RADARS OPERATING IN SCAN CONDITIONS 

Radars operating In scan conditions comprise the basis of the 

system of information security of contours of target distribution. 

They provide information contours of long-range guidance. Usually 

the radars, operating in scan conditions, are territorially united 

Into systems and subsystems sometimes called radar field. 

In most cases a radar of the examined type operates in pulse 

conditions. The detection of targets at low altitudes can be 

provided by radars operating in conditions of continuous radiation. 

The character of the information loss Inflicted by means of active 

Jamming of the radar operating in scan conditions, in general was 

determined earlier. 

2.1. Methods of Estimating Information Loss, 
Inflicted by Means of Active Jamming 

Earlier it was shown that the effectiveness of interferences 
depends on relationships of powers of the Interference and signal, 
i.e., the interference can inflict a set information loss only under 
the condition1 

*=(&)..>*- 
(2.1) 

^ne should not confuse coefficients k and km. The first deter- 

mines the magnitude of the ratio of the power of interference to the 
power of the signal, which is obtained for the assigned distance 
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where *II - coefficient of suppression of the given electronic 
device by the assigned form of interference; k - ratio of the power 
of Interference Pu    and signal Pc    at  the  Input  of the receiver. 

Coefficient  k  Is  a function of parameters of the station of 
interferences and suppressed electronic  device,  their mutual  location, 
-e.txu        .   . - ......... 

To estimate  the effectiveness of Interferences,  It  Is  necessary 
to set the dependence  of the ratio of power of the Interference to 
power of the signal   (coefficient k)  on parameters of the station of 
interferences  and  the  suppressed device. 

We will consider that two aircraft   (Jammer PP and covered 
target aircraft U )  overcome the antiaircraft defense of the enemy 
(in this case one radar). 

Let us Introduce designations  for parameters characterizing the 
station of interferences and suppressed radar (Fig.   2.1). 

tovured 
aircrift-tarset 

Fig.   2.1.     Variant of the creation of ac- 
tive Jamming. 

Parameters  characterizing the system creating interference ^re 

the  following: 

[FOOTNOTE  CONT'D  FROM   PRECEDING  PAGE] 
between the Jamming transmitter and suppressed radar.    The second 
coefficient determines  the minimum necessary magnitude of this ratio, 
which provides a definite information  loss. 
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Pu - power of Jamming transmitter; 
On   - maximum directive gain of the antenna of the Jamming trans- 

mitter taking into account efficiency of the feeder; 
A^B   - effective width of the spectrum of interference signal; 
Yn   - coefficient  considering the distinction of polarizations 

of antennas of the Jamming transmitter and  suppressed radar; 
Q* - effective  scattering area of the covered aircraft   (target); 
ÖBI 6» 4^ - polar coordinates of the Jammer.     Angles  9n  and (^ 

are counted off in corresponding planes  from the maximum of the 
antenna radiation pattern of the suppressed radar  (Pig.   2.2); 

De - distance to  the covered aircraft. 

Fig.   2.2.     Coordinates of the 
Jammer PP in the pattern plane. 

Parameters characterizing the suppressed device are as  follows: 
Pc - power of suppressed radar taking into account efficiency 

of the  feeder; 
"« - maximum directive gain of antenna of the suppressed radar 

(PcOc is  frequently  called power potential  of the station); 
bf      - transmission bandwidth of the  linear part of the receiver 

of the suppressed radar  (it  Is assumed that A/^>A/op); 
F(9,   <I>) - function describing the  standardized antenna radiation 

pattern of the suppressed radar over the  field; 
ku - coefficient  of suppression of the given radar by the given 

Interference signal; 
Ar - equivalent  surface of absorption  (absorbing surface)  of the 

antenna of the suppressed radar determined by formula 

A - W 
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Let  us  find the dependence  of coefficient k on the enumerated 
parameters. 

The flux density of power of the  Interference signal at the 
input of the antenna of the suppressed radar is determined by formula 

^■^-rsr10        • (2.2) 

where a - coefficient considering attenuation in the atmosphere 

(dB/km) with passage of the signal to only one side. 

The power at the input of the receiver of the suppressed radar 

/>»M = PBi4rF«(eBlOB)T1I-fPIII. (2.3) 

Here Pu - power of inherent ; oises of the receiving device in 

the passband of the linear part of the receiver 

where K—l,38•10-,, W/deg'Hz - Boltzmann constant; T - absolute tem- 

perature; Nm   -  coefficient of noise of the receiver. 

Usually the power of the interference signal considerably exceeds 

the power of inherent noises of the receiver. Therefore, in most 

cases the second component in (2.3) can be disregarded, i.e., 

PB.i =*/>■*/•(•■.*«)*.. 

However, in the calculation of the lowering of the range of the 

radar under conditions of noise interferences, it is necessary to 

consider inherent noises of the receiver. 

Entering into the receiver is only part of the power of inter- 

ferences, which is determined by the relationship of the width of 

the spectrum of the interference signal and passband of the suppressed 

radar reciever. On the assumption of a rectangular approximation of 
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the spectrum of the interference signal and amplitude-frequency 
characteristic  of the  linear part of the receiver of the  suppressed 
device, the power of interference on the input of the receiver within 
limits of the passband of its linear part  Is determined In the 
following way: 

-^^•(•..^Y.-^-IO-0^-. (2.4) 

Similarly, for the power of the useful signal at the input of 

receiver of the suppressed radar it is possible to write 

P —Pt0*    *a A lr^••8•0• 
■ •""■ 4«^ "ücT^10   * (2.5) 

Substituting   (2.4)  and  (2.5)  into   (2.1),  we find the  desired 
expression for the ratio of the power of Interference  to the power 
of the signal at  the input of the receiver - coefficient  k  [suppression 
ratio]: 

*=(^)„-     ' 

Expression (2.6) is called the equation of antiradar (Jamming) 

for active Jamming.  It permits finding the ratio of the power of 

the interference to the power of the signal (coefficient k) depending 

upon parameters of the suppressed radar, the Jamming station and 

their mutual location. 

Figure 2.3 shows the qualitative picture of the dependence of 

coefficient k on Dc and parameters DB and PaO* As follows from the 

given graphs, with the assigned power potential of the station of 

interferences PaOm  and constant distance to the Jammer Da  , the 

suppression ratio (k) at the input of the radar receiver decreases 
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Pig. 2.3. Dependence of the suppres- 
sion ratio (k) on the distance to the 
covered aircraft CM. 

« * with a decrease  \r\ distance to the covered  target aircraft. 

At a definite distance of the target aircraft from the suppressed 
radar ratio k will decrease so much that  the interference will cease 
to act.     The  limit at  the approximation to which the Interference 
becomes  ineffective is determined by equality 

The region within which k**ku    (interference Is effective)   is 
called the suppression zone. 

The suppression zone can be found graphically  (Pig.   2.^).     Por 
this on the axis of the ordinates It is necessary to plot the quantity 
ton    and draw a straight  line parallel to the axis of the abscissas. 
The point of Intersection of this straight  line with curve k=k(Dt) 
determines the limit of the zone of suppression  (Fig.   2.4) along one 
of the coordinates   (range). 

As follows from formula  (2.6), coefficient k and, consequently, 
limits of the suppression zone to a considerable degree are determined 
by the antenna radiation pattern of the suppressed radar.    If the 
Jamming transmitter acts with respect to the basic lobe of the antenna 
radiation pattern,  then, obviously, the suppression zone will have a 
larger extent than in the case of suppression with respect to the 
lateral lobe. 
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Fig. 2.4.  Suppression zone of radar 
by active Jamming. 

Figure 2.5 shows in a polar system of coordinates of the suppres- 

sion zone of the radar with the assigned antenna radiation pattern. 

It is clear from the figure that at the assigned power potential of 

the station of interferences and location of the Jammer PP relative 

to the radar, the covered aircraft PS, can approach (without danger 

of detection) in alignment with the Jammer (Interferences act with 

respect to the basic lobe of the antenna radiation pattern) much 

nearer than in the case if PSp flies toward the radar not in alignment 

with the Jammer PP (interferences act with respect to the lateral 

lobes). 

'•$6n> 

Fig. 2.5. Suppression zones of the radar by 
the 
coordinates, 
the Jamming transmitter in a polar system of 

•    \ 
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In other words, the detection range of the first covered aircraft 

PS, will be less than the detection range of the second aircraft 

PSp (ßeil-l|<fltll|>^); however, in both cases it is less than the authorized 

range of the radar iDcumt<
Dtuw*t<

DPJKmu*)' 

The increase in power potential of the station of interferences 

leads to the displacement of the limit of the suppression zone in the 

direction toward the radar. 

In carrying out practical calculations by definition of limits 

of suppression zones, it is important to know the level of lateral 

lobes with respect to the basic lobe of the antenna radiation pattern. 

The level of lateral lobes and their fine structure are an individual 

characteristic of the radar and depend on the position of the antenna. 

For tentative calculations it Is possible to take approximately 

levels of the first and second lateral lobes 20 and 30 dB, respec- 

tively, below the level of the basic lobe of the antenna radiation 

pattern C'lO]. 

The case of combination of the Jamming transmitter with the 

covered aircraft is of interest. Formula (2.6) is simplified 

accordingly and takes the form 

*'" Aft», ^"syr^10    • (2-7) 

If we disregard the absorption of electromagnetic waves in the 
atmosphere  (a »  0),  then from  (2.7)   It  is possible to  find easily the 
formula for the minimum range of suppression, having placed into it 

(2.8) 

Sometimes formula (2.8) is called the range formula of the Jamming 

transmitters. 
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The minimum range of suppression In general can be found from 

formula (2.6). 

With the approach of the Jamming transmitter to the radar, the 

effectiveness of the interferences drops (suppression ratio decreases). 

This is explained by the fact that in the process of the approach of 

the aircraft with the Jamming transmitter to the radar tlr» power of 

the signal reflected from the aircraft increases faster than the power 

of the interference at the input of the radar receiver. 

Actually, the power of the signal reflected from the aircraft, 

is inversely proportional to D*, and the power of the interference 

signal - Dj. 

Formulas (2.6) and (2.8) are correct, if the receiver is not 

overloaded by Interference. 

The real receivers and Indicator devices have a limited dynamic 

range, so that usually there exists a certain value of the power of 

interference PnMtm»  at which the overload of the receiver approaches, 

after which it loses the possibility of fulfilling its functions in 

separating advancing information.  Figure 2.6 shows two cases of the 

amplification of the mixture of the signal and interference.  Case a 

corresponds to such a level of Interference Pn  at which there is no 

overload of the receiver. The signal is confidently observed against 

the background of interferences. Case b corresponds to the overload 

of the receiver by interferences of great intensity. Although the 

power of the signal is considerably greater than the power of the 

Interference, the signal at the output of the receiver is not observed. 

Figure 2.7 qualitatively shows the dependence of absolute values 

of powers of the interference Pn and signal Pe.  and also their ratio 

k from range De(Dc"DB).  Plotted on the axis of the ordinates is the 

value of the suppression ratio ku  and, furthermore, the value of 

maximum power Pn*mvc  at which the overload of the receiver occurs. 

Curves of Fig. 2.7 correspond to the case when the overload of the 

receiver approaches with the power of interference PBM«KC greater than 
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Pig.   2.6.     Overload of the receiver by 
interferes   -s of great  intensity:   «,   — 
voltage of interference; ut - voltage of 
signal; a) case of the receiver overloaded 
by interference; b) case when the receiver 
is overloaded by  interference  (but «,>«,). 

Pig.   2.7.    Suppression zones by ac- 
tive Jamming of the radar with a 
limited dynamic range of the re- 
ceiver. 

that which is necessary for suppression at the assigned suppression 

ratio km- 
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Therefore, In the Interval of ranges Dnmman<l Dmt   the receiver 

will not be suppressed. However, starting from range ^Ut and up to 

zero ranges. It again will be suppressed but owing to the overload 

of the receiver-Indicator device.  In principle there can be the case 

when Dnt>Dnmm , and then the effectiveness of interferences at short 

ranges will be greater than at large ranges. 

At present in radar measures are taken to weaken the action of 

strong interferences (limitation, instantaneous automatic gain control 

[AGC], etc., [20]), and therefore in the determination of minimum 

range of suppression DOMHH one should not count on the effect of 

overload of the receiving device of the radar. 

Region of Ambiquity 

The concept "suppression zone" pertains to one radar.  It is 

introduced for estimating the action of active Jamming in statics. 

In reality in the overcoming of antiaircraft defense, information on 

target position data enters into control centers of (guidance) from 

several radar located in different places. Information about targets 

and Jammers in centers of control is processed, and data of one radar 

are supplemented and refined with the help of data from other radar. 

Therefore, in the dynamics of combat the region of the action of 

interferences (region covered by Interferences), in general, will not 

correspond to the suppression zone. 

For example, if data on coordinates of the Jammer (PP) proceed 

from two radars (Pig. 2.8), then as a result of their comparison 

(analysis) one can determine the position of PP with greater accuracy 

than in the case of one radar (with two radars the base method of the 

measurement of range can be applied). 

For each of the two radars we have, accordingly, suppression 

zones determined by areas of sectors S, and Sp. A comparison of these 

zones, besides solving the problem of the measurement of range, per- 

mits to considerable extent increasing resolving power of the system 

of radars under conditions of interferences. 
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Flg. 2.8.  Region of amblquity forming 
around the Jammer. 

The accuracy of determining the coordinates of the Jammer and 

aircraft covered by it depends on the magnitude of sectors S,, Sp and 

magnitude of delay in the entering of information from different 

radars.  In the analysis of data from two radars the accuracy of 

determining the coordinates of PP will be increased, but nevertheless 

will remain smaller than in the case of operating without inter- 

ferences. Thus, the presence of interferences leads to the formation 

around the Jammer of a certain region 5i„ called the region of 

imblqulty. The dimensions of it are determined by the resolving power 

and accuracy of the radar system under conditions of Interferences. 

It is obvious that with several radars 

o«<[oh Ott • • t 'S«» 

In a particular case of one radar the region of amblquity 

coincides with the suppression zone, i.e.. 

Dimensions of regions of amblquity very approximately (neglecting 

the delay) can be found with the help of formulas (2.6), (2.8) and 

curves shown in Fig. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.7.  By knowing the dimensions of 
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regions  of amblqulty and the character of their change with time,   It 
is possible to solve certain Jamming problems: 

- determine the minimum ranges of suppression; 
- find safe sections of the route in the zone of antiaircraft 

defense; 

- calculate the orders of forces and means  of Jamming necessary 
for the  suppression of a given radar system. 

2.2.     Continuous Noise Interferences 

Radars operating in conditions of scanning,  in principle,  can 
be created: 

- continuous noise interferences, 
- pulse interferences. 

Figure 2.9 shows the approximate form of radar screens in the 

case of the action on them of noise and pulse Interferences. 

Pig. 2.9.  Form of plan posi- 
tion indicator [PPI] of radar 
with the influence active Jam- 
ming: a) weak continuous noise 
interferences; b) interference 
of average intensity; c) strong 
interferences; d) action of con- 
tinuous noise and pulse inter- 
ferences. 
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Figure 2.9a corresponds to the influence of weak continuous 

noise interference on radar.  The presence of several bright rays 

on the screen is explained by the Influence of active Jamming on 

lateral lobes of the antenna radiation pattern of the given radar. 

An increase in power of the interference at the input of the 

receiver leads to the expansion of lighted sectors (Fig. 2.9b).  Very 

intense Interferences lead to an overload of Indicator, as a result 

of which almost the whole screen of the radar Indicator Is lighted 

(Fig. 2.9c).  Within limits of the lighted sectors quite powerful 

interference signals exclude the possibility of radar observation 

of targets. 

A direct result of the action of continuous noise Interferences 

is the camouflage of useful signals in a certain solid angle and 

corresponding range Interval. Due to this the resolving power 

considerably worsens, and the accuracy of determining the direction 

toward the target decreases. Measurement of range with the help of 

radar can In general be excluded over a prolonged time. 

Noise interference signals are the most universal among the 

interference signals known to the present time. They provide the 

fundamental possibility camouflaging useful signals of any structure 

and form. If the Interference signal constitutes white Gaussian 

noise, then the probability of correct detection of the useful signal 

in noises at the output of the optimum receiver Is determined only 

by the ratio of energy signal E to the spectral density of noise G 

and does not depend on the form of the signal. Moreover, as the 

theory of the detection of signals In noises shows, the threshold 

relationship (£/C)nop, whxch corresponds to the assigned probability 

of detection with a certain probability of a false alarm, does not 

depend on the realized method of optimum processing of the signal. 

Therefore, to create effective noise Interferences It Is necessary 

and sufficient to provide only the definite value of the ratio E/G, 

which corresponds to the permissible value (with respect to conditions 

of the overcoming of antiaircraft defense PVO) of the probability of 

correct detection of the useful signal in noises and the assigned 
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probability of a false alarm. 

The coefficient of noise suppression by the Interference signal 

of pulse radar, operating In scan conditions stands for such a value 

of the ratio of power of the Interference signal Pa% within limits of 

the passband of the linear part A/np. to the power of the useful signal 

PG  at the input of the optimum receiver at which the probability of 

correct detection of the train of n pulses is equal to D = 0.5 with 

the probability of a false alarm Q0 = 10  . 

In this case the optimum receiver in the sense of Neumann-Pearson 

is considered, which provides the greatest probability of correct 

detection D at the assigned probability of a false alarm Qn.  This 

receiver, in the case of incoherent high-frequency pulses of trains 

is constructed according to the following block diagram: 

- linear part of the receiver, which is the optimum filter for 

each pulse of the train; 

- linear detector; 

- post-detector pulse integrator. 

The optimum receiver of incoherent high-frequency pulses in 

practice is realized in the form of a standard superheterodyne 

receiver with a plan position indicator as the integrator (indicator 

with afterglow). 

The theory of detection determines the dependence of the proba- 

bility of correct detection D on the ratio of the power of the signal 
/ST 

-j- and on the number of 

pulses n in a train with the assigned probability of a false alarm.1 

^he value of the probability of a false alarm in certain cases 
can vary in comparatively wide limits. Thus, for example, with a 

change in the probability of the false alarm of 10 times, the slgnal- 
to-nolse ratio corresponding to the probability of correct detection 
equal to 0.5, changes a total of 1.4-1.5 times. 
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These  dependences   for  useful   signals  with a constant  amplitude 

are depicted   in  Fif;.   2.10a.     If detection of a  fluctuating  signal  is 
produced,   then  it   is  possible  to  use  the  characteristic  of detection 

given  In  Fig.   2.10b. 
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Pig.   2.10.     Characteristics of detection:     a) 
deterministic  signal;   b)   fluctuating signal. 

Let  us  assign Qn =  10     ,  then the value D * 0.5  is  ensured if 

where 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

From (2.9) and (2.10) the formula for the suppression ratio is 

easily obtained by the noise interference signal of pulse radar 

operating in scan conditions 

Let us express the suppression ratio kn  in terms of parameters 

of the radar:  the pulse repetition frequency width of beams of antenna 

radiation pattern and speed of rotation of the antenna of the sup- 

pressed radar. 

The number of pulses n in the train is determined by the irradia- 

tion time of the target in one scanning cycle and the pulse repetition 

frequency 

t**Ft ■» (2.12) 
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where tonn —  irradiation time of the target; fi» - pulse repttltlon 

frequency. 

Let us find the irradiation time 

where e0 ^ — half-power width of the antenna radiation pattern 

of the suppressed radar; N - number of revolutions of the antenna 

per minute. 

Taking into account (2.12) and (2.13), from (2.11) we will 

obtain the desired expression for the suppression ratio kmi 

*—*£&; (2-1*) 

Formula (2.14) is obtained on the assumption that the beam of 

the radar antenna scans only in azimuth and that the interference 

signal constitutes white Gaussian noise. 

White Gaussian noise possesses the greatest camouflaging 

properties among other random interference signals of assigned pow«r. 

The real noise interference signals, created with the help of Jamming 

transmitters, according to statistical and spectral characterlstlci 

differ from white Gaussian noise in virtue of which they yield to 

it with respect to camouflaging possibilities. 

As was already noted earlier, the measure of camouflaging ability 

of noise can serve as its entropy or entropy power. 

Prior to detection of the target is the a priori uncertainty. 

The a priori target with a certain probability P. can appear in etch 

i-th elementary volume (pulse volume) of space serviceable by a 

certain radar.  Designating by A. the event consisting in the appear- 

ance of a target in the 1-th elementary volume, it is possible to 

compose a probabilistic scheme A, which considers the a priori In* 

formation about the tai'get 
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A^l** Äi ^ V (2.15) 

The quantitative measure of uncertainty given by the probabilistic 

scheme i3 entropy, which is determined by the well-known formula: 

/f(A)=-VPti<«Pi. 
tml 

If radar operated in the absence of interferences, then as a 

result of the processing of signals accepted for tne cycle (or 

several cyclea) of the scanning the a priori uncertainty would be 

completely removed, which corresponds to the equality to zero of the 

a posteriori uncertainty H(ß).  In this case after the experiment 

we would obtain exhausting information about the distribution of 

targets in the serviced space and their coordinates. The quantity 

of information obtained as a result of the reception of signals is 

estimated by the quantity of information which in this caöe Is equal 

to 

With the creation of Interferences to radars after reception of 

the signals and their processing, the uncertainty is not completely 

removed.  In the flrbt approximation entropy, which corresponds to 

the a posteriori uncertainty. Is equal to the entropy of the actuating 

noise Interference signal H„  .  Therefore, under conditions of the 

action of interferences the quantity of information obtained üy radar 

is equal to 

l~H{A)~Hm. 

Thus,   the quantity of InfOxTnation obtained by the enemy from the 
given radar can be decreased owing to the Increase in the entropy of 
the  Interference signal. 

Let us consider several examples of the calculation of entropy 
of the  interference signals. 
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We will consider that the random veliable X Is assigned by the 

one-dlmenslonal density of the probability distribution p(x).  The 

entropy of this random variable can be recorded in the form 

*W— J p{x)\ogp{x)dx. (2.16) 

In real conditions the noise created by appropriate devices 

has limitations both in maximum accessible values and in torms of 

average power (dispersion). 

Let us set the problem to detect for noise Interference sig lals, 

which are represented by one-dlmensionLl distributions and having 

an identical limitation for all signals with respect to maximum- 

overshoots or average power, such laws of distribution p(x) to which 

maximum entropy corresponds (2.16).  Let us note that the given 

problem pertains to the class of the so-called isoperiiretric problems 

of calculus of variations, which are formulated in the following 

way:  among all closed curves with an assigned perimeter find the one 

which covers the greatest area. The given formulation corresponds to 

the following analytic recording [21]. 

Let us assume that there is assigned integral functional 

V=Jf (*./»)</*. (2.1-7) 

where p — a certain desired function of x. 

Let us assume that m limitations, superposed on the variable x 

and function p are also assigned 

* 

* 

J?i(^)rfjf=C,. (2 18) 

t 
lfm{x>p)dx=*Cm 
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where ^. ^m ~ cet,La^n ^sclßned funcvions. 

it is required to find such function p(x) which provides the 

maximum of functional (2.17), takinpr, into account limitations imposed 

by conditions (2.1o). 

The given problem in a certain meaning is analogous to the 

proolem for detecting the conditional ext^emum.  Its solution can be 

obtained with the help of the indefinite Lagrange multipliers. 

The maximum of the functional is reached for such p(x) which 

provide conversion in^o zero of the following linear combination: 

^■+>.-^+i.^-+-+»-.^—0. (219> 

whe^e X,, Xp, ..., X- ind^f.!nite Lagrange multipliers. 

In examined conditions the functional is an integral representa- 

tion of entropy (2.16).  The system of conditions (2.18) Is determined 

by limitations imposed upon noise. 

Let us examine the case when noiser; are limited identically 

from above and from below, i.e., —V^x^V*  and can be represented 

by a one-dimensional distribution.  The entropy of the random variable 

X is equal to 

J/(X)— (p{x)\np{x)äx. 

In all one limitation Imposed on p and x is 
v. 

(2.20) 

Let us find function p(x), providing the maximum H(x). 

It is easy to see that for this problem it is possible to write 

F{x,p)^-pix)\np(x)t 
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Then equation (2.19) will take the form 

ln/?{x)»V-l 

p(x)^e*••, . (2.21) 
or 

Consequently 
ft 

fe^-'rfjt—I (2.22) 

or 

2e,«-,(/,=l. (2.23) 

Substituting (2.21) into (2.23), we obtain 

Hence 

Thus, of all the noises limited from above and from oelow represented 

by one-dimensional distribution, the one for which the density of the 

probability distribution is uniform has the maximum entropy.  The 

value of the entropy of such noise is equal to 

I /f.CJO^-ln-^-lna/.. (2 25) 

In the second example let us define the law of distribution of 

the one-dimensional random variable providing the maximum of entropy 

of noise represented by this distribution and limited In average 

power (dispersion).  The maximized functional will be recorded In the 

following way: 

i#(X)--J^(x)Iiip(*)*f. 

The system of limitations has the form 
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01 I x'p(x)dx=t~'• -· -S p(x)dx= I . - . 
It i s ob v~ou~ that 

'• = P (x}, fa= x•p (x). 

- .. . .__ .. _ ' .. - ... . . . . ... - - ~ 

Fulfilling tran:::formations analogous to t ho"!'e mLde atrove ~ · we 

o ain 

... . 
I -p 

p(x)=~e . 

Consequently , with the limi tation on average power the best no i se 

wi ll be Gaussian noise . 

The entropy of the rando~ variable di s tr ibuted acc ordi ng t o tte 

no rma l law i s equal t o 

In r eai cond i tions t he noise vo l age inhurently both l n a verage 

power and i n terms of maximum overshoots , in virtue of which the 

optimuin di s .; ributio:; will differ both f rom the uni fo r m and f'r om t he 

Gauss:!.an [ 2;?] . 

Exami. neci abo ve were t xamp l e s of dc t =Cting l aws of dis t .r ibution 

ln max 1.mum entropy in the class C' f random proc e s ~ e s c ompl~ t ely 

escrjbed y the one - dimens jonal dennity of d i stri~ut ~on . T e r~al 

interfer ence signal is det t:rmi ned by the a ssignment of multi<limens ional 

densi t i es of t he probabil i ty o f distribut i on. 

The noi se , which ha8 limited wi dth v f the s pectrum F. ·and limited 

dur ati on in t i me 1' , can be in accordance wi t h Kotel'ni kov 's t heorem 
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simply determined with the help of the fl.ilne number of values equal 

to 2TFB. If the components of noise (random variables), alternating 

through time jj-,   are independent random quantities (the correlation 

between them is absent), then the entropy of such a process Is defined 

as the sum of the entropies of all 2Tfa    random variables, I.e., 

Iml 

The stationary noise has identical dispersion for all 2FaT  components, 

and therefore for it 

Ht = VTFJi*. 

P" the noise is Gaussian, then 

Ht=*2TFn\n\fäSS?. 

The results obtained make it possible to estimate quantitatively 

the masking properties of different noises. For this purpose it is 

expeuient to use these concepts:  entropy power and noise factor. 

The entropy power of noise with band Fn  and duration T means the 

power of white Gaussian noise AV with the same band and duration, 

the entropy of which equals the entropy of the examined noise: 

Htn sss 2TF9H'mt 

where H'a —  entropy on one degree of freedom of real noise. 

In accordance with the determination, the entropy power of the 

real noise can bo fourd if its entropy is equated to the entropy of 

Gaussian noise 

Hu**2rF9\nyE&z: 

Hence the entropy power of the real noise 
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The noise  factor   »|M   IS called the ratio of entropy power of the 
real noise to  its average power,   i.e., 

~» 

where P«o   - entropy power of the noise;   /*«   - average power of 
the real noise. 

For white Gaussian noise 

For any other noise with the assigned power different  from the 
Gaussian 

The  factor I|M defined in such a way characterizes the quality of 
the masking properties of noise.     Sometimes the noise factor n is 
determined by experimental means by estimating the values of the 
suppression ratios of the specific device to white Gaussian noise 
and certain assigned real noise. t 

In this case the factor n  is found as the ratio 

^lt* (2.26) 

where 4no - suppression ratio under the action of white Gaussian - 

noise, Jta  —  suppression ratio under the action of real noise. 

It is natural that suppression ratios are determined under 

identical conditions on the basis of the same criterion of acceptance 

of the optimum solution. 
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Taking into account (2.26) the formula for the suppression ratio 

by noise interferences (2.14) takes th2  following form: 

2.3.  Peculiarities of the Radar Suppr-'ssion with 
Continuous and Quasi-Continuous Radxation 

(Narrow-Band Radar) 

The ratio of powers of the interference and useful signals at 

the input of a suppressed radar pulse ku  within limits of the pass- 

band of the linear pan of the receiver is determined by the antiradar 

equation 

where 'VH - pulse power of the radar; A/npii — pasotand of the 

linear part of the receiver of pulse radar. 

Let us assume that the pulse radar is converted into conditions 

of continuous radiation witnout a change in average power of the 

transmitter and all remaining parameters with exception of the pass- 

band of the receiver, which becomes narrow with the transition into 

conditions continuous radiation in an appropriate way. 

Let us estimate the ratio of powers of the interference and 

desired signals at the input of the radar, considering parameters 

of the transmitter of continuous noise interferences to be constant. 

Before making such an estimate let us note that the narrowing 

of the passband of the receiving device of the radar of continuous 

radiation can be performed up to a certain minimum permissible value, 

determined by the expected character of the a priori unknown changes 

in parameters of motion of targets serviced by the given radar. These 

considerations determine the minimum bandwidth of the transmission 

of one elementary link (one "tooth") of the optimum comb filter. 
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AsDumlng that in pulse r-adar optimum filtration of the pulse 

train is provided, it is possible to take 

AfnpM-Q#.Mv 

Here Q - off-duty fact of pulse radar, which Is approximately 

equal to the number of spectral lines in the main part of the spectrum 

of the sequence of square pulses; A/npn - minimum permissible pass- 

band of the linear part of the receiver of the radar of continuous 

radiation or, accordingly, one elementary "tooth" of the optimum 

filter of the pulse radar; A/npn -minimum permissible passband of 

the linear part of the receiver of the pulse radar equal to the sum 

of passbands of separate "teeth." 

In accordance with the accepted assumptions the powers of the 

pulse radar and radar of continuous radiation are connectod with each 

other by the analogous relation 

If one were to consider further the transmitter of continuous 

noise interferences to be the selective [spot] with respect to the 

spectrum for pulse radar, i.e., to consider •SF1l**&fnpth    then the 

antiradar formula in reference to the radar of continuous radiation 

will be thus written: 

-5- 

where   ^"^fs5-)     _ ratio of the power of interference to power of the 

signal at the  input of the receiver ^of the radar of continuous radia- 
tion within limits of the passband of its  linear part. 

Considering that In this case A/B.„/AfB=» I, we will obtain 

ftg ■■ kmt 
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i.e..   In other words,  the ratios of powers of interference and useful 
signals within the passband of the linear part  o2 the optimum receiv- 
ing devices are identical  for pulse radar and rudar of contlnuou'» 
radiation if the Jamming transruitter is selective over the spectrum 
for pulse radar,  and if the average powers of the radar are equal. 
If,  however,  the width of the spectrum cf interfercncj is changed  so 
as to provide selectivity  of t ;e transmitter over the spectrum 
accordingly  for each radar,  then with constant  average power» of the 
Jamming transmitter and with the equality of the average powers of 
both radars 

i.e.^  noiso-to-signal ratio for continuous radar is increased Q times. 

We made comparison a comparison of the radar of continuous 
radiation with the idealized pulse radar.    As  applied to real pulse 
radar with the incoherent  processing signals,   the expressed considera- 
tions  can be referred to with great reservations.    The suppression 
ratio by noide interferences of radar of continuous radiation can be 
determined with the help of the Nuumann-Fearson criterion of detection 
is similar to that which was done for pulse radars.     It is obvious 
that the suppression ratio of radar of continuous radiation by noise 
interference signals of an assigned spectral density will be equal to 
the suppression ratio of pulse radar if the equality of energies 
signals and their identical processing in the receiver take place. 
In particular, with the equality of average powers of radar of pulse 
and continuous radiation,   the suppression ratios by their fluctuating 
noise signal are equal if the parameters of scanning are identical. 

2.4.    Peculiarities of the Suppression of 
Broad-Band fladars with Coding 

Broad-band radars with coding appeared in connection with the 
problem  of increasing the resolving power in range with a simultaneous 
Increase in preservation of the detection range of small-size targets. 
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An Increase in resolving power in range can be attained In 

principle by two methods. 

The first classical method Is based on the decrease of duration 

of the main pulse T»  However, this method has a considerable 

deficiency lying in the fact that for preservation of the range of 

radar with a decrease in t« it Is necessary to Increase the pulse 

power of the radar PH.     An Increase In pulse power conflicts with 

the fundamental and technical difficulties, conhected with generation 

and transmission of high-frequency electromagnetic oscillations of 

high power.  At present the limit of the pulse power is Pm   orders of 

several tens of megawatts. 

The second method of increasing the resolving power Is based 

on the special coding of the radiated pulse relative to the long 

duration TH and optimum processing of the received signal In the 

radar receiving device, which provides compression of this pulse to 

the duration tMI« (Fig. 2.11). 

«i 
*-f * 

1 
<•* 

U 

 : ? 
Fig. 2.11. Pulses at the input (tu) and 

output (Um)   of the optimum radar receiver 

with the coding of signals. 

In the system with the compression of pulses there Is generated 

and is transmitted a coded pulse having a duration T« and width of 

the spectrum of frequencies A/K, where xHbfH'>\.     After the appropriate 

processing In the receiver there appear short pulses with a duration 

of 
1 

'••=Ä?r,<v 
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The pulse with a duration tun at the output of the receiver 

determines the resolving power of the radar. The energy of the 

signal Is determined by the pulse power of the radiated pulse and its 

duration TK.  Thus possibility of Increasing the energy of signal Is 

ensured owing to the Increase In pulse width TM without Impairment of 

the range resolving power. 

Ratio JV=r-S_ is  called the compression ratio. 

It Is necessary to consider that with the assigned average 

power of the radar transmitter, the second method of Increasing the 

resolving power of the radar (coding) does not lead to any special 

power gains as compared to the first (proportional Increase In power 

with a decrease In pulse width). Moreover, due to losses with com- 

pression In the second case there will take place a certain power 

loss as compared to the direct method - Increase In energy of the 

pulse signal. However, owing to the possibility of the considerable 

expansion of the spectrum and Increase In average power, broad-band 

radars have a higher noiseproof feature. 

An example of similar kinds of devices can be the system with an 

Intrapulse linear frequency modulation [25].  In this system the 

carrier frequency of the radiated pulse of duration TK is changed 

according to the linear law in a certain frequency range f-i-f (Fig. 

2.12). On the receiving side the signal is passed through the optimum 

filter, which possesses dispersion properties. An example of such a 

filter in principle can be a waveguide, for which, as is known, the 

group (phase) propagation velocity of wave tVp depends on the fre- 

quency. 

The dispersion characteristic of the filter, shown in Fig. 2.12b, 

provides a more rapid passage (less than the time of the lag) of 

high frequencies of the signal spectrum. In combination with the law 

of the change in carrier frequency of the generated pulse, shown in 

Fig. 2.12a, this allows in principle the possibility of compression 

of the pulse at the output of the filter (line) up to a certain 

duration rH,t~xJNt   where V>!. 

Ill 
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Fig. 2.12. Law of the change 
in carrier frequency of the 
main pulse (a) and dispersion 
characteristic of the optimum 
radar filter with intrapulse 
modulation (b). 

Let us show that with the assigned spectral density of the noise 

interference signal, the ratio of the power of the useful signal to 

the power of noise at the output of the linear part of the receiver 

remains Identical for the standard pulse radar and broad-band radar 

with coding if their average powers are identical and resolving 

powers are identical. 

We will limit ourselves to an examination of the case simplest 

for analysis of the phase-keyed signal (Fig. 2.13a). If the signal 

with amplitude u*. manipulated in phase, as is shown in Fig. 2.13a, 

is fed on delay line with N * 7 taps, into some of which (4, 5»  and 7) 

phaseinverter circuits are included, then in virtue of the coherence 

of signals and their cophasing only during time rJN   a« the output 

of the adder (Fig. 2.13b) connected to these taps in first approxima- 

tion will we obtain a pulse with a duration of TK/AT and with amplitude 

U^VN.     After the adder the convolute pulse [Translator's note: The 

term "convolute" is net verified] Joins the input of optimum foi the 

given pulse of the filter.  It is not difficult t- note that as a 

result of the examined transformation, the energy of the convolute 

pulse realized in the resistance of 1 n is equal to the energy of the 

input signal 
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Pig. 2.13. Diagram of the p'ocess of treating 
pulses in an oD^lirum receiving device (a) and 
functional diagram of the device for compression 
(b). 
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The pow r in the o volute puls . is equal to u!=N/2. The pulse 

of reci ely the same power and durati on ( e r1ergy) can be obtained 

wi th the assigned &ve r age oower directly by increasing the ofr -ctuty 

fa~tor of the rad~r ~ times owing to the correspondin~ decrea3e in 

pulse width and increase in its amplitude~ The pulse width must 

, decrease N and i cs amp litude increase 1/N times. 

Thus, in a certai n case pulses of identical du·ratfon proceed 

in o the input of the optimum filter included after the adder. Inns

muc as the band of optimum filter i n both cases is the same, then in 

vir ue of t he tncoherent addition powers of noises and ratios of 

power of signals to powers of noises at outputs of the filt.rs Ktll 

b~ identical. Hence there di r ectly f ollows the conclusion ~oncerning 

energy equivalP.nce with res pP.ct to the suppression ra~ios by noisf 

inter ferences of radar with ~ oding and the standa: ·d :radar ' pulse if 

they have idPntical average powers, optimum processtng of sign3.ls in 

the receiver-indicator channe l a nd identical tirue of target irradia

tion. It should be noted that this conclusion is a direct result 

of the theory of detect!Jn. 

The given reasonin~ permits estimating the su~pression ratio by 

noise interferences of broad-band radar with coding. A~cording to 

the earlier gi ven determinati n, the suppression ratio means the 

minim~~ nec es sary r a tio of the power of interfer~nce to the power of 

the signal within the passband of the llnear part of the receiving de

vice , in thi s case the optimum filter. The power of the signal at 

the input of che r adar with coding will be deter~ined by the power cf 

the nonconvolute pulse of the amplitude u~ Inasmu h as t he p ~wer 

of the on onvo lute (long) pulse is N times l ess than the power of the 

convolute (short) pulse, then i n virtue of earlier set energy 

equivalence the suppressior. ratio of the broad-band radar with co1ing 

will e U times -:wre than the standar<i pulse radar with the 3ame 

average pvwer and witt the same resolving powe • In practice in 

virtue of the nonidea~ity of the operation of the convolution of 

the pulse the suppression ratio will be in all (0.6-0.8)N times more 

than the suppression ratio of the corresponding pulse radar. 
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The necessary power potential of the noise Jammer will remain 
constant if the average power of the radar with coding is not changed 
and the spectral density of the noise is constant.    Actually,  the 
ratio of the power of interference to the power of the signal at the 
input  of the radar with coding is equal to 

where PCK - power in the pulse radar with coding. 

Since 

Pt* W-, 

where P** - power of the equivalent pulse radar, then kn will be 
N times more than the ratio of the power of interference to the power 
of the signal at the input  of the equivalent pulse radar: 

However, in view of the suppression ratio of the standard pulse radar 
smaller than N times,  the necessary power potential of the Jamming 
transmitter PBöB   , other things being equal,  in both cases will remain 
constant. 

In the case when pulse powers of the radar with coding and the 
standard pulse radar with the same resolving power are equal,  the 
power potential of the Jamming transmitter necessary for suppression 
of the radar with coding is increased N times   (or more accurately 
(0.6-0.8)N times). 

2.5«    Model Block Diagrams of Noise 
Interference Stations 

A block diagram of a noise interference station to pulse radar 
is depicted in Pig.   2.14. 
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Fig . 2 .14. Block diagram of the st~tion o; 
noise interferences to pulse ra0ar. 

l gnals c f the ~uppressed rad r are taker~ by antenna A1 , amplified 
in t~e r connaissance recei ver RP and enter into th~ frequency 

emori za tion circuit SZCh where at a defined time ~ the carrier fre

quency of th~ sup~:essed radar is stored. Th~ frequency memorization 

circ uit controls the tuning unit of the jamming transmitter BPP, with 

the hP-lp of which thP. transmitter itself is directly tuned (oscillator 
r) to the carrier frequency ~f the suppressed r&dar. 

From the output of the reconnaissance rec~iver si~nals join in 

the circuit of indicat ion and registration, serving for their anclysis 

and determination of the form of modulation. Th~ latter is realized 
bv '· e modulator M. 

The radiction of the interference signal is carried out by the 

transmitting antenna A2 . 

nec~iving and transmitting antennas (A1 and A2 ) in stations bf 
radar reconnaissance and nterfer~nces can hale circular po l ~rization, 

in virtue of which the coefficient Y• in formulas of anti :eadar is 

equal t o 

The band range of antennas is estimated by band~idth of trans

mi ssion referred to the average carrier frequency. 

The reconnaissance receiver (RP) serves for the amplification of 

the received ~ ignals. Depending upon the assignment of the station 

of interferences it is realized either by a circuit of direct ampli

fication or by a superhete~odyne circuit. 
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The circuit of frequency memorization  (SZCh) memorizes the      i 
carrier frequency of the suppressed radar at the assigned  time.    Tfse 
SZCh has high requirements with respect to the recording of the 
carrier frequency of short-term pulse signals and Its memorization 
for a sufficiently   long time. 

The tur.lng unit  of the Jamming transmitter  (BPP^ determines the 
accuracy and time of fine adjustment  of the Jamming transmitter at 
value of the carrier  frequency assigned by the memory circuit.     In 
certain stations of interferences the tuning unit In general,  is 
absent. 

Depending upon the width of the spectrum of Interference  signals 
three forms  of stations of noise interferences are distinguished: 

- stations  of spot noise interferences; 
- stations  of spot-barrage noise interferences/; 
- stations of barrage noise Interferences. 

For stations  of spot noise interferences the width of the 
radiated spectrum of Interferences is  selected approximately equal 
to the passband of the  linear part of the receiver of the  suppressed 
radar, i.e. , 

* V 
f 

For stations of spot-barrage noise Interferences ' 

For statics of barrage noise interferences 

Af,>A/w. 

The accuracy of the tuning of the Jamming transmitter  in the   , 
first case is determined'by the passband of the receiver of suppressed 
pulse radar and should be quite high.     In the second case the accuracy 
of tuning has  less  stringent requirements.    For the tuning of the 
transmitter of barrage Jammings,  in practice it is necessary to know 
the range of operation of the suppressed radar. 
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Oscillator ot Interferences (r) depending upon the range of waves, 

can be carried out with electron tubes, magnetrons, traveling-wave 
tubes (twt) or carclnotrons (bwt). 

Oscillating or amplifying tubes must provide: 

- operation in a wide range of waves without considerable change 
in power and range efficiency; 

- rapid reconstructiorf in frequency in the working range of waves 
of suppressed means;     \ 

- high power indices.: 

The twt and bv:t possess a wide band range but have low efficiency; 

magnetrons have considerably high efficiency, and the highest 

efficiency for a variety of magnetrons is the barratron. This tube 

was specially created as a powerful and broad-band noise oscillator. 
Wixh considerable width of the spectrum of frequencies the power of 

oscillations generated by the barratron is on the order higher than 
that of the magnetron [28]. 

Modulator (M) includes the source of the noise voltage and 

amplifying-llmiting devices.  In certain cases the source of the 
noises constitutes an independent device and does not directly 

appear in the modulator unit. 

The source of noises can be a thyratron in a magnetic field or 
a noise diode of direct incandescence ^saturated diode). The 
thyratron gives a sufficiently dense noise spectrum, but the width 
of spectrum is comparatively small (several megacycles per second). 

With help of a noise.diode it is possible to obtain a noise voltage 

with a quite wide and uniform spectrum (ten and even hundreds of 

megacycles per second), but of comparatively low intensity, which 

does not make it possible to carryout direct modulation of the trans- 
mitter. Therefore, it is required to apply broad-band high-gain 

amplifiers of primary noise voltage [27]. 

Noises are further limited for the purpose of providing high 

radiation power on lateral components of the spectrum of the Jamming 
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transmitter owing to the increase  in effective percentage modulation 
of the transmitter by all components of the spectrum of modulating 
noise. 

Three  forms of modulation are  applied:    amplitude,  phase and 
frequency.     In most  cases  combined modulation,  amplitude-frequency 
and amplitude-phase is observed. 

2.6.     Peculiarities  of the Modulation of Noise Jammers 

Amplitude  Modulation 

Amplitude  noise modulation  (Fig.   2.15)  is  applied  in magnetron 
transmitters  and triode oscillators. 

«» 
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Pig.   2.15;     Interference high-frequency signal 
amplitude modulated by noises:    a) modulating 
voltage; b) modulation by unlimited noises;   c) 
modulation by limited noises. 
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As was shown above, the noise voltage is limited. The applica- 

tion of limlted'nolses provides great percentage modulation of the 

noises. 

Figure 2.15b shows a high-frequency oscillation modulated in 

amplitude by practically unlimited noises. The conditions of modula- 

tion are selected so that 10055 modulation was ensured by peak values 

(maximum overshoots) of the voltage of the modulating noise. As can 

be seen from the figure, the mean value of the modulation factor is 

small.  The masking properties of interference, in general, are not 

worsened (quality of noise on the lateral components is great, how- 

ever, the level of the lateral spectral components proves to be con- 

siderably lower than the level of the spectral component correspond- 

ing to the carrier frequency. Therefore, the spectral density of 

interference in a. considerable part of the spectrum can appear far 

from sufficient for reliable suppression of the radar. 

An increase in effectiveness of Interferences is possible by 

increasing the mean value of the modulation factor.  This is attained 

by the limitation of noise (bilateral or unilateral). The corre- 

sponding limitation of noises permits, simultaneously with an increase 

in mean value of the modulation factor, to expand somewhat the 

effective region of the spectrum of noise interference, not allowing 

with this the appearance overmodulatlon.1 In order to be able to 

characterize quantitatively the percentage modulation by noise, the 

concept of effective factor of amplitude modulation by noise m:^. is 

introduced. 

Effective modulation factor by noise means the ratio of the 

effective value of the voltage of modulating noises u.^   to voltage 

determining the level of limitation «orp. i.e., 

Effective region means the region of the spectrum within which 
the spectral density of the noise interference signal proves to be 
not less than the certain rated value. 
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where 

Pm   —  power of the noise. 

As an example Fig. 2.l6b shows the spectrum of amplitude-modulated 

noise Interference for the case of modulation bilaterally by limited 

noise voltage, which up to the limitation had a rectangular spectrum 

(Fig. 2.16a) [10^]. Figure 2.l6b gives spectral densities for a 

different effective modulation factor m^. The scale along the sxls 

of the ordlnates Is selected so that the total power of the radiated 

oscillation In all cases equals unity. 

An analysis of the given dependences (Fig. 2.l6b) shows that the 

limitation leads to a certain expansion of the spectrum outside the 

border ±Q,n.       Furthermore, the resulting spectrum within the effective 

region (±i2'n) with limitation becomes nonunlform.  Beyond the borders 

of the effective region the spectral density of the noise Is con- 

siderably less than the spectral density of the main part of the 

spectrum. This fact Indicates that certain expansion of the spectrum 

obtained with limitation cannot be recognized as being useful, since 

It Is connected with components of the spectrum having low energy. 

The considerable Increase In power of lateral components owing 

to the redistribution of energy between carrying and lateral com- 

ponents of the spectrum Is very Important. With an Increase In 

limitation (Increase in m^,)   losses owing to the carrying components 

decrease, since the power of the lateral components is Increased. 

The degree of the decrease in losses owing to the carrying components 

can be estimated with the help of the ratio of total power of lateral 

components Pe  to the power of the carrying Ptt  [10^!]: > 

^-'-Ts*    +""--1,,("^7r> 
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Pig. 2.16.  Spectral characteristics of 
amplitude-modulated Interference signal:  a) 
spectrum of modulating noise; b) spectrum of 
limited amplitude-modulated noises; c) spec- 
trum of limited direct noise interferences. 

where e(x) — Laplace function; 

With the help of the given expression one can be certain that 

the maximum power of lateral components is reached with the limiting 

limitation (m^^—>oo) and it is equal to />6iuKeaBlV 

Thus, the limitation of modulating noises plays an Important role. 

It permits Increasing the power of the lateral components owing to the 
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power of the carrier component. However, the limitation Involves a 

number of negative consequences, such as the Irregularity of the 

spectrum, and which Is the most Important, the quality of the noise 

descends with limitation, since the noise In this case has char- 

acteristics different from characteristics of white Gaussian noise. 

With amplitude-modulated noise Interference the width of the 

radiated spectrum twice exceeds the width of the spectrum of the 

modulating noises: 

AOa=2AarB. 

Let us note that the interference, modulated by limited noises, 

is not effective and therefore acceptable with any parameters of 

limitation. The fact is that, for example, with an Increase in depth 

of limitation of the modulating noises (decrease in tforp) the masking 

abilities of the spot noise Interference worsen due to a decrease 

in entropy of the Interference signal Ha.       Figure 2.17 shows the 

qualitative dependences of entropy Hn    and average spectral density GB 

of lateral components from the level of limitation of the modulating 

noise. With greaö limitations there occurs, as is sometimes said 

"celling effect" - the signal is examined against the background of 

too limited noises. 

Fig. 2.17.  Dependences of entropy 

(#/■) and average spectral density 
(C,) of the noise interference 
signal on the level of limitation. 
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If   AQg<2iiA/iip.    then in  this  case the  limited noise on a screen 
of type  A has  the  form of nonsynchronlzed  trapezoidal pulses   (Fig. 

2.18). 
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Fig. 2.18.  Osclllograms of the 
mixture of the signal and noise; 
a) noises are limited normally; 
b) greatly limited noises. 

If, however, AQn>2nAfiip, then the amplitude-modulated noise 

ir;.erference. In passing through the receiving device, in spite of 

the amplitude limitation will be normalized [26]. At the output of 

the receiving channel of suppressed radar the masking properties of 

noise in this case are restored. So that normalization of limited 

noise will occur, it is necessary to fulfill the condition 

^ I 

where tmp - correlation time of limited noise. 

In practice the level of limitation is selected by means of the 

compromise solution. 

Bilateral limitation Is conducted for the so-called direct, noise 

(smooth) interference.  In this case the limitation permits lowering 

the requirement for peak power. The spectrum obtained with limitation 

of direct noise interference considerably differs from the spectrum 

of the amplitude-modulated noise interference signal. This distinction 

appears, first of all, in the fact that part of the energy of the 

limited direct noise Interference is distributed In vicinities of 
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harmonics of the center frequency of the Initial spectrum (Fig. 2.l6c) 

Calculations show that with the limiting limitation (tiorp—O) the 

energy at harmonics 3i„ 5«#, 7«tt... comprises, respectively, 

6   8    8 
g-,, -»TT, 1CT»"* from the total energy. At the harmonics there is 

lost about 19%  of all the energy, but in all, including the energy 

of lateral components outside the limits of the effective region 

(±;An„), - about 31* [10H]. 

Phase Modulation 

An analysis of the phase and frequency modulation by noises is 

given by a number of works.  Some of the first ones investigated 

the spectrum of oscillations modulated in phase and frequency by 

noises (B. D. Sergiyevskiy [105], L. A. Vaynstein [106]). It is 

necessary to note also investigations [26, 107-109] and others. 

High-frequency oscillation, modulated with respect to phase, 

is usually written in the following form: 

«♦ = t/8lnK/ + .J., + W)|, 

where uiQ -  carrier frequency; iK - initial phase; i|)(t) - sta- 

tionary random process with zero mean value (^ = 0) and with dispersion 

Parameters of phase modulation can be determined with the help 

of the modulation characteristic (Fig. 2.19), which is the dependence 

of the shift in phases of high-frequency oscillations from the 

modulating voltage (current).  The steepness of the linear part of 

the modulation characteristic Ki determines the effective value of 

the phase A^ , depending upon the effective value of the modulating 

noise voltage «•+: 
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Fig.   2.19.    Modulation char- 
acteristic in the case of 
phase modulation by noise 
voltage. 

Depending upon the value  A^a* there can be two qualitatively 
different cases. 

1)A*,#>1. 

In this case the width of the spectrum of oscillations modulated 

in phase by the noise is determined by formula [30] 

ACU,, = A^Oa „„„, y^. 

where Qnutw - maximum frequency of the modulating spectrum. 

In the particular case (Fig. 2.16), when the spectrum of modulat- 

ing noise includes zero frequency: 

Oa»aKc = Aa'„. 

The spectrum with small deviation of phase  (effective value Atfo, ) 
consists  of a discrete  component on the carrier frequency and 
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continuous spectrum. 

The form of the spectrum Is similar to the spectrum obtained with 

amplitude modulation by noises with the effective modulation factor 

0134 <1.  With an increase in A^ the intensity of the lateral com- 

ponents of the spectrum is Increased owing to the "transfer" of 

energy of the carrier into the sidebands. However, with an increase 

in A'J».^, up to the value of the order of unity the width of the spectrum 

is not changed. With a further increase in deviation of the phase, 

the width of the spectrum is increased, and the spectral density of it 

decreases [108, 109]. 

The width of the spectrum of oscillations, modulated in phase by 

noise (phase-modulated noise interference), is approximately equal 

to the doubled width of the spectrum of modulating noises.  In a 

particular case when 

we have 

AOtH = 2Ml'H. 

Therefore, in the fulfillment of condition A*^ C1, with the help of 

modulation by narrow-band noise it is possible to obtain also a 

narrow-band noise interference signal.  The form of the continuous 

high-frequency spectrum is similar with this to the form of the 

spectrum of modulating voltage. 

Frequency Modulation 

As is known, the instantaneous value of the frequency modulated 

oscillation can be written in the form 

M(0=t;sln|.,/4.f A«(0<f/1, 

where A<o(/) - random modulating function. 
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The form of the spectrum of oscillation, modulated with respect 

to frequency by noise, is completely determined by: 

- the spectrum of frequencies of the modulating function; 

- the effective index of modulation mw. 

W,!! = -Tg 2—, 
A**« MM« 

where At*,^ = C(?) - effective value of deviation of frequencies--' 

with noise modulation; AOBMIKC - maximum value of frequency,.j&f the 
modulating spectrum. .,--'"' 

In the analysis of frequency modulauteä''noise interference two 

cases are of interest. ^ 

1. The case when the effective index of modulation is large 

The width of the spectrum of the resultant radiated interference 

signal will be equal to 

i.e., the width of the spectrum of the interference proves to be 

larger than the width of the spectrum of modulating noise AQV 

The masking properties of interference with a large index of 
modulation are relatively low in virtue of the small entropy power 
of interference, which is explained by the high value deviation of 

the modulated frequency and comparatively small values of the modulat- 

ing frequency.  For this reason at the output of the linear part of 
the receiver with action on its input of the frequency modulated 

interferences, the voltage can constitute a sequence of pulses, the 
amplitudes of which are approximately identical, and the repetition 
is accidental (Fig. 2.20).1 On the screen of the indicator of type 

^he phenomenon is observed which, to a certain degree, is 
similar to that one which takes place with feed to the input of the 
amplifier of signals from the sweep generator or frequency response 
characteristic meter (IChKh). 
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Flg.   2.20.     Action of  frequency modulated 
noise  Interferences  on a  selective receiv- 
ing device. 

A pulses of Interferences will shift,   creating a disturbing back- 
ground,  however,  the Intensity of the  Interference background  Is com- 
paratively  low.     The signal,  as a rule.   Is  confidently observed on 
this background  (Fig.   2.21).    There appears  the so-called "celling 
effect," which Is  similar to that which takes place with amplitude 
modulation by  limited noise. 

Fig.   2.21.     Form of the  screen 
with   linear scan  (type A)  with 
action on the radar of fre- 
quency modulated noise Inter- 
ference with a  large  index  of 
modulation. 

The  "ceiling  effect"  can be eliminated  if the  time  of  the  fre- 
quency  shift  of Interference within the whole range of the  Jamming 
transmitter has  the  order <l/A/m>.     With this  excitation of the circuit 
of the receiver is  produced in random moments  of time  and quite  often 

so  that   the  output   voltage will be  close  to  the Gaussian  noise. 
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The intenslL, of fluctuations at the output of the receiver of 

the amplitude modulated signals is maximum at the equality of the 

effective value of  ic deviation of frequency to the passband of the 

receiver [110]. 

The examined case of noise frequency modulation (ms„>|) is char- 

acteristic for the creation of spot-barrage Jammings. 

2.  The case when "»MM < 1 (m,M= 0,1-4-0,5). 

the width of the spectrum of frequency modulated noise inter- 
ference  is  equal to 

Since  m^^l,   then radiated Interference has a quite narrow 
spectrum. 

The  "ceiling effect" will be absent if the spectrum of the 
modulating oscillation is selected quite vide. 

In practice  characteristics of the radiated Interference coincide 
with characteristics of the modulating noise,  and therefore the 
masking property   (quality)  of the frequency modulated noise inter- 
ferences In this  case is high. 

A deficiency of such a form of Interference is  the small width of 
the radiated spectrum of frequencies,  which requires accurate tuning 
of the Jamming transmitter to the frequency of the  suppressed radar. 

This   form of noise modulation is  characteristic  for the creation 
of spot Jamming with respect to the  carrier frequency. 

2.7.     Pulse Interferences  to Radars Operating 
in Scan Conditions 

Pulse  Interferences, which create false blips  on the radar screen, 
can provide  the masking of signals reflected from real targets. 
Furthermore,   the  organized pulse  interferences  can,   to a  considerable 
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degree, disorient the enemy and to force him to disperse his forces. 

Figure 2.9d shows the screen of a panoramic radar with the 

action of pulse Interferences on it. Together with marks from real 

targets there are false marks generated by active pulse interferences. 

It Is possible to note three forms of pulse active interferences 

of radar operating in scan conditions: 

-multiple synchronous pulse Interferences, 

- simulating pulse Interferences, 
- random pulse interferences   (KhIP). 

Multiple Synchronous  Pulse Interferences. 

The interference constitutes a series  of radio pulses  radiated 
In answer to the accepted signal  of the suppressed radar  (Fig.   2.22). 
Radio Interference pulses must  correspond In form, duration and power 
to radio pulses  of reflected signals  received by the  suppressed 
radar.    Furthermore,  the repetition frequency  of the pulse trains 
should be identical with the repetition frequency of the main pulses 
of the suppressed radar.    Otherwise the e'hemy is able,  by applying 
certain methods  of selection,  rather simply to be  liberated  from the 
interferrlng signals. 

p. 'i al 

U nn.-orfoi'.-: 

11 
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Fig.   2.22.     Multiple return 
interference. 

Figure 2.23 gives the simplest block diagram of a station of 
multiple return Interferences constructed on the principle of the 
multiple relaying  of radio  Impulses  by  the suppressed   radar. 
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Pig. 2.23.  Block diagram of a station of 
multiple return Interferences. 

The signal received by antenna A, proceeds to the frequency 

memorization circuit SZCh.  Part of the power branches at the input 

of the reconnaissance receiver RP. 

From the output of the reconnaissance receiver the signal Joins 

the delay circuit SZ, which provides delay of the received pulse at 

assigned time t*   (Fig. 2.24c).  Modulator M forms on each of the 

proceeding signals a series (train) of pulses (Fig. 2.2J*d), with the 

help of which the high-frequency amplifier V is modulated. 

A series of radio pulses is amplified additionally in the final 

amplifier OU and is radiated through antenna A-, (Fig. 2.24e, f). 

The most Important link of the transmitter of synchronous pulse 

Interferences is the frequency memorization circuit (SZCh) of the 

suppressed radar. This circuit memorizes the frequency of the 

received signal at the assigned time U**.   (Fig. 2.21lb). The output 

voltage of the SZCh, being a harmonic oscillation with the frequency 

approximately equal to the carrier frequency of the radar, proceeds 

to the input of the amplifier y. 

If the pulse repetition frequency of the suppressed radar is 

constant, and the memory time of the carrier frequency in the.SZCh is 

considerably longer than the duration of the main pulse (/sa.*>T»). 

then it is possible to create on the radar screen false marks both 

lagging with respect to the target and leading the mark from the 

target. 
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Flg. 2.2*1. Osclllograms of voltages at 
different points of the station of ir.ultlple 
return interferences: a) at the input of 
the station of interferences; b) at the 
output of the circuit of frequency memori- 
zation; c) at the input of the modulator; 
d) at the output of the modulator; e) in- 
terference pulses delayed with resp3ct t;o 
the target; f) interference pulses leading 
the mark from the target. 

Diagrams of voltages corresponding co these cases at the output 

of Jamming transmitter and a representation on tne screen of a plan 

position indicator are shown in Pig. 2.2he,  f  and 2.25a, b. If the 

pov;er of the Jamming transmitter is sufficient for suppression of 

the radar on lateral lobes of the antenna radiation pattern, then the 

false marks can be observed in directions corresponding to the 

lateral lobes. 
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Fig. 2.25. Multiple return Inter- 
ferences on the screen of a plan 
position indicator in the case of 
the simulation of lagging (a) and 
leading (b) targets. 

Simulation Pulse Interferences 

Interference constitutes one (or several) radio pulses radiated 

In answer to the received signal of the suppressed radar with a 

certain delay with respect to this signal.  Delay time "/a usually 

changes in order to create on the screen of the suppressed radar an 

imitation of an actually moving target. The speed of change of 

delay dtjdt    corresponds to the speed of flight of the simulated 

target; the delay time is selected comparatively long. 

With quite high power of the Jamming transmitter owing to the 

influence through lateral lobes on the screen of the suppressed radar, 

several false marks are created which move at a definite speed, which 

considerably complicates the work of the operators and can lead to 

erroneous actions of responsible persons of the antiaircraft defense 

system of the enemy. 

The station of simulation Interferences is constructed according 

to the same block diagram as that of the station of multiple syn- 

chronous pulse interferences (Pig. 2.23) with the only difference 

being that th^ delay in this case changes with a definite speed. 
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Random Pulse Interferences (KhIP) 

Interference constitutes a sequence of radio pulses the basic 

parameters of which (repetition frequency, duration and amplitude) are 

changed according to the random law. 

The simplest method of obtaining random pulse interferences is 

control by operation of a pulse modulator with the help of voltage 

of fluctuating noises. A block diagram of a transmitter of chaotic 

pulse interferences, constructed on the indicated principle, is 

represented In Fig. 2.26. 

1   l"u 
** — ** 

im 
I 

e*m 

Fig. 2.26.  Block diagram of a 
transmitter of random pulse in- 
terferences . 

Noise voltage, produced by a source of noise ISh (thyratron, 

noise •llode), is amplified and limited in a broad-band ampllfler- 

llmiter U-0 at the output of which there will be formed a sequence 

of pulses with a constant amplitude and random repetition Interval 

and duration. These pulses start a driven trigger circuit, which 

consists of a threshold device PU and circuit of the formation of 

modulating pulses (SFMI). The modulating pulses Join the Jamming 

transmitter. As a result radio pulses with a random duration and 

repetition Interval will be formed. 

Random pulse Interferences are similar in their properties to 

Interferences obtained as a result of amplitude modulation of the 

carrier by limited noise. 

If the average repetition Interval of KhIP 
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then at the output of the suppressed receiving device there will be 

observed "blurred" pulses, and the effectiveness of the Interference 

decreaser for the same reason, as In the case of frequency modulated 

ChM noise interferences with a large Index of modulation ("celling 

effect"). 

If ^CR^-TT—i then at the out^/.t of the linear part of the 

suppressed receiver normalization of the process can take place. 
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CHAPTEP.  3 

ACTIVE JAMMING OF AUTOMATIC AZIMUTH TRACKING SYSTEMS WITH 
SEQUENTIAL COMPARISON OF SIGNALS 

3■1•  Introduction 

The automatic azimuth tracking (ASN) channel Is the basic 

channel In any guidance or homing guidance circuit.  With the help of 

the ASN channel data are obtained on angular target coordinates and 

their derivatives.  These data are used directly In systems for the 

automatic tracking of selected targets. 

Determination of angular coordinates of targets by radar methods 

is reduced in practice to measurement of angle of arrival of radio 

waves reflected from the targets. Usually for this the principle of 

the equlslgnal zone is widely used.  Also applied are methods of 

direction finding in accordance with peak signal (with linear scanning 

of antenna beairO. 

At present there are two types of automacic azimuth tracking 

systems:  systems with simultaneous and sequential comparison of 

signals .1 

In ASN systems with simultaneous comparison of signals (frequently 

called monopulse systems or systems with Instantaneous equlslgnal 

zone) determination of angular target coordinates is made in accordance 

^he ASN system is sometimes called a goniometric coordinator. 
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with results of comparison of signal parameters  (amplitude,  phase, 
frequency) plckea up  simultaneously by two spaced antennas.     Informa- 
tion on angular target  position In such systens,  In principle,   can 
be  Issued simultaneously with arrival  of signal at receiving 
antennas,  I.e.,  In ASN  systems with simultaneous comparison of 
signals every received pulse carries  Information on target position. 

In ASN systems with sequential comparison of signals   (frequently 
called conical-scanning or integral-equlslgnal-zone systems)  reception 
of signals  from target  at  each given moment  of time Is handled by 
one  antenna, whose radiation pattern rocks  periodically about  a 
certain axis   (most  frequently that of the  equlslgnal zone).     The 
coordinate Is determined on the basis of comparison of the envelope 
of accepted signals with a certain reference signal.     For this  reason 
In order to obtain results a certain finite amount of time Is  re- 
quired, at least equal  to several pulse repetition periods or 
commensurable with the  scanning period of the antenna. 

The ASN systems with sequential comparison of signals  can be 
actively Jammed both  from the target aircraft   (carrying a Jamming 
transmitter),  and  from a neighboring aircraft or group of aircraft 
(remote source C Interference).     Subsequently we will call Inter- 
ference of the first  type that created from one point and that  of the 
second type Interference  created from two points.    Such division Is 
necessitated by the peculiarities of action of Interference radiated 
by  sources carried by  and apart  from the  covered aircraft. 

In this  chapter Iz  studied Interference  created from one point. 
Such interference  Includes signals with different conditions  of low- 
frequency amplitude modulation.     Interference created from two points 
is  examined In Chapter 4.    The method of their consideration,  and In 
many cases results  obtained In Chapter 4,  also can be extended to 
ASN systems with sequential comparison of .signals. 

The effectiveness  of organized Interference In considerable 
degree Is determined by the form of the  direction finding 
characteristic  of the  suppressed ASN system.    Therefore we will briefly 
examine real  direction  finding charanterlstlcs by which is understood 
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the  dependence of the output voltage of the phase detector on 
angular displacement of target relative to the equislgnal direction. 

3.2.     Direction Finding Characteristics of ASN 
Systems with Sequential 

Comparison of Signals 

A simplified block diagram of an ASN  system with sequential 
comparison of signals  is  in Fig.   3-1.     For simplicity direction 
finding ir one plane is  examined. 

Referenct 
voltage 
generator 

Correction 
circilt 

To phase dettotor 
of elevation 
channel 

Error eigrml 

Fig. 3.1.  Block diagram of ASN system with 
sequential comparison of signals. 

Receiving antenna A scans In space with angular frequency ft. 

In Fig. 3.2a is depicted the radiation pattern of the scanning 

antenna. The axis of the equislgnal zone is displaced with respect 

to the peak of the pattern by angle QQ. 

'W 

Fig. 3.2.  Diagram of formation of error signal: 
a) cross section of radiation pattern of scanning 
antenna; b) formation of error signal. 
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If the ante-nna radiation pattern is symmetric, the trace of the 
point corresponding to the peak of the pattern makes a circle in the 
picture plane   (Fig.   3.3). 

(elevation 
OU'oobmt 

(azimuth) 

Trace  of peak 
of antenna ra- 
diation pattern        b) 

Fig.   3.3'^     Trace of peak of antenna radiation pattern 
in picture plane. 

In the presence of an error in tracking the envelope  of the 
receiver Input  signal is a periodic  curve,  close to a sinusoid 
(Fig.   3.2b).     The phase of the envelope is determined by  angle (fc   , 
depending on the position of the target relative to a certain axis in 
the picture plane,  while its  amplitude  is determined by the displace- 
ment angle 6. 

In first  approximation the signal at the receiver input can be 
recorded In the  form of an amplitude-modulated signal,  the modulation 
factor and amplitude of which depend on the value of the  tracking 
error  6: 

«=W(«)|1 +in(»)C08(a + fe)IC08< 

where Un — amplitude of signal; 

^(t)«',,'M,,j-,,,"a^ ^^-^'t^^4,1^ : 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

«(•)' U MM« + UM«*' 
(3.3) 
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F(6)  - standardized antenna radiation pattern. 

Representation of signal In form  (3.1) gives small error (10-15*) 

up to values of displacement angle of 0"*6o,s.    For greater values of 

displacement angle  6  approximation of Input signal by a function of 

form (3.1) gives  considerable error - of the order of 50%,     Formulas 

(3.1)-(3.3)  are  valid under the assumption of Ideality of AGC. 

Let  us evaluate  the Influence  of AGC on the direction  finding 

characteristic  of radar with conical  scanning. 

At the output  of a receiver with regulated gain KiUp) 
we have 

where w,„   — Intermediate  frequency. 

«flW Fig.   3.^.     Regulating 
characteristc  of  AGC. 

The  receiver gain Is regulated by  the AGC in dependence  upon 
Intensity of Input  signal.     Let us  take the regulating characteristic 

of the AGC  (I.e.,   dependence of receiver gain K on grid bias  voltage 

Up    of the controlled tubes)  as  linear  (Fig.   3.'0 

(3.5) 

where 

•-Itftl. 

We will  designate the amplitude  of the voltage at  the  AGC 

detector Input by U    and the transfer constant of  AGC detector and 

amplifier by K   .     Then in the absence  of delay voltage 

t/Mr-«yy.. (3.6) 
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Voltage U under steady-state conditions Is related to the c 
envelope of the signal at the receiver Input (/«•! as 

U.-W/rw (3.7) 

where 

Solving system of equations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) for K, we 

obtain an expression for receiver gain 

v *•  — ?!      n 8) 
*- i+«//,..   1 + 1*11':(•.^•)l+l/^(^+•)lJ, 

where 

i -^. 

Passing the signal through the square-law detector, we obtain 

at the output of the selective amplifier, tuned to the scan frequency, 

,if ? . K'K. +\ „«I (•) coi (Qf + f.). (3.9) 

where K       - transfer    constant of detector and selective ampll- 
c y 

fler. 

Assuming that the phase  detector multiplies  the  input signal   ucy 

by the sinusoidal reference  signal   Moi(0- «MICOS(M   with subsequent 
averaging of obtained product,  finally from  (3.9),  taking Into 
account   (3.8), we find the expression for the direction finding   ■ 
characteristic of the ASN system with sequential  comparison of signals 
(with square-law detection) 

(3.10) 

where 

K*   - transfer constant of phase detector. 

Analogously,  If the detector is linear, we obtain 
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where 

•v—Ng*- 
For greater amplitudes of Input  signals   (p •*■ »)   the direction 

finding characteristics   (3.10)   and   (3.10a)  becomes idealized: 

■♦--. wawm ■ 
In Figs.   3.5  and  3.6 are represented direction finding characteristic; 
of the  ASN  system with sequential   comparison of signals,  plotted  in 
accordance with formula   (3.10)   for   Oo/Ooj*"    0.3  and 0.5  for different 
values of signal intensity   (y  =  1,   3,   10).     Plotting was done for the 
ca-se when the  antenna radiation pattern is  described by  function 

m- 
«0 

X1 

sinx 

where D - diameter of antenna reflector; \ - wavelength. 

at 
^•« i 

«♦ 4\ r\ » 

A l\ Jj 4 A n '1, »H-v r i J^ 1 1* 
•f 1 r 

fr ■^ 
yf 0     «»¥ 

1 ^ HA 
>J V . / f -*♦ 

V 
V 

\/ V -ft* 

Fig. 3.5 Direction finding characteristics 
of ASN system with sequential comparison of 
signals for Jl_—03 

As follows from the graphs, the direction finding characteristics 

display, in general, nonlinear dependence of control voltage u^A 
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on  angular error 6.     Direction   rinding'  characteristics   can be  consi- 
dered linear only  for small  displacement  angles   6/Oo,s<0,S.    Direction 
finding  characteristics  have   false equlsl^nal directions  (minor   ' 
lobes),   which becomes stronger with growth of signal  intensity. 

Signal  amplitude  render's  significant  influence  on the  form of 
direction  finding characteristics. 

An  increase of parameter y,    proportional  to signal amplitude, 
leads  to growth of angular distance between peaks of characteristics. 

Let  us  note  that  the   formulas  obtained  for direction  finding 
characteristics   (3.10)  and  (3.10a) and plotted graph?   (Fig.   3.5) 
permit  performing quantitative  analysis  of dependences  only  for 
angles O^Qo.».     For greater displacement  angles  these  formulas can 
give  considerable error,  but  the qualitative picture is not distorted. 

a« 

a* 

»mi 0 

\ 

\ v 
1 

i i 

N3 
1 -:.♦     -».»     .-a* V ̂  j 
r^s 

^ 

f 0 »    » . A 
i  __. <s ̂  

S N- 
AL 

Flg..3.6.     Direction finding characteristics 
of ASN system with sequential  comparison of 

signals  for   JL.M03. 
••3 

3.3.     Selective Jamming of Scanning Frequency 

Selective Jamming of scanning frequency is created by way of 
reradiatlon of signals received from the radar to be Jammed with, 
simultaneous modulation of them In amplitude, where the scanning 
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frequency of this radar is known beforehand or is determined dlrecr.ly 

In the Jamming process.  In practice such Interference can be created 

only for that radar whose scanning frequency is known exactly or can 

be determined In the Jamming process (radar with unguarded scanning 

frequency). 

The simplest block diagram of Jamming station aimed at scanning 

frequency is shown In Fig. 3.7. 

AmpUn«r ««Lpliflerl J      FinRl 

LT-J     

Fig.   3.7.     Block diagram of transmitter 
for selective  Jamming of scanning   frequency 

The received signal is  strengthened and modulated in amplitude 
by  a voltage  of form 

ii=(/,-|-l/fl(cos(Q./-t',). 

after which it is radiated by transmitting antenna A«. 

Let us consider the effect on a radar with conical scanning of 

desired signal and interference aimed at the scanning frequency. 

We will assume that scanning takes place only during reception 

(guarded scanning frequency, passive or semlactive conditions of 

direction finding) and that desired and interference signals have 

Identical carrier frequencies and identical phases of high-frequency 

oscillations (phases of carrier). Furthermore, it is assumed that 

interference and signal are continuous. Let us note that allowing 

for the pulse character of signal presents no difficulties and can be 

performed by way of multiplication of continuous signal by the pulse 

function of time. We will be Interested in the steady state of the 

tracking system during the influence of interference and desired 

signals. Transient conditions in this case are not examined. 
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Useful and interference signals at the antenna input, taking 

into account the assumptions made, can be represented in the following 

way: 

M0=»t/««M. (3.11) 

«»(O^t/.n+mocoi^-f.)!^. (3.12) 

Here Uc=**VP»*   ~ amplitude  of desired signal; £/B == K[/T^ITi 

amplitude of  interference signal; K - proportionality  factor; ma - 
modulation  factor of Interference  signal;   Oo, fa   - angular frequency 
and phase  of modulating voltage. 

The scanning antenna carries out amplitude modulation of the 
mixture of signal and interference,  as  a result of which the voltage 
at  the receiver input has  the  form: 

»'A^K (') + «»(01 H+WcCOS(Qe/-9e)|. (3-13) 

where m is the modulation factor caused by scanning of receiving 
c 

antenna, the value of which is proportional to the displacement angle 

between the equisignal line and direction to target 6 (in this case the 

Jammer);1 Ü    -  angular frequency of scanning; * - initial phase, c c 
determined by position of target relative to a certain axis in plane 

perpendicular to equisignal line (Fig. 3.3a). 

At the receiver output (detector input) from (3.13), taking into 

account (3-12), we obtain •i 

where 

(Onp - intermediate frequency. 

xn+««<*» (iv -f,)]^"'. (3. i^) 

(3.15) 

during the tracking of one target, not creating Interference, 
the modulation,factor is close to zero (in steady-state operating 
conditions). 
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If the  detector Is  linear,   at  Its  output  Is  separated envelope 

+ 6«l,co8(aBr-fB)-t-wnllmeC08(0B/-f,)cot(0./—?.)).        (3.16) 

At the output of the narrow-band selective amplifier, whose 
resonant frequency coincides with the scanning frequency, we will 
have only components of frequency Qe, but also of frequency Qn,   if 

the latter differs from Qc by a value no larger than the bandpass of 
the select":\e amplifier AQ: 

«o y^K.^Ke ^c 1(1 +6)mc COS^/ — fe)-f 

+ ^€08(0^-^)1. (3.17) 

As a result of multiplication of working and reference signals 

in the phase detector and subsequent averaging in the filter, the 

error signal for elevation and azimuth channels respectively has the 

form: 

al,=rK{(l+6)me8ln?c4-&'«.slnI(0B-Oc)f+?■!}.    (3.18) 

««^«{O+^WeCOSfcH-ÄWBCOSKQB —Oc)/-{-?to|).     (3.19) 

The first terms in (3.18) and (3.19) represent the useful com- 

ponent of the error signal induced by the displacement angle of the 

target (Jammer) relative to the equisignal line. 

The second terms in (3.18) and (3.19) are the result of the 

action of interference. 

The effectiveness of the examined interference depends in con- 

siderable measure on the difference between modulation frequency On 

and scanning frequency fiet i.e., on 

Only two case of suppression of ASN systems by the examined 

method are of practical interest:  when 

O.»0e. (3.20) 

IOB-QCKAQ.. (3.21) 
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Here  AQN   is the bandpass of the closed-loop ASN system. 

In first case  from  (3.18)  and  (3.19) we obtain 

«» Ä K 10 + *) «c sin f«4* *«■ «'n f■!. 

««Ä MO -f *) "»c cos f c -|- fcrn» cos f n|. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

From (3.22 and (3.23) it is clear that interference of the 

examined form in its effect is equivalent to a certain fictitious 

target iV,   not coinciding in space with true target U (Fig. 3.3a). 

In other words, the interference signal generates false information, 

simulating the appearance of a  second, fictitious, target U', whose 

angular coordinates differ from those of true target U,.     In accordance 

with the functional principle of the ASN system the equisignal line 

in this case is automatically oriented to the peak center of mass of 

sources LI and LT, located on a straight line connecting points U 

and U' (Fig. 3.3b).  Such behavior of the ASN system can be explained 

with the help of the direction finding characteristic of the radar 

(Fig. 3.8). 

Pig. 3.8.  Position of true and fictitious 
targets on direction finding characteristic. 

Like any tracking system based on the principle of automatic 

adjustment for deviation of controlled quantity from a certain 

assigned value the ASN system functions in such a way as to always 

ensure equality to zero of voltage at the output of the phase detector, 

Error voltage at the output of the phase detector is equal to zero 

and the state of the system is stable when the zero of the direction 

finding characteristic is located on segment UU' at the point of 

peak "center of mass" of true and false targets and the slope of the 

characteristic is positive at this point.  With some other position 
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of the zero of the direction finding cnaracterlstlc the equilibrium 

of the system is disturbed, which can be verified directly by shift- 

ing the zero of the direction finding characteristic to various points 

in interval UM',    and also beyond the limits of thlr Interval. 

The A3N system automatically shifts the- anteona in such a way 
■•■--. 

that the axis of the equlslgnal line is on segment U\x,  where phases 

tfc    and ifn   in steady-state operation will differ evenly by 180°, 

Independently of their value at the moment the Jamming transmitter Is 

switched on (Fig. 3.8). Voltages of error signal (3.22) and (3.23), 

in accordancp with the above reasonings, will be equal to zero if 

{\-\-b)me — bmB. 

(3.2i|) 

(3.25) 

Conditions of equilibrium of the system during the influence on 
it of two signals (3.24) and (3-25) are called conditions of balance 
of phases and amplitudes respectively. 

From v.3.25) we ootaln the formula for m 

Itlf ss «■7+*. 
(3.26) 

Formula (3.26) establishes the relationship between modulation 

factors of useful and interference signals. Graph corresponding to 

expression (3-26) are shown In Fig. 3.9. 

Fig. 3.9.  Dependence of modulation 
factor of signal at receiver input on 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the ASN 
system during the action of interference 
on scanning frequency. 
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As follows from formula (3.26) and Fig. 3.9, In principle, even 
with Infinite power of interference it Is Impossible to obtain a 

modulation factor of desired signal m greater than the modulation 

factor of the Interference signal m,i.  Physically this Is explained 

by the fact that In the composition of the spectrum of the inter- 

ference signal along with the two sideband components, carrying inter- 
ference information, is the carrier frequency, transmitting informa- 

tion on the true angular coordinates of the source of interference 
signals. 

With constant value of Interference modulation factor the ratio 

of carrier power to the power of sideband components of Interference 

also remains constant and does not depend on the power of the Jamming 

transmitter. Therefore when b >> 1 the desired signal has practically 

no effect on angular error, and the amount of angular deflection of 

the antenna of the Jammed radar, and consequently the value of m , 

remain constant.  The interference carrier compensates for the effect 

of its sideband components, and equilibrium is established in the 

system. 

If the desired signal were entirely absent and the ASN system 

were influenced only by the interference signal, after completion of 
transient conditions the equlsignal line of the antenna'would be 

deflected by a constant angle, corresponding to equality of modulation 

factors of useful and interference signals (iric—Wn).  This angle will 
theoretically remain constant with increase of power of the inter- 

ference signal (dotted lines in Fig. 3.9). 

The amount of deflection of antenna is limited by the interference 

modulation factor rna    and parameters of the antenna system of the 
Jamnv'd radar.  Let us find the dependence of angle deflection on the 

shown parameters. 

By definition of the modulation factor 

«=S 
Oun+Uumf (3.27) 

'whiere't/MaKc  and Uxm are maximum and minimum amplitudes of modulated 
oscillation. 
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In reference to the examined case the formula for m can be c 
recorded in the following way: 

mt-F(*.-*) + F{l* + iy (3'28) 

Function F(e) can be expanded in series in the neighborhood of 

point A (Fig. 3-2). If this expansion is limited to only the first 

two members, 

«.=-£$-• (3-29) 

In accordance with the definition the modulation factor is 

essentially a positive quantity; therefore 

(3.30) 

The factor     -;.*; I  determines the slope  of the direction finding 
| * V"»! I 

characteristic. 

Frequently the major lobe of an antenna radiation pattern is 

approximated by the  function 

f(J)=e     w'. (3.31) 

where lM is the half-power width of the radiation pattern. 

Accordingly when 0 = 9t 

^(») = -2#8^-F(at). (3.32) 

Substituting (3.33) In formula (3-26), we obtain the expression 

for angular deflection of sight line: 

«• = 2{8Ö£. (3.33) 

From (3.30), taking into account (3.32), we obtain 
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The graph of dependence of ft/J,,, on b for |-tt» 0.5 Is presented C.1 

In Fig. 3.10. 

Maximum value of angular deflection of sight line corresponds to 

mo"l and b -»• ». 

Fig. 3.10. Dependence of angular error 
of target tracking on si-gnal-to-noise 
ntio during selective Jamming of 

s c arm ing frequency /y^-^QtsV 

It can be found from equation 

bssi-.JLlEii 

If it  is   considered that 6,/9ttt=sO,5,   then   Inane%>0,71,.,. 

(3-35) 

Analysis of dependence of error in angular tracking on b (Fig. 

3.10) makes it possible to estimate the minimum necessary value of the 

ratio of power of interference signal to power of desired signal 

(suppression ratio A«). 

We will not examine the second case of selective Jamming of 

scanning frequency, corresponding to inequality (3.21). 

As follows from (3.18) and (3.19), in this case phase is a linear 

function of time 

fV(/)«(Oa-Qe)<+f». 

Since 0B — Qc<AQK, and Af|,=2ffAQK has a value of the order of a 

few Hertz, this function will be slowly changing. 
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The value  of  tp'B,  as it  Is known,  determines the position of the 
fictitious  target.     A change of <f'n   generates a shift of fictitious 
target   (LI"   in Pig.   3.11), which In turn leads  to displacement of 
axis of equlslgnal  zone  (0'   In Flg.   3.11),  Inasmuch as  system should 
automatically work out  the condition of phase balance 

Cor,.sequently,  the axis of the equlslgnal zone.  In deviating from 
direction to target by angle  6,  will  revolve around this  direction, 
forming the surface  of a cone. 

MtH*»-9)t 

Fig. 3.11. Positions of true 
and fictitious targets In 
picture plane. 

3-4.  Barrage Jamming of Scanning Frequency 

Selective Jamming of scanning frequency is possible only in the 

case when, with precision determined by bandpass of suppressed 

coordinator (ASN system), the scanning frequency is known. 

In practice during the suppression of radar with guarded scanning 

frequency (scanning of receiving antenna only) the value of the 

latter is unknown.  This makes it necessary to resort to barrage 

Jamming, making counteraction in a certain range of scanning 

frequencies possible. 

We distinguish two methods of formation of scanning frequency 

barrage signals: 
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- amplitude modulation of carrier-by low-frequency noise with 

continuous or discrete spectrum, covering a certain range of possible 

scanning frequencies of ASN systems; 

- amplitude modulation of carrier by sinusoidal voltage whose 

frequency Is changed systematically In the range of possible scanning 

frequencies (sweep-through Jamming). 

Interference of both forms, In principle, can be created In the 

same marner as selective Interference, I.e., with the help of 

several stages of amplifier-lays. In one of which Is carried out 

modulation by voltages £, or Cp» depending upon which of the two shown 

methods is used to create Interference (Pig. 3.12). 

y» *! 

r« 
on 

ii(t)\ K,(t) 

Fig.   3.12.     Principle of creation of 
barrage Jamming of scanning frequency. 

For Interferences of the  first  form modulating voltage ^(t) 

constitutes  low-frequency noise,  the spectrum of which covers the 

range of possible scanning  frequencies  AQn    (Fig.   3.13)-    Modulating 

voltage  C,(t)   can also constitute a set of sinusoids whose frequencies 

differ by  an amount equal to   (or smaller than)   the bandpass of the 

suppressed device   AU*.  while  their number N is  selected on the basis 

of the condition of coverage  of the  range of possible  scanning 

frequencies 

V-A0- 
(3.36) 

«■094 
'ft 

JLJU 

Fig.   3.13.    Spectrum of 
envelope  of scanning 
blanket barrage noise. 

**~Aa 
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Interference of the second type can be created by periodically 

changing the frequency of Interference modulation (Cp) In the range 

of possible scanning frequencies, for example, per sawtooth law 

(Fig. 3.14). 

9ft) 

Aft 

4 / / / 

•-r,-. 
t 

Fig. 3.14.  Law of change of 
frequency for the case of 
creation of scanning frequency 
barrage Jamming of sweep-through 
type. 

Blanket Barrage Jamming of Scanning Frequency 

Let us examine the Influence of low-frequency noise on an ASN 

system with conical scanning. 

We will consider the modulating noise steady.  This will allow 

us to represent It In the form of a combination of sinusoidal 

oscillations, the amplitude U. of which Is determined by the effective 

value of noise: 

M0=£tM0cosIQ./-f,(0|. (3.37) 
I»I 

where U.Ct)  and (^.(t)  are slowly changing functions of time  (as 
compared to cos  ß.t); N Is  determined by relationship   (3.36). 

It would be more  correct  In this case to consider that the 
moaulktlng voltage actually  constitutes the sum of harmonic oscilla- 

tions of Identical amplitude but  different  frequency, where the 
difference between adjacent   frequencies Is equal  to  AQK. 

The  signal,  modulated In amplitude simultaneously by several 
harmonic  oscillations of various  frequency fl.,  can be represented In 
the following way: 

MO-t/Jl + 2 W,!008(0,/-tA*'. 
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where Um -  amplitude of modulated oscillation; mm - modulation 

factor provided by the i-th component of modulating noise. 

At the input of the antenna of the suppressed radar we will' have 

where 

uc{t)=Uct*; 

U    - amplitude of signal. 

At  the output  of the receiver,  taking  Into account the same 

assumptions made during the analysis of the  Influence of spot Jamming, 
we. obtain 

XP+'«cCOS(0c/--?e)Je'"'»'f 

where 
A-17- 

At the output of the error signal filter (selective amplifier) 

will be only harmonic whose frequencies differs from the scanning 

frequency by not more than the bandpass of the filter. 

For simplicity we will consider that the spectrum of modulating 

noise has lower and upper frequencies determined by equalities: 

Q»IM = AO«. (3.38) 

tW^KX.-AQ«. (3.39) 

This  limitation Is not  essential, but  It  considerably simplifies 
analysis,  allowing us  to exclude from consideration the combination 

frequencies formed during the Interaction of signal and Interference 

(I.e.,  all components with  frequencies ft    + ß.   and ft    - ^ with  ful- 

fillment of conditions   (3.38)  and (3-39) will not pass through the 

error signal filter). 
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Then at the output of the selective amplifier, taking Into account 

the introduced limitation and condition (3-36), we will have voltage 

s . f 

WC y a K, |(1 -f b) /»e COS {Ott - ?c) + hunt e<*{Omt  - f iM. 

where   K»  - is a certain constant;   Cttd  - frequency of noise component 

passed through the selective amplifier, where 

At  the output  of the phase detector,  fulfilling the function  of 

multiplication of error signal by the reference voltage and averaging 

the obtained product, we have 

«♦• = K//e {(1 +6>'»cCOSfc +6mB<C08|(tt«l — lle)l —f,j}. 

The tracking system tries  to ensure equality to zero of voltage 

at  the  output of the phase  detector «$a=0.    For this,  as was indicated 

above,   the  condition of balance of amplitudes must be met 

(1-f 6)711« = 601.1 (3.40) 

and of phases 

f.=f.=tl80', 
where 

Expression  (3.4l)  shows that <PB   is a slowly changing function  of 

time,   in consequence of which the point  corresponding to the position 

of the  false target  shifts,  which leads to shift of  ühe equlslgnal 

line with respect to direction to target. 

Quantities ßm   and q><   are random; therefore the law of shift  of 

the antenna also will be random. 

The value of the tracking error will be determined by the 

mathematical expectation of modulation factor m  .    From  (3.10) 

We—"•■lyri 
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If modulation was  carried out  simultaneously by N harmonic 
oscillations  with constant  amplitude,  then with overall  lOOiS 
modulation  and fixed transmitter power the modulation  factor,  referred 
to one harmonic, would be Identical  for all components of the modula- 
ting noise  and equal to 

mBi = «,=a-~. (3.H3) 

For modulation by  low-frequency noise thi^  consideration is 
approximate.     However,  the essence of the process  in basic features 
is preserved  If we demand  instead of equality of amplitudes equality 
of effective  values of harmonics  of modulating noise. 

Substituting (3.43)  In  (S.^S),  taking into account  (3-36), we 
obtain the  final formula for m  : 

l/lbSm     ft    ' 
««^r sEi+r (3.^) 

Comparing  (3.^) with  (3-26);  we find that the effectiveness of 
the examined barrage Jamming as compared to spot Jamming: is i' TS

5 

times  lower.     Physically this Is explained by the decrease of the 
effective modulation factor tnB   of the component which gets into the 
passband of the coordinator AQK.   To compensate  for the decrease of 
the modulation facrbr by J.pfcreasing interference power is Impossible, 
since  In the composition'oT the interference signal there is a 
carrier, which compensates  for the jiction of components of the spec- 
trum carrying false information.     (This was discussed more specifically 
during the ,analysis of selecting Jamming of scanning frequency). 

Thus  the effectiveness of barrage Jamming of scanning frequency 
depends on the ratio noise bandwidth to the bandwidth of the 
coordinator.     For example,   if  JE?   = 100 and b -*■ », mc « 0.1,   i.e., 

the effectiveness of barrage Jamming will be 10 times  lower than the 
effectiveness of spot Jamming. 

Sweep-Through Jamming 

Sweep-through Jamming can be created by way of fast or slow 
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sweeping, for example, In sawtooth fashion (Fig. 3.1^) of the fre- 

quency of the control generator, creating modulating voltage C2(t). 

With fast sweep 

Tm < t„ 

where Tn  ~ period of sweep;. TK - time constant of tracking system 

(gonlometric coordinator). 

With slow sweep 

^o > t«. 

. Fast  sweep.     In Fig.   3.15  is  shown a   frequency-time diagram of 

C',   characterizing fast sweep  of  control generator.     With fast sweep 

the time  of influence  of the  perturbing force   (interference modulation) 

on the  suppressed coordinator   T«  is  less than the  time  constant of the 

coordinator  TuittKXu).     However the  repetition rate of disturbances 
is  quite  high,   since 

where   T9    — period of fast  sweep; AftK    - bandpass  of coordinator. 

Fig.   3.15.     Frequency-time diagram of 
modulating signal during creation of 
sweep-through interference with fast- 
(CA) and slow  (CS)  sweeps. 

Let us examine the Influence of sweep-through Jamming with fast 
sweep on the gonlometric coordinator. For simplicity of analysis we 
will consider that the sweeping of the control generator is produced 

stepwlse   (Pig.   3.16),  i.e.,  each of the generator    frequencies is 
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formed during time 

Fig.   3.16.    Approximation of 
law of frequency shift. 

Af « Al,. M,-...« Afc> eontt. 

where this formation occurs periodically with the sweep period of 

the generator T«. 

The assumption made will not change the physical principles of 

Influence of the shown interference on the coordinator, but at  the 

same time will simplify quantitative analysis  considerably. 

The modulating signal under the Indicated assumption can be 

recorded in the following way: 

U (0 - £ I^M CO« (flgl - fml) I (|4)1. 
I»l 

where I/«« - amplitude i-th modulating signal, with (/aiw(;a»const: \(U) 

pulse function (Fig. 3.17). 

Fig. 3.17. Pulse function. 
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The  Interference  signal  at  the paint  of reception can.be 
recorded   in the  form 

««(0 -«/.   I + m. j; co« (0,1 - f „) I (/,)] e^. 

Here m, is interference modulation factor (made identical for all 

components of Interference signal). 

Expanding ^(t.) in Fourier series and making necessary trans- 

positions, taking into account filtration of all harmonics and com- 

bination frequencies different from the scanning frequency of the 

suppressed radar, we obtain a formula for the modulation factor of the 

generated interference 

"»€—«■ jg^|-rjf (3.^5) 

where AQ«   - equivalent bandpass of coordinator   (or ASN system); AQa   — 
sweep range of interference modulator. 

The method of derivation of formula  (3.^5)   differ in no way from 
that  given earlier.     Let us  note only that  during expansion of Zit.) 
in Fourier series,  owing to the limitations  Imposed, excluding the 
possibility of combination frequencies getting  In the passband of the 
error signal filter only the first member of the series should be left 

*-£• 
This permits recording the output voltage of the phase detector 

in the  following way: 

«• «-< M, (i + ») c<« ft + Afj/Tttm. eot |(0. - fi«) f . f^ 

Hence is obtained formula  (3.1*5)>  if we equate «««  to zero and 
to use the obvious proportion 

W.   10, 
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ComparinE formulas   (3.^5)  and  (3.^4),  we note that In the case 
of sweep-through  Interference with  fast  sweep the error In the tracking 
system depends to a  larger degree on ratio   &Q,Mütt   than in the case 
of creation of narrow-band blanket barrage Jamming. 

Formula  (3.^5)   is valid for slower sweep speeds, when combination 
frequencies Qi+i—Q|    can be disregarded,   since they do not pass  through 
the error signal  filter.    With sufficiently high sweep speed  combina- 
tion  frequencies  start to play an essential rola and the effectiveness 
of examined interference approaches the effectiveness of blanket 
barrage narrow-band interference. 

Slow sweep.     A  frequency-time diagram of £"  for the  case of slow 
sweep in shown in Fig.   3.15.     For slow sweep the rate of frequency 
shift of modulating generator is selected on the basis of condition 

Fulfillment of this condition ensures  that time of Influence of 
interference on the ASN system is sufficient to permit the antenna 
of the suppressed radar to deviate by the highest possible value, 
determined by  formula  (3.31*).    As a result the system will be acted 
upon by periodic disturbances.    The approximate form of dependence 
of angular tracking error of covered target on time is represented in 
Fig.   3^18. 

Fig.   3.18.    Action of creeping inter- 
ference on an ASN system. 
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Appraisal of the effectiveness of Interferences on scanning fre- 
quency in accordance with the operational-tactical criterion can be 
performed by two methods: 

- by way of simulation of the dynamics  of guidance.  Interference 
taking into account.     This method Is expedient In those cases when 
Interference signals exert direct  Influence on the aerodynamic  control 
elements of rocket; 

- by way of counting of misses by the  formulas given In Chapter 
1.     This method Is  expedient In those cases when during the Influence 
of Interference the electronic meter  (direction findet*)* is ■cUccwiecJr.eä . 
from the system of aerodynamic control and' guidance Is carried out or 
the basis of Information coming from autonomous meters. 

If during the time of action of Interference the aircraft  creating 
the Interference makes  a change In speed,   the resultant miss a  Is 
equal to 

a M As — A* 

where 

A,=-J-/«MI; 
q - angle of attack;  J  - acceleration during change of speed;  A0 - 
selected miss. 

3.5.    Method of Formation of Jamming Signals by Means 
of Balanced Modulation        -—-— 

The basic deficiency of the selective  and barrage scanning 
frequency Jamming examined in preceding paragraphs is the compensating 
action of the interference carrier signal. 

For this reason the maximum accessible value of modulation 
factor of the desired signal m    for arbitrarily great values of b 
cannot exceed the modulation factor  m,    of the interference signal. 

Naturally,  the question arises of the possibility of increasing 
the effectiveness of scanning frequency Jamming by way of carrier 
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suppression.  Such can be realized practically by means of balanced 

amplitude modulation by the scanning frequency, resulting In suppression 

of the carrier of the amplitude-modulated signal. For pure balanced 

modulation the a-m signal is recorded in the form 

The application of pure balanced modulation, as will be shown 

below, does not lead. In general to absolute Increase of the modula- 

tion factor m for all values of b.  The biggest values of m 

correspond to a relatively narrow range of values of b, close to unity. 

3est results are obtained with combined modulation, combining 

carrier suppression with amplitude modulation at the scanning fre- 

quency of sideband components of the spectrum of the interference 

signal. 

Let us determine the value of modulation factor m during the 

influence on the tracking system of desired signal 

and interference signal formed by way of combined modulation 

a11(0-(/.lI^.m.eo•(OJ-fw)Ico•(0B<-f,l)•
/,,,'-♦•, . 

Subsequently we will assume f««.^a«o, which in first approximation 
is permissible in view of the comparative brief time of coherence of 
useful and Interference signals.     Furthermore,  it is considered that 

After passing through the scanning antenna the signal at the 
receiver input  can be recorded in the following way: 

a „ - it,«/. {I + Ml + m. cot (fl.< - »•)!«»(Ö.« - ».)) X 

Xn+m,cot(Q,«-f,)le'-, 

where R'I is a constant. 
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For the purpose of certain  simplification of calculations we will 

consider the  second detector to be  of square-law type,  which in this 

case Is not essential fi'om the stant point of final results. 

Taking into account what has been said, we record the signal at 

the input of the selective amplifier  (error signal filter) as: 

«r » -K//J (I + » M + «. COl (Qt/ - Tl)l CM(ftj - f .))• X 
XII-m.co»(Qt<-f,)|«. 

where X} is a constant. 

To the input of the phase detector, following the selective 

amplifier will pass members containing the first harmonic of the 

scanning frequency Q, . Therefore (when Qa*Oc) 

+ me«^-8«tmllM.«.^+4m^-^»« + »].       (3.46) 

where KJ is a constant. 

The voltage at the output of the phase detector is obtained after 

multiplication of input signal «♦«■« by reference voltage u«t-cot(M 

and filtration of all harmonics but the constant component. This 

voltage in steady state is held close to zero. Making use of this cir- 

cumstance, are obtain and equation for determination of m : 

AnJ-Änic+C-O, (3.^7) 
where 

Results of solution of equation (3.47) are shown in Fig. 3.19 in 

the form of a family of curves m = m (b), where m. is the parameter 

of the family.  Curve 1 corresponds to case NU-O, i.e., pure balanced 
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modulation. 

The f'amlly of functions m  (b) for the case of combined modulation c 
is represented in Pig.   3.19 by  curves 2,  3,  H,  and 5, plotted 

respectively  for values  of modulation factor ma  -  0.2,  0.^,  0.8,  and  1. 

The broken lines on there  curves  show the ranges  of values of b within 
the  limits  of which,  owing to the adopted assumptions, equaltlon  (3.^7) 

has  complex roots.     These circumstances are caused by overshoot of 
curves beyond the level  m    =1. 

For  comparison in Fig.   3.19  there  also  is  plotted a family of 

functions m    = m
c^b^   (curves  6,   7,  8,  and 9),  calculated by  formula 

(3.26)   for earlier shown values  of modulation  factor   m, (0.2,  0.^, 

0.8,  and 1). 

Fig.   3.19.     Dependence of modulation 
factor of signal at ASN receiver Input 
on slgnal-to-nolse ratio during the 
action of spot Jamming with balanced 
modulation. 

In  order to create the barrage Jamming signal,  It is necessary 
either sequentially or simultaneously to carry out balanced modulation 
by means  of a certain conblnation of frequencies  of assigned range. 

In the case of sequential realization of pure balanced modulation 
the signal at the output of the  scanning antenna of the suppressed 

radar will be recorded in the following way: 
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where |(f,)  1s pulse function: 

I 

Pulse function l{lt)  can be expanded in Fourier series in harmonics of 

frequency Q~2nlT: 

+[^(.-L^)]-.4 

We will make a series of assumptions with respect  to the spectrum of 

modulating oscillations.     Let  us,  as earlier,  consider 

where AQ« is width of spectrum covered by sequence  of modulating 

frequencies  Q< (/«I. 2, 3. ...): 

AC.-.10.-8, |. 

Thus it is assumed that the passband of the selective amplifier 

simultaneously Includes one signal of frequency ß. . 

The assumptions made do not change the fundamental essence of the 

question, but in significant measure simplify the process of calcula- 

tions, owing to the possibility of exclusion from consideration of a 

large number of combination frequencies (Q<±Qj)±(*+'»»)Q C-l. 2% *• •••. N; 

/-I. 2. 3 AT; m-l, 2, 3, ...: »-I, 2. 3,...). 
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v;here 

Then at the output of the selective amplifier, taking Into 

account the above assumptions, v;e have 

U# *M «KtVj {2»MC0t (ftl — f,) + 

+ 26-^1^H.-f jcoi(0,|-Tl-) + 

+ |»m«c^Lco.l(«,-C<)r-(2f,-n.)|+ -3^8) 

+ -5- K (TT-)' COS KB, _ fir) | - <?T,, - f.)) j, 

• .   * M Al« 
• • 

i 
I 
i 
i 

With Oi-O,. fr-f,*«.-Ar,-r   voltage   «•«•■.   determined by formula (3 .^8), / 
naturally coincides, with voltage *#«••.   determined by formula (3.^6), 
If in the latter we assume m ,»0    (balanced modulation). 

Equating the voltage at the output  of the phase detector to zero, 
under condition Qi-Qe   and q>c-fa±n,   we obtain the following fundamental 
equation for determination of m    in steady-state operating conditions 
with successive emission of barrage Jamming signals: 

Hence  is  found the  optimum value of b,  for which m    is maximum 

and accordingly, 

«.—-T^Tsrn-fsr^): (3.49) 

I far»«      ' Here 
Mr±-^ 
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In general  successive emission  of interference  signals 

<'-4[(4+4^)y(T^^]-     (3.5o, 
If the interference signal is formed by way of simultaneous 

radiation of all modulating frequencies from range Qi to 0«, the Input 

of the selective amplifier, after obvious convercions in the receiver, 

will be fed voltage (with pure balanced modulation) 

»cy -^e'[l+*|;iCOf ÄI+,.)]• [I+„,.^(1^-^.. 

Considering the assumptions made earlier about  the structure  of 
the  spectrum of the modulating function   (ft»+i —fi<-AQ,. A8|<QSfti)* valid, 
we arrive  finally at the  following to equation  for *if*   for simultaneous 
radiation of barrage Jamming signals1 

accordingly 

The  formula for   mc   is obtained Just as  In the case of successive 
emission of interference signals  (3.^9). 

In the general case of simultaneru? rcdlation  zf intsrference 
signals 

<-f{[T+T^2'v + ,>]-yr[T+T^+l>j,-!J}-    (^51 
) 

Results of calculations by formulas  (3-50)  and  (3.  1)  are shown 
.g.   3.20 in the : 

ter of the family is 
in Fig.   3.20 in the form of a family of curves  for ;.! (b).    Ths parame- 

^t is considsred that Oi-Q,.   i.e., a 3table eauillbrium of system 
is possible, with which f«*fnä:l80*. 
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(N ■ 10 on curves 1 and 2; N » iJ on curves H  and 5).  Here Is given 

a family of curves of m^b) (curves 3 and 6) for amplitude,'modulation 

of radiated signal by narrow-band noise, calculated by foirnuia (3.^5) 

Fig. 3.20.  Dependence of modulation factor of 
signal at input of ASN receiver on signal-to- 
nolse ratio during the action of barrag/s Jamming 
with balanced modulation. ■ 

Accordingly, parameter («■•«l/Kw was selected equal to 1/2 curve 
6) and 1//T3 (curve 3). 

Curves 1, ^ and 2, 5 determine m (b) respectively for simultaneous 

and successive emission of balanced-modulated interference signals. 

Of Interest is comparative appraisal of the limiting possibilities 

of increasing m by means of barrage Jamming signals with balanced 

and amplitude modulations by nprrow-band noise for any values of N. 

Let us introduce designation 

where «f* and df' are determined by formulas (3.^9) and (3.^); in the 

last formula it is necessary to set b ■ «. 

Then with the help of (31*9) and (3.^1*) we find 

1—T W^FI-f^ra). 

If N >> 1, then 

i~yf 
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Thus amplitude modulation by narrow-band noise provides approxi- 

mately y"2     times larger values of errors In angular tracking than 

balanced modulation In the barrage variant for the same value of N, 

but ma-lmum value of error In the case of balanced modulation Is 

provided by smaller values of b. 

3.6.  Intermittent Jamming 

Intermittent Jamming signals consists of a periodic sequence of 

high-power radio pulses of defined duration and frequency, radiated 

by a Jamming transmitter aboard the rovered aircraft (Fig. 3.21). The 

action of Intermittent Interference on radar with scanning antenna 

Is based on the use of tho transient conditions existing In a amplifier 

with adjustable gain during influence on It of pulse signals. 

Tnterference+slcnal 
M  _^_ Signal 

Fig.  3.21. Intermittent Jamming. 

In Fig. 3.22 Is presented the diagram of the 1-f amplifier of the 

receiver of a radar with scanning antenna.  The gain of the 1-f 

amplifier Is regulated by an AGC  system.  If the amplitude of.-tbe 

signal at the output of the 1-f amplifier does not exceed the value 

of delay voltage E^, the AGC system Is open-circuited and the gain 

of the receiver does not change.  The AGC system regulates gain when 

the amplitude of the output voltage exceeds that of the delay voltage. 

try m) 
"^ji-f amp U*n J    * ivelop« 

itector 
"M Selective 

amplifier 
•*! Phase          1 

detector 
L-       J 1    dl 

'   , « 

"NT 
'» 

Detector J 

1 '* 
jmter ♦ Amplifier 

Fig. 3.22.  Block 
diagram of receiver 
with AGC system. 
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In normal state the AGC system tries to keep the output amplitude 

constant.  However, its time constant in so selected as to exclude the 

possibility of amplitude demodulation of the signal, which inevitably 

would lead to considerable loss of information in the process of 

signal conversion in the receiver.  The undistorted amplitude-modulated 

signal, whose modulation percentage is proportional to angular/error, 

is depicted in Fig. 3.23a. 

*•> 1 S1ßnal 

, [ Interference+signal Interf^rence+signal 

'WiWA VWv/vVWvVV; 

^)M 
e) 

fiEzz. 
f) 

Fig.   3.23.    Action of intermittent  interference on 
ASN system with sequential comparison of signals: 
a)  signal at receiver input in the absence of inter- 
ference; b) signal and interference at receiver input; 
c)  AGC control voltage;  d) voltage at receiver output; 
e)   signal at output of selective amplifier;   f)  control 
voltage   (at output  of phase detector). 
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During the Influence of intermittent Interference the voltage 

at the i-f input will have tho form depicted in Fig. 3.23b. The 

envelope of the input signal UQ IS changed abruptly, but the gain 

is unable to change abruptly: it Is changed in accordance with change 

of control voltage ypm   on the grids of the i-f tubes (Pig. 3.23c). 

Since the gain of the 1-f amplifier at the time of arrlva] of a hlg»^- 

pov/er noise pulse (t= 0) was determined by the comparatively small 

amplitude of the desired signal and was maximum, the noise at certain 

time t, excp5ds the level of limitation Uerp   and amplitude modulation 

of the interference signal, caused by scanning of the receiving 

antenna, will be cutt off (Pig. 3.23d). The control signal at the 

output of the selective amplifier Key and phase detector '*<♦« Is absent, 
and the ASN system will be open-circuited for time t, (Pig. 3.23e, f). 

The value of time t, is determined by the duration of transient con- 

ditions in the AGC system. I.e., the time during which control voltage 

Upt,>  and consequently the i-f gain, decrease to such values that the 

noise exceeds the leve!"-, of limitation and the ASN system Is reactivated. 

After termlration of the noise pulse the gain of the receiver will 

be minimum, so that during a certain Interval of time t? the weak 

desired signal will not pass through the receiver. The ASN system 

will again be open-circuited for time t,. This time is determined by 

the duration of rise of i-f gain (increase of [/,*,.) to a level ensuring 

reliable reception of desired signal (Pig. 3.23d). 

Thus In one cycle during the influence of Intermittent inter- 

ference the ASN system will be open-olrculted twice: 

- the first time for time t, , as a result of cut off of useful 

amplitude modulation of Interference signal In the overloaded receiver; 

- the second time for time tp, owing to the absence of reception 

of the weak signal by the receiver with low gain. 

The values of time intervals t, and tp, during which the ASN 

system is inactive, depend both on the parameters of the AGC system 

and on characteristics of the interference.  In first approximation 

they can be determined by the following formulas [35]: 
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where r# - time constant of AGC feeJback filter; £#, a.Ki - parametera of 

A/3C system (see 3.2); £/« - mean value nf nolde envelope at 1-f input; 

i/'«,» - level of limitation of receiv- : • E» - AGC delay voltage. 

Under ordinary conditions, without intermittent interference, to 

a given value of angular error 9 correoponds a defined value of con- 

trol signal U (i-'ig. 3-23f). The influence of interference leads to 

decrease of control voltage to a level determined by the mean value 

of error pulse voltage C/«r (value of angular displacement 6 in both 

cases is assumed identical). This is equivalent to decrease of the 

transfer function of the ASN system, which in first approximation can 

b^ determined by the formula 

r.,-^1.. . (3.52) 

where «■? — transfer function of the ASN system in the absence of 
intermittent interference; Q - off-duty factor of entry of information. 

Prom Pig. 3.23f 

Q-f-(U.W 

therefore expression (3.52) can be rewritten in the form 

In Pig. 3.2^ is depicted qualitative dependence of transfer 

function of the ASN system on the ratio of noise pulse duration to the 

time constant of the filter t/7* for constant values of yulse repetition 

period T and amplitude of interference Um.    For  certain optimum values 

of TMT and TV« the transfer function of the ASN system becomes 

minimum. 
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Flg. 3.2^.  Influence of par,amet3rs 
of Intermittent Interference on 
transfer function of direction find- 
Ing device of the ASN system. 

Decrease or Increase of pulse duration T ?nd period T with 

respect to values of tut and T»**  leads to decrease of effectiveness of 

Interference. 

In first case this Is due to the fact that the AGC system Is 

unable to respond to every noise pulse and set the gain of the 

receiver In accordance with the mean value of Intensity of Interference 

and slgral, so that cutoff of amplitude modulation and suppression of 

desired signals will be absent. 

In the second case the AGC system, conversely. Is able to work 

In accordance with useful and Interference signals.  Interval of time 

of inactive state of the ASN system will decrease and periods of 

active state Increased, which leads In the end to lowering of 

effectiveness of the examined Influence of Interference. 

Decrease of the transfer function of the ASN system under the 

Influence of intermittent Interference leads to growth of dynamic 

targot tracking error. For a linearly Increasing input signal form 

ÖM-«*. where v Is rate of change of input angle, the dynamic target 

tracking of error system with astatlcism of first order is changed 

in Inverse proportion to SBy. I.e., 
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Intermittent interference may even caune loss cf stability In ■r,, 

certain class of ASM systems with so-called "leak-shaped" amplitude- 

phase characteristic.  For such systems loss of stability can occur 

both with increase and decrease of transfer function Kay . 

Fig. 3.25.  Logarithmic characteristics 
of ASN system. 

In Fig. 3.25 are given amplitude Z.nF(«»)] and phasef(«0 logarithmic 

characteristics of a hypothetical ASN system [36].  The examined system 

will become unstable If during the Influence of Intermittent Inter- 

ference tne transfer function KBV decreases by L,w—20 dB. Knowing the 

critical value vof transfer function «■? , at which loss of stability 

occurs, it is possible from Fig. 3.2^1 to determine the stability cf 

system In accordance with parameter u*,   on plane with parameters 

''duration T-repetition period T" of noise pulses. 
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CHAPTER        4 

ACTIVE JAMMINJ   OV  AUTOMATIC   fRACKING* SYSTEMS "'*    -*•'"' 
WITH SIMULTANEOUS   COMPARISON   OP SIGNALS 

* 
^.1. Introduction 

Tne ASN Rystem with simultaneous comparison of signals (monopulse 

systems) have recently found wide use. They have higher noise immunity 

with respecc to ajtlve Jamming created from one point. 

Owing to the principle of monopulse direction finding interference 

from one point can effectively exert influence only on imperfect sys- 

tems, for example ASN systems with nonldentical amplitude or phase 

characteristics [35, 38, ^1, ^2], Since the influence of interference 

from one point on monopulse radar has been studied in sufficient detail, 

and this type of Jamming is little effective, we will not stop on its 

analysis. 

Below is examined interference, created by a remote source (Inter- 

ference from two and more points in space).  In the simplest case 

interference of such kind can constitute a pair spatially separated 

reflecting objects. In the presence in the field of vision of a radar 

of several sources of Interference "multipoint" interference is realized. 

Determining value during the analysis of irfluence of "two-point" 

Jamming is taken on by phase relationships of signals reaching the input 

of the radar. Therefore we will subsequently separate interference 

signals into incoherent and coherent types. Tne first are characterized 
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by  absence of any   definite relationship between phases of hlgh-freqaency 
osclllatlona  of both interference  signals,  reaching the  input of the 
system, wheroas   the  difference of phases  of hl^h-frequency  oscillations 
correspcndlng to  coherent  interference  signals  remains  constant  for 
a relatively  long  time. 

4.2.     Direction Finding Characteristics  of ASN Systems 
with Simultaneous  Comparison of Signals 

At  present  there  are quite  a  few  different ASN  systems  with 
simullaneous  comparison of signals.     Most widely  used is  the  system 
with sum-difference  treatment of signal.    We will explain the principle 
of construction of such systems briefly  and examine  their direction 
finding characteristics. 

In Fig.   4.1 is  presented a functional diagram of the  direction 
finder of an ASN system of mixed (amplitude-phase)   lype.     From the 
given circuit phase and amplitude direction finders  can be  obtained 
as  individual  cases.     For example,  when 60  ■ 0 and \\iQ ■ n/2 we have 
a pure phase ASN system. 

Diff»r»hc« Deley 
M \   Unit 

Hum 

Phase 
dextotor 

rffih-i= 
Fig. 4.1. Functional diagram of a monopulse 
type with sum-difference treatment of signal 
(amplitude-phase type). 

Signals  received from target IX by  antennas A1 and A2  are  fed to 
the  circuit  forming the sum  (ife)   and difference   (Mp)   of voltages. 
With angular displacement of target  from the equlsignal direction by 
angle e these voltages are equal respectively to 
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lie «tf. + M,««/|f (9,-l)caiH4-f) + 
+ /r(8e + l)C»(W-f)|, m.l) 

«„wU.-ll/mC/Ifrt.  -DcOSKff)- 
-f(«f+«)c(»H-f)|. (ii-2) 

Here ü - amplitude of signal at Input of antenna system (A, and 

A2); 
F(6)  - standardized radiation pattern of antenna  {P,  or A0); 

eo - angular displacement of peaks of antenna radiation pattern 

relative  to the equlsi^nal directioiii 
u - signal  frequency; 

4» « kd sin 6 - phase shift in antennas A, and A- caused by dis- 

placement  of target  by  angle  9  relative   t.o the equlsignal direction; 

k =  2IT/X - wave   coefficient; 

2d - distance between phase  centers  of antennas A,   and Ap. 

At the i-f of the sura and difference  channels we obtain 

«c .«. = iCcf/^ (». - 0) cos («^+ 
+lO+/r(«.-H)cos(«I^-f)l, ('^3) 

«P.M= *,# W«.-ejcwK»,.*+f - f,)- 
-^(C+^coi^Mpr-f-.f,)!. o.i) 

where K    and K    - gains  of sum and difference  channels  respectivelv: c p      0 

Lüjjp   - intermediate frequency; 

^'o ' ^n + ^ . ~ ^n "" Plias'2 shift,   consisting of phase shift  in 
phase inverter of difference channel  (^Q)   and In l-f's  of sum  (^  ) 

and difference  (4)  )   channels. 

Subsequently   It  is  consider d tha^  sum and difference  channels 

are  completely identical  (4    *  4j j therefore 
c   p 

In steady-state operating conditions the gain of the 1-f of the 
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sum channel,   in accordance with  formula  (3.8),   can be recorded ^.n the 

form 

where 
i;0it->t/|f •.(•.-•)+f(§,+i)+ 

(^.6) 

+ 2f(l.-«)f (|,+%e)co.2f|r (^.7) 

or taking Into account   (A.5) 

A — A « =s A p = 

 ^   n 
I +1* l^ (•• - •) + f • (»,f •)+2r(«,-!) f (§,+•) cof 2f lr 

(4.8) 

where \i  ■ aKpU - Is equivalent transfer function of gain of the AGC 
system. 

For amplitude type direction finding In formulas (4.3) and (4.1) 

one should set <j) ■ 0 or d « 0 (radiation patterns of antennas A1 and 

A2 are combined) and tp1 = 0; with phase type direction finding e0 » 0 

(radiation patterns of antennas A1 and A2 are spaced, with directions 

of their peaks are parallel) and ^0 - -n/Z. 

Assuming that the phase detector executes the operation of multi- 

plication and averaging of input signals, we find, taking into account 

relationships (4.3) and (4.4), the voltage at the output of the di- 

rection finder1 

Xd^C«.-«)-^.*«)!«»** 
+ 2F(«,-0)f(».+«)$in2f8ln1»,}, (4.9) 

^et  us  remember that  the  averaging operation in the given case 
physically mean:*  filtration by  the filter of the phase detector of 
high-frequency components  of signal u#«. 
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where k'   - is   a constant. 

Relationships   (^.8)  and  (^.9)  give expressions   for direction 
finding  characteristics. 

Amplitude  Direction Finding 

Considering in  (4.9)   $  - 0(d -0),   ^ ' 0  and substituting instead 
of K its  expression  (^.8),  we obtain a formula  for the direction find- 
ing characteristic of the  amplitude ASN system 

(4.10) 

where 

Phase Direction Finding 

In the case of the phase ASN system in relationship (4.9) it Is 

necessary to set 60 = 0 and ^0 = TT/2. Then, taking into account 

equality (4.8), we obtain 

'"^-MCTIV (4.11) 

For convenience of comparison of direction  finding characteristics 
with phase  and amplitude  direction  finding we will  consider that maximum 
dimensions  of antenna system in both cases  is identical and equal to 
D.     Furthermore, we will assume  that the phase  centers of antennas 
(i.e.,   their radiators)  are  spaced by an amount   2d » D/2,  and the 
diameter of each reflector  (for example,  parabolic)   is  equal to D/2 
(Fig.   4.2). 

Under these conditions   formula (4.11)   is  converted to form 
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where 

ind tinf. 

PMase 

Amplitude 
dlraotlon 
finding 

Pig. ^.2 Antenna ar- 
rangements of monopalse 
ASN systems of phase and 
amplitude types. 

In Figs. ^4.3 and ^. ^ are presented direction finding characteris- 

tics of amplitude and phase kSl]  systems In the form of family 

"♦*-«♦*(«. I»)1. 

Characteristics were plotted In accordance with formulas   (M.10) 
and  (1*.12)   for different  values of parameter y   (y ■ 1,   3,  10),  pro- 
portional to Intensity  of Input signal U.     The  antenna radiation pattern 

was  approximated during the plotting by function 

(1.13) 

^or simplicity we take R*« —1; I«.!*-])— Is half-power width of 
antenna radiation pattern. 
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where  D'   = D in the  case  of amplitude  direction  finding; 
D'   *  2d in  the  case  of phase  direction  finding  (Fig.   ^.2). 

The direction finding characteristic of the amplitude ASN system 
was plotted for a value of angular displacement of peaks of entenna 
radiation pattern of 90 ■  eo (VS.     For other values of 90  character- 
istics have analoge us   form. 

Analysis of graphs   (Figs.   ^.3 and ^.^)  and expressions   (^.10) 
and, (4.12)  shows that  direction finding  characteristics  in considerable 
degree depend on amplitude of received signal  U (p ok2U). 

■ • i 
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- Y *f- -ll 
Fig.   4.3.     Direction finding characteristics 
of amplitude ASN systems with simultaneous 
comparison of signals  and sum-difference 
treatment. 

For large  amplitudes   of input signals   (u  ■♦ •)  the  direction 
finding characteristics become idealized  (dotted lines),  and  formulas 
for them are found in work  [42]: 
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Fig.   4.^.     Direction finding  characteristics 
of phase type ASN systems with simultaneous 
comparison of signals  and  sum-difference 
treatment. 

Direction finding characteristics  are linear only for small 
angles 9.    All direction finding characteristics have false equlslgnal 
directions   (slide lobes).    In connection with this,  depending upon 
the value of angle  9,  it is possible to split the direction finding 
characteristics into several zones of stable target tracking.1    Zone 
I  (Fig.  ^.4) we will call the main zone  (and its lobes, major lobes) 
of tne direction finding characteristic,  while zones II and III are 
false zones  (minor side lobes). 

"~----—.Jf in any of the zones of stable  tracking a sufficiently powerful 
source of electromagnetic wayes appears,  the ASN system tracks it in 
accordance with equlslgnal direction,  corresponding either to the major 
lobe of the direction finding characteristic  (zone 1, point 0,)  or 
its minor lobes   (points Op, 0^ zones II.   III).    In the last  case the 
guidance system (homing guidance) will be  fed considerable errors on 
target position data. 

lZones  of stable tracking are determined by the presence  in thtm 
points of stable equilibrium.    In this  ca?e these points are  0,,  Op, 

'3' 
(transfer'function of system at these points is positive). 
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As can be r.een from the figure,   the width of the major lolre of 
the direction finding characteristic with respect to nulls  ABQ does 
not depend on signal power and Is  determined only by the radiation 
pattern of the antenna of the direction finder and the value of angle 
ÖQ.    Signal power renders  considerable  Influence on distance between 

peaks of the direction finding characteristic and Its slope.    A graphic 
representation of this Is given In Fig.   4.5, where along the axis of 
ordlnates  Is plotted the ratio  of distance between peaks AOMM«   to the 
half-power width of the radiation pattern e0 5,  taken during calcula- 
tions equal to X/D.     Solid lines  correspond to amplitude direction 
finding,  dotted to phase. 

to'' to'J 1,0 to nr M 

Pig.   4.5.     Dependence  of angular distance between 
peaks  of main zone of direction finding character- 
istic  on signal intensity. 

Dependence of slope of direction finding characteristic  on 
signal Intensity is  shown in Pig.   4.6. 

at 

o,* 

1**1* 
Fig. 4.6. Dependence of slope of 
direction finding characteristic 
on signal Intensity. 
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Let  us note that the direction finding characteristics of amplitude 
ASN   systems with simultaneous and sequential comparison of signals are 
described by   different formulas,   (3.10) and (4.10).    This is connected 
with the  fact  that formation of the direction finding characteristic 
of amplitude  ASN systems with simultaneous  comparison Is Influenced 
by both amplitude and phase characteristics of antenna, whereas for 
ASN systems with sequential comparison the phase  characteristic of 
the antenna does not Influence  the direction finding chaiacteristlc. 
In the last  case phase distinctions in signals picked up by oppositely 
phased lobes   of the radiation pattern of the scanning antenna are  lost, 
since comparison of signals Is made after their detection. 

4.3.    Unmodulated Incoherent Interference 
Created from Two Points 

By  unmodulated incoherent Interference Is understood signals 
created by two Interference sources 1L  and U- spaced and not connected 
with respect  to phase of radiated signals.    It will be shown below 
that the antenna of the suppressed ASN system tracks  a certain ficti- 
tious point  0,  located on segment 1L, l^ (Fig.   4.7).     Point 0 frequently 
is  called the center of mass of the paired sources.     With identical 
power of sources IL  and Up the antenna of the ASN system tracks their 
geometric center. 

Pig.   4 7.    Guidance of a guided missile 
to a paired target. 

We will examine the Influence of two signals arriving from diff- 
erent directions on the amplitude ASN system with simultaneous compar- 

ison of signals. 
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Let  us designate angles between the equlslgn-il dlrectlpa--t5T the 
suppressed system and first source  of signals 14,  by-^rT' the second 

source Up by   e2,  and the angular distance-between them by A0  (Figs. 
4.1 and 4.8). 

Fig.   4.8.    Radiation patterns of antennas 
of ASN system. 

The  signals at the outputs  of antennas A,   and Ap respectively 

will record in the  form 

H1Ä(;1f(«0-e1)cos«l«+£;,f(e*-«l)co8^. 

iit=st;,F(a,+0I)cos«I<4-^(*.+*.)c<»»i'. 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

where U, and OK - amplitude and frequency of signal from first source Ui; 

Up and Wp -..amplitude and frequency of signal from second source 

Ut. 

At  the  input  of the sum. channel we obtain 

iie«i;1|f(«,-«1)+^<«.+Mcc«-,r+ 

At the input of the difference channel 

+(/, |f (I, -»,) - f (t, -f ••)! co« ••*• 
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After conversion and amplification of signals in the  1-f amplifier, 
voltages  at the output  of sum and difference channels  are equal to 

«..«=K. {i/.If (•.-e1)+f (•,+«,)|c««Br4i-H 
+l/.|A?(l.-«$)+f(«,+Mcof,lw/}. (4.16) 

«p.««=^pI{e/.If(§,-c1)-f(i,+al)lcos*Bpl/+ 
+Vt\F{i. -e,)- f^+Mcw-m^. (^ •17) 

where  K    and K    - gains of sum and difference   channels; Onpi, Uapt   — 
Intermediate  frequencies  of first and second signals. 

At  the output  of the  phase detector, which carries out the opera- 
tion of multiplication and averaging of signals   ttetus   and   «pirn,    we 
have 

v#ASK'i«efW«pua» (4.18) 

where  K'  - is a constant. 

Further, with the help of (4.16)  and  (4.1?) we obtain 

IIO=^elCP{£/Jlf(«,-».)-^(«. + M + 

We will select as the start of reading of angles the direction 

to the first source U, (Fig. 4.8); then 

•.:=•. |,»|-Al. 

Designating 

\ 
P-^ (^.20) 
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and taking Into account (^.5), we obtain 

«♦Ä=K#Ä{p-if(e.-«)-P(i,+i)i+ 
+r(t-l+Äl)-f,(i,+«-AI>B.        (4.21) 

where 

Expression  (4.21)  determines  the generalized direction finding 
characteristic, which constitutes  dependence of voltage at output 
of phase  detector o-i angular displacement  of antenna  6 to the  first 
source  Ui   .     In practice  the generalized direction finding character- 
istic  can be obtained if simultaneously with turn of the antenrta of 
the  inactive ASN system we  record the voltage at  the output of its 
phase detector while reading angular displacement  of antenna  (equisig- 
nal direction)   from direction to first  target Ui. 

A family of generalized static characteristics  ttta"M«.i(0)»   plotted 
for different angular distances Aö » const between sources, most  fully 
characterizes the behavior of ehe ASN system under the simultaneous 
Influence of two incoherent  signals.    With the help of this  family 
It  is  convenient  to determine the position of points  of stable equili- 
brium of the system for different  angular distances between sources 
and relationships between powers ß. 

In Fig.   4.9 is given a  family of generalized static  characteris- 
tics,  plotted in accordance with  formula  (4.21)   under the assumption 
that K^a"! and ß—I (powers  of sources  Ui and Us are identical).     In 
plotting the  function describing the antenna radiation pattern was  set 
up in the  form 

f(i)=e   ^v•^ (4.22) 

1 The obtained expression (4.21) does not consider the influence 
of AGO en direction finding characteristics, which appears in dependence 
of gain of the i-f amplifier on characteristics of input signal. A more 
precise expression for the generalized direction finding characteristic 
will be obtained below [see formula (4.35)]. 
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Fig. 4.9. Generalized direction 
finding characteristics during 
simultaneous action on ASN system 
of Incoherent signals of two 
sources. 

As can be seen from the figure, the direction finding character- 

istic Is deformed with growth of angular distance AS between sources 
Ui and Us. 

For equal amplitudes of Interference signals U, and U2 the system 

tracks the geometric center of the paired sources. This Is attested 

to by the fact that In the process of Increase of angular distance the 

point of stable state of equilibrium (01, 011) does not change posi- 

tion. It Is exactly midway between directions to sources U, and Ui 

(ulu;. u.uj). 
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Howevei', with increase of angle Aö the slope of the direction 

finding characteristic decreases (as does the transfer function of 

the system) at the point of stable equilibrium. With a certain 

critical angular distance an indifferent state of equilibrium Is 

created in the system (transfer function of the system is equal to 

aero), and the antenna of the suppressed coordinator under the action 

of different random factors starts to be displaced from the geometric 

center of the ptlred target, approaching one of sources Ui or Ua. 

This critical angle will be called the angle of resolution AOp (AOp* 

-AO'»). 

With  further growth of angular distance A6(A6IV> >A0,,) the center 
of the paired sources  becomes the point  of unstable equilibrium. 
Simultaneously  there  appear two points  of stable equilibrium of the 
system, Ui and   lijV, the positions of which  are  close to the  true posi- 
tion of uhe sources.     The  antenna of the suppressed coordinator when 
A8>A0p begins to track one  of paired sources  Ui or Uj.    Complete  reso- 
lution cf targets prevails. 

The qualitative analysis made of the behavior of the ASN system 
under the Influence of Interference  from two points did not permit 
our estimating the value of th3 angle of resolution A6  .    For a quan- 
titative appraisal of angle A9    we will use  the condition characterizing 
stable  equilibrium of the ASN system. 

The geometric  center of the paired sources will cease to be  the 
point of stable equilibrium,  and the ASN system will start to resolve 
targets Ui   and Us, when the  slope of the  direction finding characteristic 
at  this point is equal  to zero.    Mathematically the condition of reso- 
lution  can be recorded in the following  form 

iSHLr"- (^.23) 

Using relationships (4.23) and (4.21), for approxlmatlcn of the 

antenna radiation patterns (4.13) we obtain 
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+—Tr[F'(x.+^)-F(2x. + Ä*)]y       (4.24) 

where K, is a constant: 

The root of the transeöndental equation -g£-as=0 determines the angle 

of resolution by the coordinator of paired sources Ui and Uj. Analysis 

of this equation shews that the angle of resolution of the paired 

sources is equal to 

Aei,=-(0.8+0.9)l,.l. 

The value of the ang3e of resolution LQ    does not coincide with the 

value of the angular distance between peaks, of the direction finding 

characteristic A0MII.T, plotted for the case of direction finding of 

a single source (Figs. 4.3 and 4.4). 

Inequality of powers of paired sources Ui and Lb significancly 

affects the position of the axis of the equlsignal zone of the sup- 

pressed ASN system.  Let us determine tne dependence of angular error 

tracking 6 of the first source Ui on the relationship between amplitudes 

of received signals.  For this we linearize function f(0) in the 

neighborhood of point 9 ■ 60, corresponding to the equlsignal direc- 

tion.  This is possible if the angular distance A9 between sovrces 
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Ui and Ua  is small as compared to 0Q. Taking Into account the fact 

that 

f(e,^«)s«f(i,)5:|r(i,)|i. 
f|e,HP(e-A6)i=f(e,)i:|r(»,)|(i-Ai). 

we record expression (^.21) in the form 

«♦Ä=4K«,Af'(e,)i«(i+w-Aai. (1.25) 

Since for the closed-loop ASN system 

from (1.25) we find 

«♦»=-0. 

I» Al 
r+F* (1.26) 

Hence it Is clear that the ^^ulsignal direction will be oriented to 

the power center of the paired sources. 

It is necessary to note that during the simultaneous influence 

on the ASN system of continuous signals (coherent or noncoherent) 

radiatec from several points it is impossible to start with analysis 

of direction finding characteristics, plotted for the case of direction 

finding of a single target.  The direction finding characteristic 

depicts nonlinear (with respect to angle) treatment of control signal 

by the ASN system, for which the principle of superposition is not 

prescrvec', which is tne cause of deformation of direction finding 

characteristics plotted for the case of influence of two signals 

(Fig. 1.9). 

In preceeding reasonings with respect to the influence of inco- 

herent interference the power of both interference signals was assumed 
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identical. Let us now consider the influence of inequality of powers 

or paired sources U1 and 1lJ on the angul r t racking erro:' of the ASN 

system for one of sources U. or U.. Let us determine angular error 

61 in tracking of source Ua. ( P>i!!; ~ 4.10). For this we will use equa

tion ( 4. 21), the r.oots of which determine the position of the effective 

center of the paire~ soarces. 

·. 

EQuh~.al 
direc 1on 

,• 

"· 

' ., 

Fig. 4.10. Position of 
equisignal ~ir t ion in 
the case of trac~ing of 
two sources of ra~1ati~c. 

0 n the bas is of solutioc of this equat, ion in Fig. 4.11 are plotted 

dependences o f angle 61 on angular distance between targets 66 for 

iffere.t relationships between amplitudes of signals,. / 

s f o lows from the figure, with increase of relationship ~ ~he 

e rror i tracki ng o f the ~ ource wit h greater p ower decreases. // 

4.4 . In f luence o f Noncohe rent Interference ~ 
on the Dynamics of ASN 3ystems. ./ 

/ 

Analysis o f the f~1ily of direction finding characteristics (Fig. 
' 

.9 ) snow s that in process of' closure between the ASN system and 

paire d sources (~ncrease o f ang le 66) the slope ~~ the cirection 
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finding characteristic decreases at the point of stable equilibrium 

of the system.  This slope, with accuracy of the constant factor, 

is equal to the transfer function of the direction finder (transfer 

factor of open ASN system), i.e.. 

ftjja 
«—^ 

-* 

(^.27) 

Fig. 4.11. Dependence of error 
in tracking one of the paired 
sources on angular distance be- 
tween them. 

Decrease of transfer function of the ASN system cannot fall to 

affect the quality of the transient process and dynamic, error. 

Let us determine the transfer function of the direction finder 

kn y during the influence on the ASN system of two incoherent signals. 

Noticeable influence on kn , is rendered, in addition to the value of 

angular distance between sources A6, also by imperfectness of operation 

of the AGC. Allowance for the influence of the AGC can be made Just 

as was done in finding the direction finding characteristic for the 

single source (4.2). 

« 

In tne examined case at the input of the sun. channel (Fig. 4.1) 
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we have Hr-(/iinW-|-«|. ' (4.28) 

(4.29) 

^.-^^(•.-• + Al) + /'(e, + l-Al)J. (4.29a) 

Expression (4.^9) can be expanded In series 

CL.«/. 

"-^•^-.-y^-'-- (4*30) 

Here 

In relationship (4.30) we will limit ourselves to two members 

of the series, since even in the most unfavorable case, when U, ■ U2 
the values of subsequent members are approximately one order of mag- 

nitude less. Let us record voltage U in the form 

where   

"•-^./»Til; (4.31) 

• ii__F(<*-<)+fit«+>> 

C/t 
'-•^ 

Usually the beat frequency Q« is high in (Kilohertz) as compared to 

the passband of the filter of the AGC feedback circuit (the bandwidth 

of the AGC filter, as a rule, does not exceed tens of hertz). There- 

fore it can be considered that at the output of the filter of the AGC 

feedback circuit there will be a d-c component of signal UQ (with 

respect to frequency Q« the AGC system is open). Thus the control 
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voltage on grids of the tubes In steady-state operating conditions 

will be equal to 

C/|.»-W/«. (i|.32) 

where K - gain of sum channel; 

K, - transfer function of detector and AGC amplifier. 

In accordance with the adopted approximation (3.5) the gain of 

the sum channel is expressed by relationship 

K-lf.-d/Hf (4.33) 

Solving equations (4.32) and (4.33) Jointly for K. we obtain 

or, considering (4.31) and (4.29a), 

If-  **, (4.34) 

where 

H'I - * [FiK- • + A«) + f («, + • - AS)]; 

Now it is possible to find the voltage at the output  of the phase 
detector.     Substituting  (4.31*)  in  (4.21), we finally obcain 

«♦ 

(4.35) 
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Expression  (4.35)  determines the generalized direction finding char- 

acteristic of the ASN system for the  case of direction finding of 
paired sources, with allowance   for AGC. 

Let us note that  from formula (4.35)  for U,  ■ 0 as a particular 

case we obtain expression (4.10)   for the direction finding character- 
istic during the direction finding of a single target. 

Using relationship (4.27),   from (4.35) we  find the transfer 

function of the direction finder iu»for the case of direction finding 

of paired sources  of equal power (ß«l)    for the adopted approximation 
of antenna radiation pattern  (4.13) 

«.»-«^|fc• 

^{,+#['('--*)+'('«+*)J}J 
(4.36) 

where 

•tax 
^W-^I H:-«^;«/-t/l-(/t. 

Curves  of dependence of transfer function of direction finder on 

relative angular distance between sources Aö/eo j-  for various y and 

ÖQ/ÖQ 5 »     0.3 are shown in Fig.   4.12.    All curves  are standarized 

relative  to maximum transfer function K«, M,M with ideal AGC  (|t-»y 

Investigation of the given curves shows that with increase of angular 

distance A8 the transfer function of the direction  finder *• »    de- 

creases.     When A8 * 0.8500 (-  the system is in an indifferent state 
(Rav"0).   i.e.,   resolution of targets occurs. 

The power of received signals    6»*)   does not affect the value of 
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the angle of resolution. With growth of signal power only the trans- 

fer function of the system Is Increased, where this Increase continues 

to a defined limit, and for signals whose power corresponds to p > 20 

one may assume that the transfer function RBy Is equal to the transfer 

function of the system with Ideal AGC. 

OB 

A* 

■* tfSP ^mlOO ß'f 

*- 
"■^ 

^ JJ ^ ^S "" t g ir *" 

—- 

02 a* a# 

Fig. 4.12. Dependence of transfer func- 
tion of open ASN system on angular dis- 
tance between paired sources. 

Decrease of the transfer function of ASN with astatlcism of first 

order leads to growth of dynamic error. Thus if the input'signal 

is changed per linear law 

••«"•«ail* 

where «»I is the rate of change of input angle, the output signal will 

have an error in speed, which can be determined by the formula 

(4.37) 

where «■ Is a constant. 

It is necessary to note that formula (4.37) is valid for stationary 

or quasi-stationary systems and can be uucd as long as parameters of 

the pystem change relatively slowly. 
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14.l>.    Effectiveness  of Noncoherent Interference 

Let  us examine t'he problem of guiding a missile P to a paired tar- 
get Ui  and   Uj  (Fig.  4.7) at  attitude q. 

In the beginning of guidance the distance to the paired target 
D considerably exceeds the value of interval L between targets Ui and 

"if 

U, (D >>>  L), and the angular distance between targets AS will be 

small. With equal effective scattering areas of both targets the 

goniometric coordinator of the homing device will track the geometric 

center 0 of the paired sources. 

As the missile P approacher targets Hi and Us the angle between 

sources Aö increases and at a certain distance the missile's direction 

finder will distinguish both sources and will start to track on^ of 

them.  The critical angle A9, at which resolution of the paire^ sources 

occurs, is called the angle of resolution Ad  . p 

We will consider that after resolving the sources the missile*' 

with maximum overload is guided to one of targets Ui or Ua (locked 

on), selecting th initial miss.  As a result the missile will pass 

at a certain distance a from the target. The resultant miss a  in this 

case can be determined in .he following way. 

'■■, 

Prom Fig. 4.7 it is clear that at the moment of resolution, 

to which the given figure corresponds, there are initial misses A. 

and A- respectively for targets Ui and Ui. If targets Ui and Us 

have identical effective scattering areas. 

Ä.SSA.äAB^-J-COI^ (^38) 

where L is base between paired sources Ui and Ut. 

The resultant miss 

aasAa —A,. (4.39) 
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Let ^s ionslder that after the resolution the missile moves with 

mar.lumum overload; therefore from (1.59) 

1 i ÜL (1.10) 

If D >> L, then 

D«^ ^.ni) 

Substituting  (^.41)  in  (4.40), we obtain 

>veTi 
(4.42) 

Considering  (4.38)  and (4.42),   from (4.39) we  obtain the expression 

for the  resultant miss 

L 1   .        t»cot«f a = -5-cos^--2-/«I,e-^i-5— 
p on* (4.43) 

On Fig. 4.13 is depicted a graph of dependence of misses Sn and 

An on the value of base distance L. From the graph it is clear that 
the resultant miss a has maximum value  (a—auwc)  for a certain L—Lon. 

4b 

*MM 

Fig. 4.13.  Dependence 
of miss (AM),   generated 
by the action of non- 
coherent interference 
and miss (A«), selected 
during the time of 
homing guidance on base 
distance (L) between 
sources. 
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Let  us  find the  optimum distance between sources LOOT«   Differ- 

entiating (4.4 3) with  respect to the variable L and equating the de- 

rivative to zero, we  find 
t' 

Taking into account (4.44) and (4.43), we find the expression 

for maximum miss obtained through creation of noncoherent Interference 

from two points in space: 

Ouwc^-f CO»^ 

or 

an«»«» qMVm ' (4.45) 

Formula (4.45) shows that the miss depends in strong degree on 

the angle of resolution AS of the paired sources and on rate of 

closure between missile and target tfoa. 

4.6. Interference Created by Two Coherent Sources of Radiation 

As was shown earlier, in that case when two sources of signals 

are Incoherent, the automatic tracking system follows the center "of 

mass" of the sources.., 

If the input of the antenna is acted upon by signals of two co- 

herent sources, it is possible in principle to create of such a resul- 

tant signal by which the equlsignal direction (RSN) of direction finder 

is oriented to a point located beyond the limits of the base [41, 43, 

46-50].   Let us explain this in somewhat greater detail.  In Fig. 

4.14 are depleted the antenna array of an . iplitude direction finder 
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with sum-dlffarence  treatment  and Its radiation pattern in a rectang- 
ular system of coordinates,  taken respectively for radiators  I and II, 

Fig.   4.1^.    Section of the radiation pattern 
of the antenna of a monopulse  amplitude di- 
rection  finder. 

If bearings are  being taken for a single point source,  a  zero 
signal at the output   of the difference channel of the sum-difference 
circuit, and consequently  that  at the output  of the phase detector, 
will be obtained in that case when the direction to the source  of 
radiation coincides with equisignal direction 00'.     In other words, 
zero voltage at the  output of the phase detector at the point   of 
stable equilibrium  (of the direction finding characteristic)   corres- 
ponds  to the position on the axis  of angles of equisignal direction, 
determined in accordance with both the principle beam of the  radiation 
pattern and in terms   of side lobes. 

Let us  determine  the position of the  RSN on the axis of angles 
for simultaneous influence on the direction finder of coherent  signals 
of two spaced sour es.    We will be interested in the field of sources 
directly in the aperture of the direction  finder antenna.    If we ignore 
the stability of the   direction finder,  to  the equisignal direction will 
correspond a zero signal at the output of the  difference channel, 
i.e.,  the necessary  condition determining  the position of the  equisignal 
direction on the axis   of angles  is  zero voltage at  tue output   of tho 
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difference  channel.     Determination of sufficient  conditions  requires 
additional investigation of the stability of the A3N system in the 
neighborhood of the given  zero point. 

Let  us  assume  that  the  sources of coherent  signals are seen  from 
a point  corresponding to the geometric  center 0'   of ^he antenna of  «he 
suppressed direction finder at  angle A6  (Fig.   ^.1^). 

The  angle between the RSN of the direction finder and the  direc- 
tion to the middle of the base of sources  of Interference signals will 
be designated by  •• 

Let  us 3ay that the amplitude of the  field in the aperture of 
the  antenna of the  coordinator created by  source Ua is equal to  1  and 
that  the  amplitude of the  field created by  source   U|, is equal to  P« 

Let  UR  find the resultant signal at the  output of the difference 
channel  of the sum-difference monopulse direction  finder (coordinator). 
Let  us   conjider two cases. 

Case 1.    Oscillations  created by sources  in the center of the 
aperture of the antenna of the  coordinator are in phase  (t|> » 0). 

Let  us find the total signal generated by  sources  LL and U i 
2 at  outputs of radiators  I and II respectively: 

(4.46a) 

(4.46b) 

Here F{^%—f  represents  the radiation pattern of the antenna.     Angle  • 
is measured,  as usual,   from the direction of the radiation peak.     The 
problem at hand (determination of position of the RSN on the axis of 
angles)   can be solved strictly by representing radiation pattern f(6) 
ir; the   form of   f(jr)g= (antenna has a rectangular aperture with 
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•Icin^    _    Fl*\^*hM side d, x==-^-sin6) or F{x)=—j— (outlet of antenna - aperture - 
id ms constitutes  a circle with dlamter d,  x=-r-810»;,  If we graphically 

find tiie  roots of the transcendental equation 

Will  limit  ourselves  to approximate consideration,   for which we  lin- 
earize  function F{9) in the neighborhood of the  oqulslgnal zone  (RSZ). 
This   can be done  if A6/2    and   ft   are small values  as  compared to 0n, 
then 

«c.=p[m)Hm)|(4+*)]+ 

«...=p[m^nM(r+i)] + 

«.i-«eii=-2pi'rr^)i(T+a)+2i'r'(«.)i(x"f)v    (i4/49) 

From condition  u.—«., = 0   we   find 

•— ^rn* (4.50) 

The last expression shows that the equlslgnal zone of the ASN 

system in this case will be directed to a certain point between sources 

of interference signals (amplitude center "of mass"). 

When ß»l the axis of the RSZ is oriented to the middle of the 

base of interference signals. 

When jJ—oo and 0—»0 the axis of the RSZ is oriented to sources 

Ui and Us- 
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Case  2.     Fields  generated by  coherent  sources  in the center of 
the  aperture  of the  coordinator antenna  (direction  finder)   are  in 
opposite phase  (ij; ■  TI ) . 

In this  case 

«el-« 

-inwi(x-»). 
«di-P[^(«.)-fl^(t)|(x-t?)]- 

-^(•.)+|f'(M(x-$)' 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

From co dition  IIC|—ii^asO   we  find 

#-.ALL+ 
TI % (4.53) 

In that case when  the phase difference of oscillations  created 
by interference signals in the center of the antenna aperture is 
equal to  i>t v/e obtain the  following expression for the angle between 
the RSN and the middle  of base L of sources  of interference  signals: 

(4.54) 

From this  formula relationships  (4.50)   and  (4.53)  are obtained as 
particular cases  for t^—0 and^""«.1 

'Formula (4.54)  was obtained by B.   I.   Polikarov as a result of 
analysis ;.f the  Joint  influence of two coherent signals on the  open- 
loop tracking system. 
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It Is  necessary  to note that  the   formulas given abcve  are approx- 
imate,  Inasmuch as  they were obtained by way  of linearization of-the 
function describing the  radiation pattern of the antenna. 

Formulas  (4.53)  and  {^.5^)  can be used only  for small values of 
angles *»   satisfying the approximate equality tg   ^*^. 

When ß Is  close to unit  (4.53) gives  erroneous  results.     The value 
of anglular error 0 in   -his case must  be  found by solving transcendental 
equation (4.47).     More exactly,  the limits  of appllcapablllty  of for- 
mula (4.54)   can be  determined by  the  following Inequalities: 
Äe/0o.5<0,02+0tÖ4;   ß<0,9   ( or   ß^l.l); here  e0  5 Is width of beam of radar 
antenna. 

As was noted earlier,  the simultaneous  Influence on the amplitude 
direction finder of two  coherent  signals  of opposite phase  leads  to 
angular displacement  of equlslgnal direction beyond the base  of the 
Interference sources.     The biggest  value of angular displacement 
exists  (neglecting the  desired signal)   during equality of amplitudes 
of interference signals. 

Let us estimate approximately the value of angular error,   using 
for this antenna radiation patterns depicted in Pig.   4.14.     It  is 
obvious that with equality of amplitudes  of reversec   phase interference 
signals,  owing to opposition of signs  of slope of radiation patterns I 
and II in the region of angles -60, +60 the  difference  «.-i—«di   does not 
turn to zero not  for any  value of d, satisfying inequality  —l,<^<lr 

Equality  (4.47)  will apply only in the  range of angles    d,    in which the 
signs of the slope of radiation patterns are identical.    These regions 
lie  to the right and left  of internal -9Q,  

+9
O»  

1,e>»  ün the  right and 
left  slopes of radiation patterns  I and II.     Numerical solution  of 
equation (4.47)   shows  that the maximum value  of angular displacement 
of the RSN,  on the  average, is  0.beo  ,-• 

Let us explain the principle of action of coherent  interference on 
the basis of analysis  of the fine structure  of the phase  front  of the 
resultant electrical vector of the  field of two sources. 
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Let us assume that there are two coherent cophasal point sources 

Ui and Uj with amplitudes equal to ß and 1 respectively. We Investi- 

gate tne space phase characteristic of the resultant electrical vector 

of the field at a distance much greater than the length of the base 

between sources L (zone of Fraunhofer diffraction). We will use a 

spherical system of coordinates for this purpose. 

If there is one source of radiation, the line of equal phases 

constitutes a sphere whose center coincides with the source of rad- 

iation. The phase characteristic of two sources of radiation of 

identical amplitude also constitutes a sphere, but its center is 

at the median point of base L of the sources, in the so-called elec- 

trical (phase) center of the sources.  (By definition the electrical 

center of several sources is understood as a point about which the 

phase characteristic constitutes a sphere). The direction of the 

normal to the phase front of a wave created one source coincides 

with the direction to this source. 

The case of two coherent sources of equal amplitude the direction 

of the normal to tne phase front coincides with the direction to the 

center of base L, if the fields of the sources are in phase in the 

center of the antenna aperture. 

Let us examine the phase characteristic of two cophasal sources 

of equal amplitude more carefully, assuming that L >> X. The ampli- 

tude characteristic of the total electrical vector of two sources 

(antenna radiation pattern is described by function 

us ss cos-j^ tin I. 

The phase characteristic constitutes a sphere ((|)0 ■ const), but with 
transition from lobe to lobe a sudden phase shift of ir takes place 

(Fig. 4.15). 

If, however, the amplitudes of the sources are not equal, amplitude 

and phase characteristics are transformed appropriately (Fig. 4.16). 
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The radiation pattern of two radiators  of different amplitude on the 
border between lobes passes  smoothly   from a certain value  $ to 

9±n in the interval  of angles LB'   of  finite wxdth   (AO'^O). 

In the region of angles Ae',  corresponding to a Jump or smooth change 
of phase by ±JI   (region of phase inversion), the amplitude character- 
istic has minimum value.    In Fig.   4.17 in a Cartesian system of coord- 
inates is shown one of the sections  of nrnplitude and phase character- 
istics.    To  the point of greatest slope of the phase  characteristic 
<J>(6)  corresponds  the least value of amplitude of the summed signal. 

Fig.   4.15.     Amplitude 
and phase characterls- 
tics  of two  coherent 
sources with equal 
power. 

Fig.   4.16.    Effect of coherent interfer- 
ence on ASN system. 
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Fig. 4.17. Phase ana amplitude 
characteristics of two reversed 
phase coherent sources of diff- 
erent power. 

At  sufficiently great distances from the sources of radiation 
the linear dimensions  of the  region of phase Inversion can considerably 
exceed the dimensions  of the  direction finder antenna, which makes 
It possible to consider the section of the wavefront with phase and 
amplitude  Inversion within the  limits of the antenna aperture  flat. 
Because  of the principle  of action of the  automatic  direction finder, 
the axis  of the antenna,   coinciding with the RSN,   Is automatically 
oriented perpendicular to this  section of the  front with phase Inver- 
sion.     Accordingly the direction finder will track the center of the 
paired sources with error 0   (Pig.   4.16). 

Let  us estimate the value of angular error,  applying the above- 
stated concept of the  fine  structure of the phase  front. 

It  Is obvious that angle fr between normals to the spherical 
section of the front and the  section with phase Inversion (angular 
tracking error)  equals  the  angle between corresponding tangents to 
these surfaces  (Fig.   4.18).     Hence we will apply  the  following means 
of solution of the problem: 

1)   find the equation for'the line of equal phases of the electrical 

vector of the resultant  field of two sources In the plane determined 

by the interference sources  and the antenna of the suppressed radar- 
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2)   fird angle 0 between tangents to the  circle with radius r0 

and center at point 0 and lines  of equal phases of the resultant field 
of the two  coherent sources. 

Fig.   ^.18.    Line  of equal phases  for the 
case of two coherent  sources of different 
amplitude. 

The thus obtained value of angle ♦ determines the angular track- 
ing error of the direction finder if its antenna has linear dimension 
much smaller than the extent of the region of phase  inversion. 

The elementary vector of the resultant  field of two coherent 
isal1  sources 

the  following way: 
cophasal1  sources at point N0  at  distance rQ >> L can be recorded in 

«•£ £„,=f.+£. =^(pe'*" + e^)t-/,,'. (4.55) 

Here 

^he  assumption of the cophasal nature of fields  is not  fundamen- 
tal,  inasmuch as the discussion concerns the phase  characteristic in 
space,  but  such assumption considerably simplifies  the derivation. 
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EQ,   and E0p - amplitudes  of fields  In apertures of antennas of inter- 
ference sources; 
K0 — proportionality   factor; 
r,   and r2 - alstances  from sources to point   of observation N0; 
w — angular frequency. 

Inasmuch as r0  >>  L, with sufficient aacvlracy 

r.a.r,—y-finl. 

(4.56) 

Consequently 

or 

£*.=-:^{'Hxsi"0-/sin(x«ll',)]+ 

+coS(^sinl) + /sin(^sin»)}e-'- (1).57) 

+ /(l-^)sln^sml>]e-M. (4.58) 

Hence  amplitude and phase  characteristics of the electrical vector of 
the  resultant field are  obtained directly. 

Amplitude Characteristic 

^(•)-|/r(l + P)«cof(^sln«)+(l-P),«ln^x,inl) 
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or 

^.(•)-J/p,+2Pc"(xL8,n•)+, 
(^.59) 

We will  designate by  ip the phase difference  of oscillations  from source 
IX,  and  U| at point N0  (In the center of the aperture of the antenna 
of the  suppressed radar).     It Is  obvious that ^«-y   L sin 6.    When 
gj^l    from (^.59) we obtained the well-known  formula  for the amplitude 
characteristic 

^t(e)«cos(^8tel). 

Phase Characteristic 

f(6)Äarctg[|^tg(^8ln»)]. (4.60) 

With the help of (4.60) we plotted the phase characteristic In Fig. 

4.17. Werwlll change angle 9 by 66 and estimate the phase shift 69 

generat d by this change. 

In accordance with the definition of phase front 

T-^T- 

where 

b=NNl. 

From triangle NQNN' (Pig. 4.13) It follows that with accuracj of 

Infinitesimal values of second order 
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Here 

Hence 

**=%' 

x   If 

(^.61) 

• 2nf,  «f 

or, passing to the  limit, we obtain 

t**-^' (4.62) 

Di-fferentiating (4.60)  with respect  to  6,  after making certain trans- 

positions, we  find 

(4.63) 

From Pig. 4.18 it follows that jLcdSS/ro—A6, i.e., the angle at which 

interference sources are seen from the center of the radar's antenna 

system. Considering this circumstances, we obtain the final formula 

for angular tracking error 

•Ätg*ÄTFr2fö*T+V -    (4.64) 

Formula (4.b4)   coincides in accuracy with   (i!.54), which confirms the 

correctness of the proposed interpretation of the principle  of creation 

of coherent  interference.     Once again let  us remember that  formula 

(4.64)   -,an be used only  for small values  of angle  d(0«tgd). In Fig. 

4.19  it   plotted dependence   d—Ofifi)  for different values of amplitude 
ratio ß.     The biggest values of 0 exist when t—« and P-M. 

A qualitative explanation of the principle of coherent interfer- 

ence can be made with the help of vector diagrams of the  field generated 

by interference  sources. 
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m 
Flg. 4.19.  Dependence of 
angular tracking error with 
respe&t to the geometric 
center of a pair of co- 
herent sources on signal 
phase difference. 

Electrical vectors E, and Ep of sources are cophasal at the point 

of observation N« and can be represented as almost colllnear.  The 

angle between E, and E2 Is equal to angles Aö (Pig. 4.20a).  The Poyntlng 

vector p of ehe resultant fi.ald Is perpendicular to the electrical 

vector uf the resultant field E and lies on a straight line connecting 

point NQ and a certain point between sources. 

The equlslgnal direction of the direction flrder, owing to Its 

principles of action. Is automatically oriented approximately along 

the Poyntlng vector.l Consequently at points where the fields of the 

Interference sources are cophasal (In the center of the aperture of 

the antenna of the suppressc-d radar) the axis of the direction finder 

antenna Is oriented to the amplitude (power) center of mass of these 

sources. If, however, the fields of the sources in the center of the 

antenna aperture are of opposite phase, the orientation of one of 

vectors E^^ and E2 will be reversed accordingly (In Pig. 4.20b  the 

orientation of vector E, Is changed). The Poyntlng vector Is oriented 

'The axis of the antenna Is oriented exactly along the Poyntlng 
vector In the case of finding the direction of a point source. 
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alonj a alruiglii line passing through point NQ and a point lying 

beyond tiif ba^e of the two sources. The axis of the direction finder 

antenna (RSN) will be oriented approximately the same. 

«. 

••      •■ 
'I' 

~-~~   n 

ZP- 

Fig.   4.20.    Vector diagram of fields 
generated by two coherent  sources: 
a)   fields  of sources of radiation 
1 and 2  at point of observation N0 

are cophasal: b)  fields  of sources 
1  and 2  at point of observation N0 

are of opposite phase. 

Analysis  of the  amplitude-phase  structure of space distribution 
of the resultant electrical vector (Fig.   4.17)  suggests  the idea 
of expanding the limits  of applicability of formula (4.64)  somewhat 
by way of averaging angles 0 with respect to  the aperture of the 
antenna of the suppressed radar (Fig.   4.16 and 4.17),  taking into 
account the weight  of each value of angle   0,   determined by the  corres- 
ponding value of amplituce of the resultant  electrical vector of the 

field  (4.59).     It  is most  convenient  as weighting function to select 
tne  square of amplitude.     Then the average  value of error can be 
determined in the  following way: 
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where 

/,(«.+»,)-|^t(*.+^l,-^(P'+2?co»t+l). 

After substitution of value  d^tgO  from formula  (4.6^) we obvaln the 

formula  for the error generated by -coherent  sources 

Here 
Lcot», tf Al 

The limits of applicability of formula (4.65) can be determined only 

by comparing it with results of more strict solution or comparison 

with experiment.  It;» comparison was made with results obtained 

through t^aphical solution of transcendental equation (^.^T).  Results 

of comparison show that formula (4.64) is applicable for values of 

ratio Äe/eo.5^0,05+0,1 with values of ß^M or |J<0t9. 

For values ji. close to unity formula (4.65), like formula (4.64), 

is inapplicable. More exactly, it becomes applicable with approach 

of ß to unity for all smaller values of ratio AB/<3o> and at the limit, 

when ß"l this ratio should be equal to zero.  It is necessary to note 

tnat formula (4.64) gives error in the direction of overstated effec- 

tiveness, while formula (4.65) determines values of er^or smaller than 

actually exist (understates the effectiveness of Jamming). 

Until now we have examined action of only Interference signals, 

while the desired signal was not considered. 
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A own .e for the useful signal can be made by different methods. 

It 1s most sim~ly considered when interference and useful signal are 

nonc oherent and the tracking system subjec t ed to their s imultaneous 

influene;e is in a state of equilibrium. Depending :..tpon the operatJ.onal 

mL ·e of the second detector of th~ receiver, two cases can exist: 

- the axis of tbe antenna (RSZ) is directed to the power center 

( square-law dete c tor); 

- the axis of the antenr.a (RSZ) is directed to the am,lituae 

ce te r (l i near detector). 1 

We will limit our3elves to consideration of the case of reversea 

p s e interference signals, these be ing the most interesting from the 

t andpoint of jamming. Then in accord~nce with (4.5]) the influe~ce 

o f _ int e~ference signals can e replaced by the equiv3lent action of 

one source, located beyond the base at point O' (Fig . 4. 21), where 
s o r c. e power 

-
Pe-=K1 (E.,-E,1)1 =P.,(t-~)'. 

where x
1 

- proportionality f ct0r; 

P02 -radiated power of se cond interference source. / 

1 Co~sidered here are ASN systems with post-detector sum-difference 
treatment [60]. 
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Assuming that the desired signal of power Pc is noncoherent with 

interrerence and Is reflected from the center of the base 0, we record 

the condition of equilibrium of the closed loop tracking system In 

the case of the square-law detector and linear direction finding char- 

acteristic in the whole interval of examined angles (Fig. 4.21) 

peA*=.P.(l-AH (4.66) 

Here P    and ?    are powers of useful and interference signals  at output 
of antenna of suppressed radar. 

Hence ' 

K+PT* (14.67) 

Powers ?    and P    can be expressed through powers of interference sources 
and power of suppressed radar: 

—   «-of—* 

Consequently, 

(4.68) 

Thus. Als:stTTl- (4.69) 

The optimum ratio of amplitudes of interference sources   for a 
given ratio rf powers of interference source and suppressed radar can 
be obtained with the help of (4.69). 
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Let u^ replace in (^.69) ♦ and k by their values from (^.53)  and 
(^.68), where we additionally introduce designation the k ■ k'(l—ß), 

where k' actually equals the ratio of power of interference source 

(in this case Us) to power of desired signal at the input of the 

suppresred radar. 

Thus for interference signals of opposite phase in the center of 

the aperture of the suppressed radar: 

A*-"r i+td-h» (11.70) 

when P^l and ik'>:l 

If, however, ß«l, for finite values of K' we have A<>«0. 

The optimum value of ßi ensuring the biggest value of Aft for a 

given k', can now be fourid from (4.71). Differentiating (4.71) with 

respect to ß and equating the expression to zero, we find the initial 

equation determining the optimum value of ß: 

P'-(2+7)?t,=0- 
Hence __________^ 

^.«IXJ^./TTZXVZT. 
(4.72) 

With increase  of power of sources  of interference (*/—♦») the effective- 
ness  of coherent interference  determined by angular error Aft, grows, 
and the optimum value of the amplitude ratio  of Interference signals 
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In the case of signals of greater amplitude (linear detection) 

the condition of equilibrium (^1.66) ir recorded In the following way: 

Accordingly 

At"-V i + ^r (^.7^ 

Substltuclng values of I and k from (4.53) and (4.68), we find 

Kh^H O + PV? 
Tv-nve+vi^} (4.75) 

or 

-t+iB' ■ (,'-76) 

Till now we did not pay attention to the sign of angular error. 

In general, this question should be examined specially.  In first 

approximation on the basis of the study of the fine structure of the 

phase front one may assume that the axis of the direction finder an- 

tenna will be directed beyond the base from the source of greater 

power. Owing to the symmetry of the system of Interference sources, 

error can be either greater or also less than zero; therefore. In 

general the optimum value of ß with Increase of power of Interference 

sources approaches unity on both the right and left. I.e., In the case 

of strong signals 

PO»T*»1. (4.77) 

The value of angular error corresponding to Poati should be de- 
termined by solving transcendental equation (4.47). 
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In many  cases during reflections of electromagnetic waves from 

bodies of comparatively simple  form part'of the components of the 

desired signal will be coherent with the Interference signals  for 

prolonged Intervals  of time.    This  circumstance will cause a change 

of the phase  relationships of resultant vectors of the field In 

the antenna aperture  (Fig.   4.22).     Instead of Interference electrical 

vectors E,   and Ep, shifted in phase by TI,  In the center of the antenna 

aperture wllD   act  vectors Ep  and E'   , whose shift  t^«.  A slight 

change of phase relationship  can  lead to considerable  change of angu- 

lar error ♦ (Fig.   4.19). 

Fig. 4.22. Phase relation- 
ships of electrical vectors 
of fields of useful and in- 
terference signals. 

The  formulas given above  for determination of angular errors 

generated by  "coherent"  interferences do not  consider fluctuations of 

phases and amplitudes of interference electrical vectors E,   and Tp. 

Allowance  for fluctuations  can be made by way of corresponding averag- 

ing of ♦ or A<K 

In general, when the phase shift between interference signals in 

equal to ^,  total power of interference signal In the center of the 

aperture of the antenna of the suppressed radar ia determined with 

help of formula (4.59) 

/>1|S=pni(ß«+2ßco8^+l). (4.78) 

where P^ is power of interference signal of second source at the input 

of the radar. 

With the help of (4.67) and (4.74) we will obtain formulas for 
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for angular error under the assumption of noncoherence of useful and 
Interference signals: 

- square-law detection 

A^^t L^ 
^• + 2fco• + + l+•p•, (^.79) 

- linear  detection 

4»-« ^* 
*   »• + Sfco.* + l + -j|F+l'»'+ät«f+l C-BO) 

Hence  can be  found optimum values of amplitude ratio of interference 
signals.    In particular, with square-law detection 

POBT' 
»+5F   1/(,+iry 

It is  easy  to see that the  optimum value  poar^O  exists if t^T* 

4.7.     Influence on the ASN System of Periodic  Input Disturbance 

It is  assumed that  the ASN system is  acted upon by periodic input 
disturbance  of form 

where 1^, — slowly  changing component 
A, 0 - amplitude and frequency of external influence. 

Representation of input'disturbance in form (4.8l). corresponds 
to the  case when the target or the object itself on which the ASN 
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system Is  carried goes  through periodic oscillations  (vibrations). 
If we  assume that the  frequency 0 of external  disturbances  is  suff- 
iciently high that  it  is  outside the limits  of the equivalent passband 
of the ASN system,   ••,   will characterize slow shifts of target.1 

Component IJ, is the  useful control signal and is processed by the ASN 
i 

system.     Component B*« is  harmful,  and its presence  leads to a series 
of undesirable phenomena. 

Naturally, representation of input signal in form (^.81)  is  an 
abstraction.     In the general  case •■»   is  a random function, but  it 
sometimes  is  useful  for rough estimates  to assign input disturbance 
in the  form of a harmonic.     In particular,  apparently, a qualitative 
appraisal of the Influence of "wanderings"  of the effective  center of 
a complex target on the  dynamics of the ASN  system can be made  if one 
assigns  the harmonic input disturbance  (4.81).     Then the target  can 
be  considered a point,  with its motion characterizing member   IJ,. 
"Wanderings" of the effective center are assumed harmonic, with ampli- 
tude A and frequency Q- 

In an ASN system there usually are  different nonlinear elements. 
Considerable nonlinearity  is  displayed by the  direction finder,   the 
AGC system,  and others.     The equivalent  circuit  of the tracking system 
of an ASN, with allowance  for AQC,  can be represented in the form 
of Fig.   ^.23.     Such representation of the ASN tracking system is  quite 
general.   The input signal of system is angle 6,!. The output quantity 
will be the voltage  fed to the automatic pilot  (or some other device) 
for formation of control signal in.the homing guidance  (guidance) 
circuit.    The direction  finder (measuring element)   converts  the geome- 
tric parameter (angle Bag)   to an electrical one «'■• This element  is 
nonlinear and is  characterized by function 

m 

Subsequently it is considered that the frequency of the external 
disturbances is sufficiently high and that the ASN system is open with 
respect to this frequency Ö. 
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' ASN system 

^1 

y/7v 

■J—[^Hs5H 
Det«ctor      ' 

Amplifier f<i«r 

^l 

AGC 

Filter 

(fesW 

Fig.   4.23.     Block diagram of A3N system. 

The  form of function F'Ce)   Is determined by the direction finding 

characteristic (Pigs.   3.5,   3.6,  4.3,  and 4.4).    Transfer functions 

W(p)   characterize the  following elements: 

W^Cp) - filter of phast detector and amplifiers of error signal; 
W2(p) - amplifiers   covered Dy feedback; 

VMp) - amplifiers  and drive assembly; 

VctiP) ~ feedback circuit; 

r, a(P) ~ data removal devloe. 

The action of the AGC system appears  as  change of transfer func- 

tion and form of nonllnearlty    P(e,t)   of direction finder In dependence 

upon the amplitude of the Input signal (/»ifO»     Subsequently It Is  con- 

sidered that  (/»■•conit,   and Influence of AGC Is not  considered. 

The simplest and most effective means  of study of nonlinear systems 

under the Influence of harmonic disturbances  Is the method of harmonic 

linearization [100].    It is based on Fourier expansion of nonlinear 

oscillations at the output  of the nonlinear element during the influence 

on its inpuo of periodic disturbances.    Here the nonlinear characteris- 

tic is replaced by a group of straight  lines whose slope depends  on 
amplitude A of oscillations  of input variable u(t).    As a result the 

nonlinear element io replaced by a linear one with equivalent gain  R* 
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the value of which depends, in general, on amplitude and frequency of 

input disturbance. 

Basic nonlinearlty of the ASN system is caused by the direction 

finder (measuring device). 

Analysis of direction finding characteristics (Figs. 3.5, 3.6, 

^.3 and k.H)  shows that with accuracy sufficient for practice the non- 
linear function F'te) can be approximated by straight lines, shown 

in Fig. 4,24. 

Fig. 4.24. Harmonic linearization of nonlinear 
direction finding characteristic under the action 
of external harmonic disturbance. 

For the execution of harmonic linearization of nonlinear function 
F'tö) for given asymmetric oscillations we will consider that the so- 

lution for the value of 6 Is fought In the form of (4.81).  Then the 

nonlinear function F'CS), on the basis of the method of harmonic 
linearization, is replaced by the following relationship: 

p (!) - f • + ^ - p (4. ••) + f {A, ••) ••, (4.82) 
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where P0  and q are coefficients  for the flr»t two terms of expansion of 
F'Ce)   In Fourier series: 

* 

F'—z\r{V + AünQOdOli (it.83) 

St 

F' (*• X A ein OA «In Ot ASM. 
(4.84) 

« - ^ f f (tf * + 4 tin 00 tin Of JBf. 

For the constant component F0 and coefficient q on the basis 

(4.83) and (4.8^0 and Fig. 4.24 we have 

-|Ar2Ti2)+(#_l.)lfcil3^!:^ 
-(» + ntrciln^]( (4.85: 

HA. •.)--K.+!I^[(6^.)|/7I^|2+ 

+ (* + ••)/1-^^2+ 

+ ^ ( «fcsln ^^+ irctin ^7r)\ 
where 4>l + |l*l. 

Here  6——S5^ is half of the angular distance between maxima of 

the direction finding characteristic. 

In ASN system considerable nonllnearlty (after the nonllneary of 

the direction finder) Is created also by saturation of error signal 

amplifiers In forward and feedback circuits. Since an Increase In 

the linear section of the static amplitude characteristic of amplifiers 

is connected with sharp Increase of weight and dimensions of amplifiers 

to avoid saturation in amplifiers during large values of mismatch sig- 

nal is Impossible. Therefore in order to get an objective picture of 

the Influence of periodic disturbance it is necessary to consider also 

nonllnearitles of saturation type F1(u1)> P2(u2), P^(u^), and F  (u  ) 

ii forward and feedback circuits (Fig. 4.25). 
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Fig. 4.25.  Harmonic linearization of non- 
llnearlty of saturation type under the 
action of external harmonic disturbance. 

For nonlJnearltles of saturation type values of constant component 

F0 ana coefficient of harmonic linearization q can be recorded In the 

form 

.•(..«.>. iK/rn5T=2./r^p). 
W^'-A-n ».-«^ 

(4.86) 

VK^^+^yr^jS]: 
where (/j» 6,-f | ** |. 

(4.87) 

Functions F0 (4.85) and (4.86), frequently nailed displacement 

functions, are characteristics of corresponding nonlinear elements 

of system with respect to slowly changing couponent 3° (or u0). 

Function F0 (A, 6°) is a smooth curve, close to linear in the neigh- 

borhood of point 6° « 0. This permits conducting usual linearization; 

namely, over a certain comparatively large oection near the origin 
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of coordinates It  Is possible  to take 

F'~*»'' (4.88) 

where   "•   Is equivalent gain of the linearized nonlinear element: 

"•"WrM (1,-89) 

Then all slowly developing processes connected with change of 

angular position of target 9° can be described by a linear differential 

equation. 

Since the system always tries to reduce mismatch 6° to zero, in 

practice relationship (4.88) will be valid for the entire item the 

ASN system Is in a stable state of equilibrium. 

The nonlinear element transfers the slowly changing component 

6°, generated by target shift. Here it is very significant that gain 

depends not only on the structure and parameters of the ASN system 

Itself but also on amplitude A and frequency Q of the external influ- 

ence. 
'V 

\ 

On the basis  of relationships  (4.85),   (4.86), ^nd (4.88)  can 
be obtained formulas for equivalent transfer functlor^ of direction 
finder *■ and elements with saturation k,r,; 

Kl + "• .      * 
(4.90) \ 

(4.V) 
where4>*    and (;>l|. 

\ 
Graphs of coefficients it« and «or» are shown in Pigs. 4.26 and     \ 

4.27. From the graphs It follows that the gains of the nonlinear 

elements decrease with growth of amplitude of external Influence 
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A and U.    It is interesting that when amplitude A reaches a certain 
value M-^M the  transfer  function of the  direction i'inder even becomes 
negative, which indicates  that the ASN system becomes unstable.     In 
other words, external influence with amplitude ^»1«,shifts  the ASN 
system into an unstable  state, of equilibrium.    More detailed investi- 
gations show that  in beginning of influence, when 4-^ the ASN system 
goes  into self-oscillation,  and then with growth of A the amplitude 
of these oscillations  is  increased,  and with  further growth of A 
the  ASN system can be driven out  of the  autotracking mode. 

"•r»*^«^^"^1 

i 
Fig.   lJ.26.    Dependence of equivalent 
transfer function of direction find- 
ing characteristic on amplitude of 
external harmonic influence. 
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Pig. ^.27. Dependence of transfer 
function of amplifier with limita- 
tion on amplitude of external har- 
monic Influence. 
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Solving equation 

2 («,+«,)      .   * 
(4.92) 

gives  us an expression for critical amplitude of external Influence 

*- cotec, 
or 

««t 

(«!+"•) 

when CK|>«i 
^p —5- AIMMC OOKC 2 (|t|+ KtY 

(4.93) 

(4.94) 

(4.95) 

For Investigation of stability of a nonlinear system usually by 
breaking the circuit  at   certain point K we  separate the nonlinear 
element from the remaining linear part   (Pig.   4.28). 

Linear part 
Of   B.y»t»R) 

8 Nonlinear      j 
elemoiit 

Pig.   4.28.    Reduced block diagram 
of nonlinear ASM system for In- 
vestigation of Its stabl3.1ty. 

The equation for the dynamics of the system In such case  can be 
reduced In the  form of the following differential equation  [100]: 

c^)i+ÄO)^(iy-s(rti*«0). (4.96) 

where Q(p),  R(p), and S(p)  are polynomials  of any degree with constant 
coefficients, where the  degree of R(p)  Is lower than that of Q(p); 
P'O) Is assigned nonllnearltyj 
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1^  - slowly  changing external influence; 
***■   - periodic external  influence. 

The ratio  R(p)/Q(p)  is the  transfer function of the reduced linear 
part  of the system, obtained way  of breaking the system at a certain 
point. 

Since  for harmonic  linearization 

^ (•)-/•+♦••. 

where 

I-!•+ ••«••+^«111«. 

that initial equation (4.96)  can be recorded in th(.   form 

Q^X^ + ^ + ÄCpXf+ ^)-S0»)(l^ + l%,). (11 97) 

The obtained equation for sufficiently slow change of function 
6^(0 can be split into two,  for slowly changing and oscillatory compo- 
ne.its  respectively: 

QW + ^UOf-SOOC (MS) 

Q(p)l* + ^(p)^-S^)«V. (4.99) 

Taking into account  (4.88),  we can record equation  (4.98)  for 
the slowly changing component in the form 

QOOf + AC/OM'-SO»)!!.. (4.100) 
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Since the equivalent transfer function of the nonlinear element 
K,I depends on parameters of noise (frequency Samplitude A), all these 
parameters significantly affect the stability of the system, by which 
In this case Is understood the stability of the equilibrium state of 
the system, described by equation (4.300). Such stability signifies 
damping of transient conditions in accordance with the slowly chang- 
ing component  (in'our case the useful   component 6°). 

For investigation of stability of the system the Goldfarb method 
can be used [101], according to which equation (4.100), with replace- 
ment of   PmiO   can be written as: 

Sar—-(>,•B,• (..lei) 

When (4.101)  is used stability  is defined as limit  of appearance 
of self-oscillations.    Parameters of self-oscillations  can be found 
graphically at  the point of crossing of two lines on a plane, one of, 
which the amplitude-phase characteristic of the equivalent linear sys- 
tem   Wjii/Q)—   corresponds to the range of determination of   0<Q<«, 
while second the reverse amplitude  characteristic of the nonlinear 
element 

"^"-CTTBr (4.102) 

corresponds  to the domain of definition OOK«. 

This method is convenient during the analysis of stability of 
a system if only  tne direction finder Is nonlinear and the remaining 
part of the circuit does not contain nonlinear elements. 

We will, with the help of this method, analyze a hypothetical 
ASN system,  the amplltude-pha&e characteristic of which is depicted 
in Pig.   4.29  (system open at point K,  Pig.  4.23).    On the same figure 
is plotted the reverse characteristic of the nonlinear direction finder 
V0t9.   The point of crosalng A characterizes parameters  of oscillations 
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(in particular, frequency Q*,). Loss of stability In this case occurs 
witii decrease of transfer function to the value determined at point 
A. 

Fig.   4.29.     Influence of change of 
transfer function of direction finder 
on stability of AJSN system. 

In the presence, in addition tc the direction finder, of other 
nonlinear elements should be made of stability in accordance with 
logarithmic  amplitude and phase  characteristics  (see  3.6). 
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CHAPTER     5 

METHODS OF ACTIVE JAMMING OF AUTOMATIC 
RANGE AND SPEED TRACKING SYSTEMS 

5.1.     Introduction 

Channels of automatic range and speed tracking are present In 

almost all radar meters of guidance and homing guidance circuits. 

These  channels  fulfill the following tasks: 

- Increase the selectivity  of guidance systems,   thanks to which 
It Is possible to lock the guidance (homing guidance)  circuit on 
assigned target; 

- increase the noise immunity  of systems by reducing the time of 
the open staoe of receivers  and narrowing their passbands; 

- act as meters of range and speed coordinates. 

The basic aüsignment of these channels of homing devices is 
additional selection of targets with respect to range and speed. 

5.2.    Active Jamming of Automatic Range Finders 

For systems of automatic range tracking active interference of 
two types  is  created:    noise and pulse. 

Let  us briefly cover the principle of action of the automatic 
range  finder,  a block diagram of which is presented in Pig.  5.1. 
Pulse  (C)  reflected from target together with interference (11) goes 
to the input of time discriminator (BP), which is also fed two strobe 
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Fig.   5.1.     Functional diagram of 
radio range  finder:     BP - time 
discriminator; SZ - delay  circuit; 
3 - delay   voltage;  GSN - strooe 
pulse generator. 

pulses  C,  and Cp.    The time  discriminator constitutes, as a rule,   a 
colnciience circuit,  charging and discharging a storage capacitor in 
dependence upon the sign of the time mismatch S between axis of symmetry 
of reflected and strobe pulses  (Fig.   5.2).     If the time mismatch   £>0, 
the  voltage on the  capacitor is Increased;  otherwise it decreases. 

\ 

Fig.   5.2.    Tracked 
and strobe pulses 
in radio range 
finder:    C - pulse 
reflected from tar- 
get; Cl and C2 - 
selector pulses. 

Dependence of voltage increase    A««  on capacitor on time mismatch 
I is  called the characteristic of the time discriminator and has  the 

form depicted in Fig.   5.3» 

Voltage from capacitor  «e influences the delay circuit  (SZ), 
which controls the triggering of the strobe pulse generator (3SI). 
The aelay of strobe pulses  is  changed in such a way as to reduce the 

initial mismatch I to zero.1 

[361. 
automatic range tracking systems are discussed in detail in work 
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Flg.   5.3.    Characteristic of 
time  discriminator. 

Noise Jamming 

In the presence of noise Jamming of high  level the automatic 
finder Is  acted upon by  a combination of pulses with parameters  (mainly, 
repetition period),  in consequence of which the value of time shift 
(delay)  of strobe pulses  t^ will be random.    In certain measure there 
is wandering of range gate analogous to that observed in processes 
of diffusion.    Quantitative investigation of the random process of 
wandering of the range gate can be conducted with the help of the 
mathematical methods  utilized in the theory of Brownian movement. 

In a number of theoretical and experimental works it is shown 
that  during the influence on the automatiorange finder a mixture of 
signal and noise quantities  I and t- also take random values.    If 
the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently high,  the probability that 
the range gate will be delayed for a time corresponding to distance 
to target is  for practical purposes, equal to zero,  i.e., the finder 
is driven from tacking conditions.    Thus, the  automatic reuige tracking 
circuit is open. 

Confusion Pulse Jamming 

Confusion pulse Jamming constitutes a sequence of return pulses 
that are delayed with respect to the signal by r* and raonotonically 
vary  from zero to a defined value. 
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Such interferenüe  can be created,   for example, by a station built 

after the block   diagram  depicted In Fig.   5.4. 

"i   a 

flpm 
d f   ■■    i e i    '    i 

Off 
c *t 

Pig.   5.4.    Block diagram of trans- 
mitter for range  confusion jamming. 

The received pulse  (Pig.   5.5a; point  a In Fig.   5.4) goes  to  the 
frequency memorization circuit SZCh,  the  assignment of which rfas 
defined earlier, and the receiver PRM.     At  the output of the latter 
are  formed video pulses   (Fig.   5.5b), which  then go to delay  line 
LZ.    From the output of the delay line Is taken a pulse displaced 
with respect to the received signal by  time i* This pulse Is fed to 
the control unit UU,  Is  strengthenec1,,  and i;nen Is  fed to the high- 
frequency amplifier y opening It for time t* as a result of which at 
the output of the  transmitter there Is  formed a radio pulse,  delayed 
for time *•   relative to the received signal (Pig.  5.5d).    The value 
of delay T. changes with time.    The law of change can be different, 
for example,  corresponding to accelerated motion of target   (Pig.   5.6). 

Let us consider the physical processes connected with the influence 
of confusion pulse interference on the automatic range finder. 

At the initial moment, corresponding to the moment of activation 
of the Jamming transmitter, the delay time of the interference signal 
Tt^^in consequence of which at the input of the automatic range  finder 
there arrive simultaneously two tire-coincident pulsar - signal  (C) 
and interference  (fl)   (Pig.  5.7a).    At subsequent moments of time there 
Is appearance of time shift (mismatch ra>0) of interference pulse with 
respect to desired signal (5.7b).    If the amplitude of Ute interference 
pulse Is greater than the amplitude of thP desired signal,  there Is 
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f- e) 
Pig.   5.5.    Time diagrams  explaining the 
principle of creation of range confu- 
sion interference:    a) radar pulse at 
inpuu-  of receiver and circuit  for mem- 
orisation of frequency of jamming sta- 
tion;  b)  pulse at receiver output; 
c)  oscillations at output of frequency 
memorization circuit;  d)   pulse at out- 
put of delay  line; e)  Interference 
signal. 

Fig.  5.6.    Change of 
valuj cf delay in the 
case of uniformly 
accelerated motion of 
target. 

displacement of the range gcte (strobe pulses C,  and Cj  In th^ dtrec- 
tion of a more powerful Interference signal 11.  With further Increase 
of delay x^'the range gate "loses" the target,  ax J the finder turns  to 
tracking only the false target simulated by the Interference signal 
(Pig.   5.7c). 
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Ml m 
Pig.   5.7.    Mutual  location 
of strobe pulses   (C,  and Cp), 
signal  (C),   and Interference 
signals  (11):     a)   Initial 
momeat,   corresponding to mo- 
ment  of switching on Jamming 
transmitter  (i-, ■ 0); b) 
intermediate  stage of action 
of Interference  (T^ >  0);  C) 

tracking of Interference signal. 

However,  In spite of the fact  that the automaticrange  finder 
tracks the  false  target simulated by the interference signal,  automatic 
homing guidance of missile to the  real target  (carrying the Jamming 
transmitter),   in general,  cannot be upset.    This is explained by the 
fact that  the basic information necessary for homing guidance of the 
missile,   for example,  the sighting angle of the target or the angular 
velocity  of the sighting line,  is   fed to the system of aerodynamic 
control from the angle-tracking unit, being an element In the radio 
link of the homing guidance system.    The gonlometrlc  channel ih this 
case will function by using as the Interference signal as working 
signal.    The interference signal,  as It Is easy to see,  carries the 
information on angular coordinates of the target, which carries the 
source of interference. 
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In a number of oases of Jamming automatic range finders the guid- 
ance (homing guidance) circuit is acted upon directly, for example, for 
the suppression of radars applied in fire systems for ungulded weapons 
(guns, missiles, and so forth). In these systems errors in range dur- 
ing determination of lead angle are converted directly to angular 
errors. Errors in range ere converted directly to angular errors with 
certain methods of command guidance of missiles. 

5.3.    Active Jamming of Automatic Speed Tracking Systems 

Automatic tracking of targets with respect to speed makes it 
possible to select moving targets  against a backgrourd of passive in- 
terference and local objects.    Selection of moving targets with respect 
to speed is realized most simply in radar with continuous on quasi- 
continuous radiation, using narrow-band signals. 

Circuits  for automatic speed tracking are based on the principle 
of frequency  filtration of signals reflected from targets moving 
with different radial velocities relative to a given point of observa- 
tion [38]. 

Information on radial target velocity is contained in the value 
of doppler shift in the frequency of the reflected signal,  equal to 

^""T"^ (5.1) 

where v — radial component of target velocity; 

c - velocity of light in free space; 
/o - carrier frequency. 

This makes it possible, by using nr.rrow-b._rjd sounding signals in 

the radar, to ensure considerable weakening (by ten& of decibels) of 

s'gnals reflected from motionless and slowly moving objects (local 

objects, clouds of dipole reflectors) and to thus separate fast moving 

aircraft (targets) on their background. 

The method of protecting radar from passive interference by 
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filtration of frequencies  is  considerably more effective than the 
method founded on alternate-period compensation of signals reflected 
from a cloud of dlpoles,  applied in pulse  radar. 

A simplified block diagram of a channel for speed selection for 
continuous-wave radar,  used in the above-mentioned fire-control system, 
is presented in Pig.   5.8. 

A. I ■GE} 
CM, 

JL. 

~wi^\cM, \~< 

•Mi 

3 
/ 

TM» 1 
' 

ffM* f/l «- 
Search 
circuit 14 

To direction 
finder 

Automatic velocity tracking 
(AFC). 

Fig.  5.8.    Block diagram of channel of 
selection of target in speed. 

The rear-looking antenna Ax of the missile's noming device takes 
the signal  from the target  Illumination radar, which is used on the 
missile as  a reference signal.    The forward-looking antenna &#   picks 
up the reflected signal,  carrying information on angular position of 
target  and parameters  of its motion. 

Both signals  (reference and reflected) go to corresponding mixers 
Sm,  and Snip,  also fed voltage  from the common local oscillator Qet^. 
As a result,  at the output  of the mixers are  formed signals of inter- 
mediate, frequency, which are strengthened by  corresponding amplifiers 
UPCh1 and UPCh2. 

The input of the third Sm- is fed two signals   'reflected and 
reference),  the frequencies of which are different and depend on the 
radial velocity components of motion of target and missile  (Pig.  5.9). 
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Fig.   5.9.    Vector diagram of velocities 
of guidance circuit. 

Let  us  determine values of doppler frequencies   for the simplest 
homing guidance circuits, when  ehe guided missile and aircraft move 
directly  toward each other (Fig.   5.10). 

t 
t* 

4r 
tu 

Fig. 5.10. Formation of doppler frequen- 
cies of signals picked up by the forward- 
and rear-looking antennas of a guided > 
missile. \ 

Doppler  frequencies of signals  /« and /gg, picked up by forward- 
and rear-looking antennis respectively, are equal to 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

9a where   —L/t— component of doppier frequency caused by motion of 
target aircraft; 

(P» i     component  caused by motion of missile; 

v    - radial (with respect to missile)  velocity of target aircraft; 
v    - radial (with respect to aircraft)  velocity by missile; 
c — velocity of light; 
f0 — carrier frequency of suppressed radar. 
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The difrei'ence frequency at the  output  of the doppler filter PDCh 
Is  equal  to 

/.-^(•*+«* (5.1,) 

As  a result  of the mixing cf these  signals,  at the output of 
Sm^  there is a voltage of diri'ence   frequency,  equal to   f«, which is 
filtered by doppler filter PDCh.    The bandpass  of the PDCh corresponds 
to the possible range  of change of speed of missile and target. 

The signal of doppler  frequency  from the  output of the PDCh  is 
fed to the automatic velocity  tracking circuit,  constituting an ordi- 
nary  AFC circuit. 

Under conditions of doppler frequency  search (velocity target 
search) mixer Sm^.  is  fed voltage from oscillator Get2, the frequency 
of whicn Is varied \n sawtooth fashion by means of reactance tube 
RL.     During the time when the difference  frequency 

M^k—ft* (5.5) 

where fa- doppler frequency, 
/rt - frequency of oscillator Getp, 

is within the limits of the passband of narrow-band selective  filter 
UP,  called the "velocity gate," at its output;  is  formed a signal, which, 
after passage through frequency discriminator ChD, in form is like 
the  characteristic of the  discriminator.    The  signal from the output 
of the  frequency discriminator is fed to the  search-stop circuit, 
after which there is  lock-on of reflected signal and automatic track- 
ing of it with respect  to speed (doppler frequency). 

Channels  for selection of target in speed can be dealt the 
following forms of Jamming: 

— narrow-band noise Jamming, whose spectrum covers a given range 
of possible doppler shifts  of the frequencies  of the reflected signal; 
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- confusion Jamming,  created by simulation of false doppler fre- 
quencies . 

Noise Jamming 

During the Influence on speed selection clrcui;- of an additive 
mixture of signal and sufficiently Intense Interference In the form 
of white noise, the voltage  at the Input of the  frequency discriminator 
(ChD)   can be represented as  a quasl-harmonlc oscillation with random 
amplitude U(t) and phases ^(t): 

H«i;(0tosW+♦(*)!. 

where  U(t)  and ^(t)  are random functions of time. 

The  voltage at the  output of the  frequency  discriminator will 
also be  a random function of time,  and consequently the parameters 
of the reactance tube will also change In random fashion.    Accordingly, 
the  frequency of the local  oscillator Is subject to random changes. 
Owing to the closed-loop nature of the automatic control system,  the 
random frequency shifts  of the local oscillator.  In turn, will cause 
random changes of frequency  difference  A(r«"fji—It.    Sometimes to charac- 
terize these frequency shifts of the oscillator In the closed-loop 
tracking system, the terms   "random wandering" or simply "wandering," 
borrowed from diffusion theory, are used.    We often talk about "wan- 
dering of the velocity gate,"  although the  "velocity gate" can not 
actually wander. Inasmuch as It Is a narrow-band filter with fixed 
tuning. 

Under the Influence of the "velocity gate" noise Is displaced 
along Its frequency axis, and upon-the expiration of a certain amount 
of time,  commensurable with the time constant of the automatic velocity 
tracking channel, the doppler frequency of the signal will exceed 
the bandpass of the frequency discriminator (the aperture of the 
discrimination characteristic), as a result of which autotracking 
circuit  loses the target.     If In the homing device provision Is not 
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made  for conditions  of approach to a source of active interference 
disturbant    of the  operation of the speed  selection circuit will  lead 
to  full breaking of the  guldanco  circuit. 

During the  creation of noise Jamming to channels  of selection 
with respect to speed rather  stringent  requirements are imposed on 
the band of radiated noises.    The bandwidth of noises  Afn is  determined 
f"om the condition of ensuring coverage of doppler frequencies of all 
useful signals   from the  covered aircraft  of a group in different 
combat formations  and different attitudes  relative to the suppressed 
homing device. 

Confusion Jamming 

Confusion Jamming  ol channels  of velocity selection decoy the 
"velocity gate" and stop the doppler frequency tracking of the desired 
signal. 

The possibility of decoying the  "velocity gate" is based on the 
peculiarities of influence of two signals   (useful and Interference) 
with different amplitudes and frequencies  on the frequency discrimina- 
tor. 

During Influence on the frequency discriminator of two harmrnic 
oscillations with  fixed frequency the system of automatic velocity 
tracking (ASS)  is most  fully described by  a family of generalized 

.discrimination characteristics, by which is understood dependence of 
output voltage of the  frequency discriminator on the shift of one of 
the signals relative to the transition frequency WQ.

1
    The parameter 

of the family  usually  is the difference in frequencies of th« two 
signals ä«"OJI—Mj. 

Let us find the generalized discrimination characteristic for 
the frequency discriminator with upset  circuits  (Pig.   5.11).     There 

lThe transition frequency  w0 is that to which corresponds zero 
output voltage of the  frequency discriminator. 
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Is analogy here with the case of Influence of two signals on the ASN 

system (^.3)» 

Fig. 5.11. Frequency dlscrlmiia- 
tor with upset circuits. 

Let us assume that the resonance characteristics of both circuits 

of the discriminator are even (Pig. 5.12) and are determined by for- 

mulas 

'^+u)-mkw (5.7) 
where 

AWQ - - bandwidth of the circuit at the 0.7 level; Aw - detuning 

of circuits of the frequency discriminator relative to transition 

frequency uQ;  Aw' - deviation of frequency of input signal from nominal 
value WQ. 

For the voltage at the discriminator input it is possible to 

record 

iin«c;a COt mtt+1/« COt«^. 

At the input of detectors Ai and Jlv which we will consider 
square-law, we obtain 
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Aw,,  AWp - deviations of frequencies of interference and signal 
from transition  frequency WQJ 

^1*  "^2»  ^1    ^2 "" hiSh-frequency phase  shifts. 

9Mk 

Fig. 5.12.  Resonance character- 
istics of discriminator circuits. 

After detection and filtration of signal by the r-c output filter, 

for output voltage we obtain 

(5.8) 

where K is a constant;   •"■[p« 

Relationship  (5.8) determines the generalized discrimination 
characteristic.    Comparing (5.8) with  (11.21), we note their coinci- 
dence.    This makes it possible to use results obtained In the case of 
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of noise influences on gonlon.etrlc channels. 

If on the ASS system Is acted upon only by a signal with frequency 
uj,,  the zero of the discrimination characteristic  (point  0) in 
s-eady-state operation coincides with  frequency w,  (curve 1 in Pig. 
5.13}«    During the influence of a signal with frequency Up at the 
discriminator output there is error voltage of positive sign., which 
means that the point  of the stable« state of equiliorium of the system 
("stable zero" of the generalized discrimination characteristic) starts 
to shift to the right,  and upon the expiration of transient conditions 
the zero of the  discrimination characteristic will be at a certain 
point 0',  lying between values of frequencies u,  and Wp  (curve 2 in 

Pig.  5.13). 

•V 

t 

Fig. 5.13. Discrimination character- 
istics of automatic velocity tracking 
system (ASS): curve 1 - for the case 
of action of one signal with frequency 
U). curve 2 - for the  case of action 
of two signals with frequencies u,  and 
Cüp. 

Position of point 0* determines tracking error Au)2 for signal 

frequency u^. In general error Awp Is found by solving of equation 

(5.8). 
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In linear treatment   during  linearization resonance curves at point 
A  (Pig.  5.1?)   for t-rror Au)2 we obtain 

AM, «-AM rn»* (5.9) 

From (5.9)  it   iollows that within  limits of the linear section 
of the discrimination characteristic point of the stable state 0' 
will be between frequencies of signal and interference u,  and w-, 
being displaced witn  change of ratio b  to the frequency of the source 
with greater power. 

With a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ration the zero of the 
discrimination characteristic (and consequently the "velocity gate") 
will track the carrier frequency of the interference signal. If de- 
tuning Aw is increased at a certain rate, the "velocity gate" can be 
decoyed from the desired signal by a sufficiently great distance along 
the frequency axis   (Pig.  5.11*). 

*" 1 

^w. Search 

Signal 
Lock-on of " 
signal            > 

A-tlvation of 
.   Jammer 

Frequency of 
Irvterfarence 
signal 

•Lock-on of 
interi'trene 

V 

Fig.  5.12*.    Time diagrams, ex- 
plaining the principle of action 
of interference confusing the 
"velocity gate." 

5.4.    Possible Methods of Shifting Signals in Carrier Frequency 

The shifting of signals in carrier frequency usually is done by 
means of high  frequency phase shifters   (tw tubes, ma^netizei ferrltes. 
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and others)  [51,  52]. 

We will briefly explain the principle of shifting frequency by 
means of tw tube. j 

The helix of the tw tube  (Pig.  5.15)  is  fed linearly time-varying 
voltage 

11(1)-Kl. (5.10) 

Fig. 5.15«  Diagram 
of frequency shift 
in a tw tube. 

If, for example, this voltage increases linearly, the speed of the 

electron stream will increase accordingly.  This increase of speed 

of the electron stream (in linear treatment during small changes of 

voltage) ensures increase of speed of the electromagnetic wave pro- 

pogated in the "helix-electron stream" system. Owing to the increase 

in speed of the electromagnetic wave, the phase shift of oscillation 

in the section of interaction (delay system) will decrease (since the 

length of the section In which p;:ase shift occurs is fixed, and the 

propagation velocity of the wave la increased).  In Fig. 5.16 id 

represented approximate dependence of phase shift Lty  on the voltage 

applied to the helix u. 

If change voltage u(t^ in linear fashion with positive derivative, 

phase shift, as a function of time, is changed linearly, but now with 

negative derivative (Pig. 5.16). 

Since the phase shift Ai); changes linearly with time, the phase 

of high-frequency oscillations at the output of the tw tube can be 

represented as follows: 
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?=-,< + (Ai>#-K'0. (5.11) 

Fig.   5.16.     Dependence of phase shift 
of signal on helix voltage of tw tube. 

Here   Kf  Is proportionality  factor  (slope of line Lty - AipQ - K1  t in 

system of coordinates A^,  t). 

Accordingly, the frequency of oscillations at the output of the 

tw tube is equal to 

..-^«.-^ (5.12) 

i.e., differs from input frequency a^ by Aw, where 

A» «s M, — •, ;= K'=cont. 

Thus linear change of phase leads to shift of frequency of output 

signal by a certain constant amount Aw. 

In practice continuous change of control voltage u(t) with time 

per linear law is possible only within certain comparatively narrow 
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limits.    Therefore in order to shift  frequency it is necessary to 
apply different  forms periodic phase modulation of the tw tube [51]. 

One of the simplest laws of phase modulation of the tw tube is 
the sawtooth law (Fig.  5.17).    Let us  determine the parameters of 
sawtooth control voltage {Tn, K|, AUO),   ensuring the obtaining at the 
output  of the tw tube of a constant positive shift of frequency Aw. 

In the case of modulation by sawtooth voltage the phase of the 
signal at the output of the tw tube can be recorded as  follows: 

if 0<l<Ti •i 

i 

»—.*+%(**•+«. 7;). 
(5.13) 

N 
f=-l/-|-K#Attt = -./+Afbf 

Here r,  -period of sawtooth voltage (Pig.  5.17); 
K^   - slope of modulation characteristic of tw tube  (Pig.  5.16); 
K,   - proportionality factor. 

4tfM i tit».. 

^v^ ̂ N \^ 

• 
f 

*m{ tfOft««' 

i^^^l 
Pig. 5.17.  Diagrams explaining frequency 
shift in tw tube with the help of sawtooth 
voltage. Au(t) and AMt) characterize the 
law of change with time of increases in 
modulating voltage and phase of oscillations 
at output of tw tube respectively. 
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Equation  (5.13)  assumes  linear dependence of phase shift of high- 
frequency oscillations at output'of tw tube on modulating voltage 

A*=%Att. (5.1*0 

Differentiating $ with respect to time, we  find the value of frequency 
at the output  of the tw tube 

••■■••i+Vijr- (5.15) 

Thus,  the sought fret.^oncy shift equals 

6». V'fT"^- (5.16) 

Since modulation Is carried out by sawtooth voltage,  to shift 
frequency u»,  by Au without disturbing the monochromatlclty of oscilla- 
tions. In principle, Is possible only In that case when the period of 
the sawtooth modulating voltage  Tu is multiple of   T^jjt I.e., 

rB=nrf (5.17) 

where n 1. 2, 3, • •.» and return period of the saw Is equal to zero. 

Cn other words, in every period ^f* the modulating saw Tn  must 
contain a whole number of segments with duration T.  This can be clar- 

ified with help of the vector diagram shown In Pig. 5.18a. The unmod- 

ulated Input signal with frequency o^ can be represented In the form 

of vector u(t), revolving with constant angular velocity w,. Linear 

phase modulation Increases (or decreases) the angular velocity of ro- 

tation of this vector by a constant amount Au. Modulation by periodic 

sawtooth voltage will be equivalent to linear modulation if during, 

the time equal to the period of the modulating sawtooth voltage vector 

ü(t) additionally makes a whole number of rotations 
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If the return period of the "aw Is close to zero,  oscillations 
of frequency w2, corresponding to adjacent periods of the sawtooth      ' 
modulating voltage, will continuously, without a Jump In phase,  repeat 
one another  (Fig.   5.18b and c).    When conditions of multiplicity of 
Tn  and T are not met,  oscillations  of frequency w2,  corresponding to 
adjacent sections of modulating saw, will have different phases, 
which will lead to disturbance of monochromatlclty of oscillations 
at  the output  of the tw tube  (Fig.   5.l8d and e). 

a) 

«to« 

MMMAr 

f ,-H : 
«it   v 

"wf 

*•»- 

d) 

c) 

JlliL. 
•»* 

e) 
Fig.  5.18.    Principle of shifting of frequency 
by tw tube:    a)  vector diagram of harmonic os- 
cillations  In tw tube; b,  *) output voltage of 
tw tube and Its spectrum with correctly selected 
parameters of control voltage; d, e)  output 
voltage of tw tube and Its spectrum when par- 
ameters of control voltage are selected Incor- 
rectly. 

Inasmuch as the slope of the saw and Its period are determined 
completely by the necessary value  of frequency shift Aw, the same 
determines  the amplitude of the sawtooth voltage AUQ.     Actually,  In 
view of (5.16)   and (5.17) and also considering that  Tn is a multiple 
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of T, ij»0 must in the same measure be a multiple of 2K. Hence In 

accordance with (5.1*0 It follows that 

*«.-•£. (5.18) 

where n X}    <t . 3*** 

In practice with linear phase modulation of tw tube by sawtooth 
voltage at the output of the tw tube there appear oscillations at 
two  frequencies, shifted in opposite directions relative to input 
frequency u,.    One of these oscillations corresponds to forward move- 
ment of the saw. the second to reverse movement. 

, For ferrite phase shifters,  in contrast to tw tubes,  to the posi- 
tive slope of the "saw"  of control current  i(t)  also corresponds  a 
positive shift of frequency of output signal  (Pig.  5.19a), and to the 
negative slope corresponds a shift of frequency in the direction of 
smaller values  (Fig.   5.19b). 

m *m>0 

Ay I     : 
r   ! 

a; 
«H » 

m «*<• 

\NV H 
Fig.   5.19.    Principle of frequency 
shj ft with the help of ferrite phase 
rhlfters:    a)  law of change of con- 
trol current for positive shift fre- 
quency; b)  law of change of control 
current  for negative shift. 

To constant slope of sawtooth control voltage or current corres- 
ponds a constant shift of frequency of output signal. 
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For creation of confusion Jamming the frequency of the output 
signal (and consequently the value of Aw) must be changed with time 
(decreased or Increased) per defined law. Let us find the law of 
change of control voltage (current) ensuring linear change with time 
of Aw and accordingly of w2. Assigning the necessary law of change 
of Aw In the form 

A»K.W. (5.19) 

by Integration of Aw we determine the sought law of change of phase 

At(/)=r^</fs--j=/> 

(5.20) 

Prom (S.l1*) and (5.20), taking Into account the Integration con- 
stant we find control voltage (current) 

utt)sii,:i:K'7a, 
„. "^ (5.21) 

where u»»j 

Expression (5.21) shows that for frequency shift per linear law 
the control voltage  (current)  must be changed not per llneax, but 
parabolic,  law. 
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